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ACADEMIC ABSTRACT 

 

 

This dissertation is broadly concerned with the relationship between democracy and 
race in the United States federal government. To analyze this problem, I rely on archival 
research from the 1967-8 National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (commonly 
known as the Kerner Commission, after chairperson Governor Otto Kerner) to examine 
how the discussion and management of hundreds of so-called “race riots” in the 
summer of 1967 both challenges civil disobedience and embodies structural racism. 
Employing a content analysis of the final 425-page Kerner Commission government 
report, I assess the categorization, labeling, and language used to describe and 
document the hundreds of “race riots” and related state violence through acts of police 
misconduct that engulfed the country in the summer of 1967. I rely heavily on the 
report and background research itself, as well as major books related to race riots and 
presidential commissions, such as Anthony Platt’s 1971 The Politics of Riot Commissions 
and Steven Gillon’s 2018 Separate and Unequal. I incorporate theories of exit and the 
entitlement to rights advanced in literature by scholars like Jennet Kirkpatrick, James C. 
Scott, and Hannah Arendt. This dissertation is concerned with the relationship between 
morality and civic participation in democratic politics. I analyze Christopher Kutz’s book 
Complicity: Ethics and Law for a Collective Age to delve into the ramifications of 
democracy and US citizenship being considered a kind of “collective project” and further 
contemplate what obligations and implications exist for citizens in US democracy against 
racial injustice. Since the Kerner Commission coincided with the rise of “law and order” 
politics in the nation’s political vernacular, it represents a unique opportunity to witness 
an ideological shift toward a Garrison state and neoliberal ethos, both of which 
undermine the country’s espoused democratic values, resting on the grammar of 
equality and justice for all. The Kerner Commission can provide valuable lessons in 
studies of political domination that remain pertinent to overcoming oppression and 
injustice today.
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GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT 

 
 
 

This dissertation is broadly concerned with the relationship between democracy and 
race in the United States federal government. American democracy espouses moral 
virtues related to freedom and justice for all, and yet structural racism remains 
pervasive in how the government operates. To analyze this problem, I rely on archival 
research from the 1967-8 National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (commonly 
known as the Kerner Commission, after chairperson Governor Otto Kerner) to examine 
how the discussion and management of hundreds of so-called “race riots” in the 
summer of 1967 both challenges civil disobedience and embodies structural racism. I 
rely heavily on the report and background research itself to do a content analysis. I also 
use major books related to race riots and presidential commissions, such as Anthony 
Platt’s 1971 The Politics of Riot Commissions and Steven Gillon’s 2018 Separate and 
Unequal. Given that this dissertation is concerned with how morality shapes civic 
participation in democratic politics, I analyze Christopher Kutz’s book Complicity: Ethics 
and Law for a Collective Age. Since the Kerner Commission coincided with the rise of 
“law and order” politics in the nation’s political vernacular, it represents a unique 
opportunity to witness an ideological shift toward a Garrison state and neoliberal ethos, 
both of which undermine the country’s espoused democratic values, resting on the 
grammar of equality and justice for all. Individual advocates as well as scholars can learn 
valuable lessons from the  Kerner Commission about oppression and injustice in today’s 
society.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

 
… The only genuine, long-range solution for what has happened lies in an 
attack—mounted at every level—upon the conditions that breed despair and 
violence. All of us know what those conditions are: ignorance, discrimination, 
slums, poverty, disease, not enough jobs. We should attack these conditions—not 
because we are frightened by conflict, but because we are fired by conscience. 
We should attack them because there is simply no other way to achieve a decent 
and orderly society in America. … 

 
U.S. President Lyndon Baines Johnson 
Address to the Nation Establishing the Kerner Commission 
July 27, 1967 
 

I.          Context 

 
Liberal democracies occupy much of the space of contemporary political 

thought. Because no democratic country boasts a completely just and equal society, 

activists, academics, governments, and citizens—indeed, arguably all modern 

democratic societies since the Second World War, including the U.S. (hereinafter U.S.)— 

dedicate their practice, rhetoric, policy, and conduct to the task of securing public goods 

like legitimacy, collective identity, and economic welfare. Since the U.S. is a capitalist 

nation, decision-making will often be far from procedurally fair due to the interests and 

agendas advanced in capitalism’s interest. This tension between democracy and 

capitalism makes it necessary for democracies to recognize and foster resistance across 

issues and identities. This is a path to justice and equality which honors democracy’s 

cornerstone values of deliberation and autonomy of citizen self-rule. In this dissertation, 

I am particularly concerned with the resistance related to race, especially the ways in 

which structural racism is organized, maintained, and advanced in relationship to white
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supremacy. Race is the age-old problematic in U.S. democracy and arguably our nation’s 

founding source of inequity. The central research question of my dissertation is whether 

the U.S. federal government is capable of achieving racial equity, and I employ archival 

research into the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders to better understand 

how a critical moment in U.S. history has shaped contemporary democratic theory on 

race, police brutality, civic engagement, and the demos. 

This dissertation rests on key concepts that are important to define at the 

outset. First, this dissertation evaluates and critiques structural racism and white 

supremacy. I understand structural racism in the U.S. to be the normalization and 

legitimization of an array of historical, cultural, institutional, and interpersonal dynamics 

that routinely advantage whites while producing cumulative and chronic adverse 

outcomes for people of color. It is a system of hierarchy and inequity, primarily 

characterized by white supremacy. I understand white supremacy to be the preferential 

treatment, privilege, and power for white people at the expense of non-white racial 

groups. 

Secondly, it is useful to note that although much of this dissertation discusses 

the Kerner Commission—a famous riot commission—the commission never defined 

what a riot was. This is most likely because the commission declared that “no civil 

disorder was typical in all respects.” (Report 1968, 110) Instead, the commission 

provided four general categories to capture the full range of social unrest: general 

upheaval that pulled in all segments of the ghetto population; political confrontation; 

anticipatory wherein black residents’ behavior was defensive, protective, or retaliatory;
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and a disorganized expressive rampage. What is clear is that the commission did not see 

the riots as interracial. Instead, the riots of 1967, “involved action within Negro 

neighborhoods against symbols of white American society—authority and property— 

rather than against white persons.” (Report 1968, 110) It is clear from the final official 

Kerner Commission report, and even more strongly underscored in the academic 

researcher’s shadow report called The Harvest of American Racism, that the 

commissioners viewed the riots as primarily rational acts by oppressed people who 

could not get redress any other way. Steven Gillon’s exhaustive study of the Kerner 

Commission also notes that lead academic researcher Robert Shellow and his team used 

the words “rational” and “political” interchangeably in their writing. (2018, 158) This 

rhetoric not only legitimates the actions of the protesters, but it enlists hope that the 

federal government will act with dignity in the face of racial injustice, responding 

proportionally to remedy past injustice and restructure institutions to be equal. 

Examining the actor of the federal government becomes centrally important 

given how race has been and remains managed by the federal government. After the 

compromises of 1876 signaling the end of Reconstruction, national responsibility on the 

level of the federal government for black problems regarding inequality were minimized 

by political institutions and social conventions promoting local autonomy in racial 

matters. The surge of civil rights advocacy in the late 1950s into the 1960s was changing 

the landscape. In the summer of 1967, race-related protesting and violence provoked a 

sense of threat to the white majority, provoking the desire for an authoritative national 

study. (Lipsky and Olson 1977, 92) The Kerner Commission believed that only the federal
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government possessed the moral capacity to make the kind of sweeping changes 

necessary to achieve racial equity. The final report stated, “only a commitment to 

national action on an unprecedented scale can shape a future compatible with the 

historic ideals of American society…The major need is to generate new will—the will to 

tax ourselves to the extent necessary to meet the vital needs of the nation.” (Report 

1968, ix) The Commission’s recommendations would likely cost $75-$100 billion over 

several years. (Gillon 2018, 258) Congress tried their hand at regulating the “problem” 

of the riots by turning against rioters. On July 19, 1967, Congress decisively passed a so- 

called anti-riot bill making it a crime to cross state lines with the intent to incite a riot. 

(Lipsky and Olson 1977, 108) This bill anticipated that by coming down hard against 

rewarding violent dissent, black people would stop protesting. It did not work. More 

needed to be done as this legislation was ineffective at squelching discontent among 

and protests by blacks across the country. 

By September of 1967, 164 disorders had been reported across the country. 

(Lupo 2011, 123) President Johnson issued Executive Order 11365 to establish the 

National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (hereafter called the Kerner 

Commission, after chairperson and then Illinois Governor Otto Kerner) on July 29, 1967. 

At the time of the commission’s creation, there had been 120 riots nationwide. 

President Johnson directed the commission to answer three basic questions: what 

happened, why did it happen, and what can be done to prevent it from happening 

again? Johnson’s decision to appoint a commission to examine national unrest is 

consistent with his practices as president. During his five years in the Oval Office,
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President Johnson appointed a staggering twenty commissions, prompting his nickname 

of “the Great Commissioner.” (Driver 2018, paragraph 10) The Kerner Commission was 

released on a leap year date which ironically signifies the lack of progress tied to the 

Commission’s import in contemporary —it has disappeared from the calendar but not 

history. 

II.         Kaleidoscopes of Power 

In 1967, more than 160 so-called “race riots” occurred across 128 American 

cities (Button 1978, 121), making the streets the primary site of democratic activism. 

Riots about racial injustice occurred prior to the long, hot American summer and have 

occurred since, especially in conjunction with police brutality in the 21st century. But, to 

date, there has never been such a dense amount of civic activism connected to strivings 

for racial justice such as that seen in 1967. While the overarching research question I 

explore in this dissertation is whether U.S. democracy is capable of achieving racial 

equity, this dissertation tackles numerous contributing issues along the way in order to 

understand various manifestations of race and governance. In governing race, the U.S. 

federal government reveals numerous approaches to managing structural racism. I 

conceptualize these variations like a kind of democratic kaleidoscope wherein there are 

moments and paths that present particular options, embrace or suppress particular 

ideologies, and highlight or dim particular moral approaches. All of these are contained 

in the same democratic structure for the same country, but if the kaleidoscope is never 

rotated, only one frame is viewable. Alternative views help to improve the collective 

imagination of what is possible as well as encourage the rejection of complacency with
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the status quo or tried practices as the only viable way to address sociopolitical ills like 

racial injustice. This dissertation is an exploration into the major frames necessary to 

grapple with the perpetuation of structural racism in the U.S. federal government. 

I consider the Kerner Commission to be one of U.S. democracy’s last substantial 

gasps of liberalism, before a sharp right turn into neoliberal and Garrison state practices. 

Here, I mean to suggest the kind of liberalism wherein the state, specifically the federal 

government, felt responsible for the care of its citizens and extended government 

dollars on aiding the welfare of the public. While I will discuss these concepts further in 

substantive chapters four and five, I will here underscore that my dissertation looks at 

the federal government’s ability to achieve racial equality in U.S. democracy. At the 

heart of this dissertation is my interest in transforming American institutions to 

vanquish structural racism. This requires an investigation into moral democracy, and 

what it takes to derive a moral consciousness. Accordingly, throughout this dissertation, 

I address secondary research questions like, what is the appropriate method for dealing 

with political exclusion? Does democracy rest on homogenizing models of identity? Can 

the ideal of citizenship accommodate difference? How much difference is compatible 

with the ideal of the rule of law under fair and equal conditions? Given this set of 

questions, the content of this dissertation broadly examines the constellations in 

political theory around race, police, social movements, and democratic activism to 

better understand how the present is constituted and what the future demands from 

race and governance. It is valuable to study the turning point galvanized by the Kerner 

Commission because the kind of history one tells says much about the kind of future
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one wants. As I circle back to in the conclusion, the ability for the U.S. to develop 

humane and racially just policies on issues dominant in public discourse today, like 

crime, education, employment, and immigration, demands a deep understanding of the 

nation’s history on race and governance, along with the moral fortitude to move 

forward with a conception of the demos as comprised of citizens with human rights. 

One of the most important powers of the U.S. federal government are its military 

capabilities. The era of the Kerner Commission represented a significant shift away from 

using the federal government to bestow reason and diplomacy to solve underlying 

causes of longstanding social challenges. President Johnson’s executive order permitted 

the commission to control and repress black rioters using almost any available means to 

assure white America that everything was being managed. As many books and archival 

research from the commission reveal, the President infused his interest to suppress the 

riots in a few ways. Two members of the Kerner Commission had police or military roles: 

Charles B. Thornton who was Chairman and CEO of Litton Industries, a member of the 

Defense Industry Advisory Council to the Department of Defense and the National 

Security Industrial Association, and Herbert Jenkins who was the Atlanta, Georgia, Chief 

of Police and President of the International Association of Chiefs of Police. In addition to 

commission composition, the Kerner Commission utilized hundreds of consultants and 

witnesses to inform their investigations and recommendation. During the early phase of 

the commission, when they were hiring staff to conduct research and field visits to cities 

impacted by riots, the commission’s Deputy Executive Director Victor H. Palmieri 

described the process as “a war strategy” because of the large amount of military and
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police consultants. (Lipsky and Olson 1977, 165) One quarter of the 200 consultants 

listed in materials analyzed by Lipsky and Olson were big-city police chiefs, including Los 

Angeles Police Department Chief Daryl F. Gates. 30 police departments testified to the 

commission along with other affiliated police organizations, such as the Law 

Enforcement Assistance Administration which finances SWAT procedures. 12 military 

generals from various branches of the armed services served as contractors or testified 

before the commission. All of this means that while the Kerner Commission was a study 

of civil disorders, civilian recommendations were heavily influenced by military interests 

in domestic affairs. One of the Commissioner’s key consultants for housing and poverty 

was Anthony Downs. Downs wrote the commission’s final report Chapters 16 and 17 

which deal with housing. He surmised this large influx of militarism to be a cost-savings 

approach when he noted that “it would be far cheaper to repress future large-scale 

urban violence through police and military action than to pay for effective programs 

against remaining poverty.” (Downs 1973, 176) In Chapter 3, I will look more deeply into 

the use of state violence, a significant area of research to emerge from the civil rights 

era which has spawned important questions related to democratic theory and the 

relationship between race and policymaking from theorists like Jennet Kirkpatrick, Amy 

Gutmann, Dennis Thompson, and Daniel Gillion. 

U.S. democracy cannot be understood apart from race, especially white 

supremacy. The civil rights era renewed the call for racial equality, and it became a 

major issue for presidential leaders in the sixties. While the opening quote from
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President Johnson espouses a kind of emotional response, President John F. Kennedy 

took a more virtue-oriented approach to racial injustice: 

We are confronted primarily with a moral issue. It is as old as the scriptures and 

is as clear as the American Constitution. The heart of the question is whether all 

Americans are to be afforded equal rights and equal opportunities, whether we 

are going to treat our fellow Americans as we want to be treated. If an American, 

because his skin is dark, cannot eat lunch in a restaurant open to the public, if he 

cannot send his children to the best public school available, if he cannot vote for 

the public officials who will represent him, if, in short, he cannot enjoy the full 

and free life which all of us want, then who among us would be content to have 

the color of his skin changed and stand in his place? Who among us would then 

be content with the counsels of patience and delay? One hundred years of delay 

have passed since President Lincoln freed the slaves, yet their heirs, their 

grandsons, are not fully free. They are not yet freed from the bonds of injustice. 

They are not yet freed from social and economic oppression. And this Nation, for 

all its hopes and all its boasts, will not be fully free until all its citizens are free. 

We preach freedom around the world, and we mean it, and we cherish our 

freedom here at home, but are we to say to the world, and much more 

importantly, to each other that this is the land of the free except for the 

Negroes; that we have no second-class citizens except Negroes; that we have no 

class or caste system, no ghettos, no master race except with respect to
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Negroes? Now the time has come for this Nation to fulfill its promise. (U.S. 

President John F. Kennedy, June 11, 1963) 

One of the underlying questions that is often underexamined in the literature on 

civil rights that I take up in my dissertation is the moral weight underpinning white 

supremacy. In Chapter 2, I examine Christopher Kutz’s work on complicity to understand 

better how U.S. democracy functions as a collective project through which all citizens 

bear responsibility for structural racism. Acknowledging that white supremacy functions 

as a kind of moral code helps to make sense of the dogged, if sometimes covert, role 

that structural racism plays in democratic practice. The white moral code is my concept 

to describe the set of rules, values, and traditions that the collective identify of white 

people use—however consciously—to prescribe righteous behavior, perceive threats, 

and share power, especially in relationship to people of other races and ethnicities. I 

argue that the white moral code functions almost like a kind of groupthink, preserving 

white safety, white advantage, and white opportunity at all costs. Culpability for racial 

injustice cannot and does not rest solely on the shoulders of bigoted white nationalists 

or fascists; it is kept in place and valued by all citizens. Acknowledging the way 

whiteness has ruled in institutional practice, the Commission’s findings put forth a 

scathing condemnation at the outset of the report: “What white Americans have never 

fully understood—but what the Negro can never forget—is that white society is deeply 

implicated in the ghetto. White institutions created it, white institutions maintain it, and 

white society condones it.” (Report 1968, 2) At the time of the Kerner Commission, the
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phrase ‘all citizens’ referred to white people because there had not been adequate time 

for non-white voters to be engaged in the democratic process. 

This dissertation functions a bit like a sociopolitical autopsy about whiteness in 

U.S. government. As sociologist Eric Klinenberg explains in his social autopsy book 

investigating Chicago’s heat wave crisis in 1995, autopsies are done to discover a cause 

of death and to understand what the deceased’s physiological makeup might tell us 

about the human conditions during their life. Sometimes, an autopsy can also help catch 

killers to hold them accountable for their crimes. What the Kerner Commission helps the 

country to see is that our country’s current challenges result from specific policies 

designed and funded by specific people with specific interests in maximizing their 

profits, power, and control. Moreover, the Kerner Commission reveals the disparity 

between the American ideals of opportunity and the reality of racism. Thinking about 

who we have been as a nation, who we are now, and where we want to go results in an 

ominous gap in democracy. This ominous gap entrenched in the federal government 

contributes to the perpetuation of structural racism and kindled race riots. It rests upon 

centuries of cumulative discrimination. In this dissertation, I am not only analyzing the 

rhetorical gap between virtues espoused by political leaders and cherished political 

documents like the U.S. Constitution, but also the practice of racist policy and the 

unequal outcomes derived from federal decisions, commissions, and laws. To 

understand the emergence of two societies, separate and unequal, it is not enough to 

look at only rhetoric and grammar or only actions and decisions; structural racism is the 

engrained coexistence of these, as cumulative discrimination reveals.
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The National Research Council’s 2004 book Measuring Racial Discrimination 

highlights how systemic processes occur over time and across domains to practice what 

is known as cumulative discrimination. As researchers Blank, Dabady, and Citro define it, 

“discrimination has cumulative effects when a discriminatory incident affects not only 

the immediate outcome but also future outcomes in one’s own lifetime or in later 

generations.” (2004, 225) Blank et al. use the example of slavery on occupational 

discrimination to demonstrate how historically held oppression contributes to 

contemporary categories which limit earnings and wealth accumulation for people of 

color. Significantly, they take their findings one step further to reveal that current legal 

standards do not adequately account for cumulative discrimination. This means that 

inequity exists and is permitted to be perpetuated due to the lack of legal parameters; 

racial injustice is effectually treated, at best, as an unfortunate occurrence, but is not 

overtly prohibited by all means necessary. As policymakers consider steps to reform 

unjust racial processes, the role of “feedback effects” is useful to consider because it 

shows the additive process of discrimination and performance, in turn increasing the 

probability or justification of discrimination and creating larger outcome disparities. 

(Blank, Dabady, and Citro 2004, 225) For example, discrimination in job hiring due to 

inadequate preparation could make one reluctant to enroll in education or training, 

lowering an individual’s potential for success while possibly reinforcing a hiring 

manager’s prejudice, continuing the cycle. Additionally, it is necessary for policymakers 

to evaluate discrimination in racial populations over time, not just with a single instance. 

Chronic, ongoing exposure to discrimination or oppression is important to quantify
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accurately so discrimination is not understated. (Blank, Dabady, and Citro 2004, 226) 

Finally, the effects of cumulative discrimination can be transmitted through 

organizational structures regulated by the federal government. This point recognizes the 

connection between public policy areas, as disparities in housing which might also 

correlate with inequalities in education. As the researchers conclude, “faced with 

persistent discrimination and societal disadvantage, disadvantaged racial groups may 

make life choices under these racially biased conditions that limit their life chances and 

future opportunities.” (Blank, Dabady, and Citro 2004, 226) Cumulative discrimination is 

important for policymakers to understand since individual actions do not occur 

independent of a larger social and economic context. Social and institutional behavior in 

a racially unequal society like the U.S. can be anticipated to impact the behaviors of 

people, especially those in marginalized populations. Cumulative discrimination ought 

to be an in important component of the federal government’s decision-making, 

especially in conjunction with models of democratic policymaking and deliberation. For 

this reason, I discuss the responsibility of decision-makers to cultivate a stronger demos 

and create a stronger, overt space to contest ideology and build institutions. As I discuss 

in chapter four, moral discussion deserves a secure, central place in political life free 

from the threat of violence. 

Ultimately, this dissertation grapples with the capability of the U.S. federal 

government to cultivate a racially just democratic state. Throughout the dissertation, I 

use literature from James C. Scott, Joe Feagin, Stephen Steinberg, and others to 

illustrate the racial state in which the U.S. federal government resides. I also include
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literature from Charles Mills, Jean Paul Sartre, W.E.B. DuBois, and Chris Hayes to 

examine the ways in which black communities are treated as a colony within a nation 

and to complicate the colonized history of the U.S. as a democratic project. This 

literature lays the foundation for Chapters 4 and 5, and urges deeper questions about 

how the demos is tested and shaped by civic engagement. The Kerner Commission is 

perhaps best known for its prediction that “our nation is moving towards two 

societies—one white, one black—separate and unequal.” (Report 1968, 1) Without a 

deeper understanding of the ways in which protest, and civic engagement more 

broadly, can potentially (re)shape and (re)structure institutions, the federal government 

is not performing democracy and practicing democratic values. The Kerner Commission 

provided numerous reforms, but was not provided ample funding, time, or political 

power to revolutionize American politics. 

III.        The Kerner Commission: An Overview of The Structure, Report, and Place in 

American Politics 

I utilize the Kerner Commission as a space to examine political activity regarding 

domination and resistance in American democracy. The Kerner Commission reveals the 

federal government in the process of self-reflection. The Kerner Commission was 

comprised of eleven commissioners, 18 percent of whom were black (two 

commissioners), one female commissioner, 45 percent of whom were under fifty years 

of age (five commissioners), and overwhelmingly lawyers (64 percent or seven 

commissioners). (Platt 45) In table one, I identify commission members by role and 

chart their race, gender, occupation, and political affiliation. The Kerner Commission
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was essentially moderate in composition; there were no representatives of highly 

conservative positions nor were there any spokespeople for radical solutions to black 

grievances. (Lipsky and Olson 1977, 114) Tex Thornton was largely viewed as the 

most conservative member of the commission and John Lindsay the most liberal, but 

they even found themselves in agreement on many issues facing the commission. 

(Lupo 

2011, 132 and Lipsky and Olson 1977, 114-117) 

 
Photo 1: Official Photo of the Kerner Commission 

 

 

 
The official photograph of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders taken 
at the first meeting of in the White House Cabinet Room on July 29, 1967. Standing 
(left to right): Tex Thornton, James Corman, William McCulloch, Fred Harris, Vice 
President Hubert Humphrey, Katherine Peden, Herbert Jenkins, Edward Brooke, and 
Cyrus Vance. Seated (left to right): Roy Wilkins, Otto Kerner, Lyndon B. Johnson, John 
Lindsay, and I.W. Abel. Credit: White House photo. LBJ Presidential Library. (523-18a) 

 
Table 1: Key Actors in the Kerner Commission 
 

Individual  Race Gender  Occupation Role Political 
Affiliation 

I.W. Abel White Male President, 
United 
Steelworkers of 

Commissioner Not 
identified 
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America (AFL-
CIO) 

Edward W. 
Brooke 

Black Male U.S. Senator, 
Massachusetts 

Commissioner Republican 

James C. 
Forman 

White Male U.S. 
Representative, 
California 

Commissioner Democrat 

David 
Ginsburg 

White Male Attorney Executive 
Director 

Democrat 

Fred R. 
Harris 

White Male U.S. Senator, 
Oklahoma 

Commissioner Democrat 

Herbert 
Jenkins 

White Male Chief of Police, 
Atlanta, GA 

Commissioner Not 
identified 

Lyndon B. 
Johnson 

White Male President of 
the United 
States 

Appointing 
Body 

Democrat 

Otto Kerner White  Male Governor, 
Illinois 

Chairperson 
and 
Commissioner 

Democrat 

John V. 
Lindsay 

White Male Mayor, New 
York City, NY 

Vice-
Chairperson 
and 
Commissioner 

Republican 
(Switched 
to 
Democrat 
in 1971) 

William M. 
McCulloch 

White Male U.S. 
Representative, 
Ohio 

Commissioner Republican 

Victor 
Palmieri 

White Male Corporate 
Attorney and 
President of 
the Janss 
Corporation 

Deputy 
Executive 
Director 

Not 
identified 

Katherine 
Graham 
Peden 

White Female Commissioner 
of Commerce, 
Kentucky 

Commissioner Not 
identified 

Robert 
Shellow, 
Ph.D. 

White Male Social 
Psychologist  

Research 
Director 
(Author of 
Harvest of 
American 
Racism 
report) and 
Assistant 

Democrat 
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Deputy 
Director 

Charles 
(Tex) B. 
Thornton 

White Male Chairperson of 
the Board and 
CEO, Litton 
Industries, Inc. 

Commissioner Republican 

Cyrus 
Vance 

White Male Former Deputy 
Secretary of 
Defense 

Consultant Democrat 

Roy Wilkins Black Male Executive 
Director, 
NAACP 

Commissioner Democrat 

 

The Commission was plagued with challenges. While most of these will be 
 
discussed in greater detail in the substantive chapters, it is worth noting a few 

administrative and operational challenges up front now. One of the most contentious 

relationships within the commission was between the commission leadership and the 

social scientists hired to conduct the research. The Kerner Commission hired Anthony 

Downs, an economist, Robert Shellow, a social psychologist, and Richard Nathan, a 

political scientist. Downs was to analyze planning studies and effectiveness of the police 

and the National Guard. Shellow was to study collective crowd behavior and protesting. 

Nathan was to conduct statistical profiles and program studies on public safety as well 

as attitude surveys. (Lupo 2011, 134) These directives, broadly, were fine, but the 

pragmatics of routine operations proved stressful, as Lipsky and Olson describe in detail 

in Commission Politics. Commissioners and staff often asked the social scientists to use 

unsystematic sampling and research techniques that made the social scientists 

uncomfortable. Field investigations were disorganized and rushed, resulting in limited 

data collection. Commissioners and staff often ignored the qualifications and caveats 

the social scientists made in their original investigations. When the social scientists 
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made specific recommendations, the staff and commissioners frequently rejected them 

as being too specific, amateurish, or financially untethered. 

President Johnson himself was also a significant problem for the Kerner 

Commission. President Johnson soured on the commission within weeks of announcing 

its creation and his domestic policy advisor Joseph Califano suggests that he worked 

behind the scenes to sabotage its investigation. (Gillon 2018, xiii) Publicly, Johnson did 

not put in any December supplemental funding, cutting the commission’s financial 

lifeline. President Johnson’s attitude toward the commission leads to the final 

substantial problem that faced the commission. The Kerner Commission funding was 

precarious for the duration of its existence. Originally established by a Presidential 

Executive Order, it was funded with $100,000 from the president’s emergency fund. 

About a month into the commission’s operation, the commission wrote to the President 

that they were “in serious financial trouble,” but they were surprised to find themselves 

dissuaded from requesting additional funds because the President enforced a policy of 

not seeking supplemental appropriations. (Shultze 1967) This hampered the 

commission’s ability to pay staffers, conduct field research, interview witnesses, and 

bring in testimony. The commission did piece together another $900,000 from a variety 

of federal agencies and received a $100,000 grant from the Ford Foundation, but it was 

not enough to sustain nor stabilize the commission’s operations. (Lupo 2011, 130) Major 

staff reorganization was commonplace. For example, in December 1967, the 

commission’s staff was estimated at 191, but by the end of that same month, more than 
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half were let go. It was anticipated they would be employed until at least the following 

summer. (Lipsky and Olson 1977, 125) 

The final report of the Kerner Commission was published in major newspapers 

on March 3, 1968, seven months after its inception. Most drafts of the report were 

distributed on February 9 and 15, after the committee met in January to provide clear 

recommendations in the areas of education, employment, welfare, and housing. (Lupo 

2011, 128) President Johnson did not accept a copy of the final report or sign customary 

letters thanking the commissioners for their service. He never publicly thanked the 

commissioners. (Gillon 2018, xiii) 

Given all of the above dynamics, it is perhaps unsurprising that little federal 

reform emerged after the Kerner Commission. Arguably, the Fair Housing Act of 1968 is 

the only major tangible legislative achievement traceable to the Kerner Report. I will 

discuss in the remainder of the dissertation my intervention into the literature which 

argues that white supremacy, neoliberalism, and the Garrison state mentality posed far 

greater challenges to the Kerner Commission than they formally acknowledged, 

narrowing the epistemic frames available to democratic decision-making, and making it 

of critical importance to contemporary studies on race and American democracy. 

The final Kerner Commission report was published in March 1968 by Bantam 

Books. The chapter breakdown is as follows: 

Part I. What Happened? 
Chapter 1 / Profiles of Disorder 
Chapter 2 / Patterns of Disorder 
Chapter 3 / Organized Activity 

Part II. Why Did It Happen? 
Chapter 4 / The Basic Causes 
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Chapter 5 / Rejection and Protest: An Historical Sketch 
Chapter 6 / The Formation of Racial Ghettos 
Chapter 7 / Unemployment, Family Structure, and Social Disorganization 
Chapter 8 / Conditions of Life in the Racial Ghetto 

Chapter 9 / Comparing the Immigrant and Negro Experience 
Part III. What Can Be Done? 

Chapter 10 / The Community Response 
Chapter 11 / The Police and The Community 
Chapter 12 / Control of Disorder 
Chapter 13 / The Administration of Justice Under Emergency Conditions 
Chapter 14 / Damages: Repair and Compensation 
Chapter 15 / The News Media and the Disorders 
Chapter 16 / The Future of the Cities 
Chapter 17 / Recommendations for National Action 

Part IV. Supplements and Appendices 
Supplement on Control of Disorder 
Executive Orders, Presidential Remarks, Biographical Materials on 

Commissioners, Witnesses Appearing at Hearings, List of Consultants, Private Enterprise 
Commission Report, Department of Justice and The National Guard Recommendations, 
and Methodology 

Index 
Charts 

 
In July of 2018, Robert Shellow fulfilled his lifelong dream of publishing The 

Harvest of American Racism (University of Michigan Press). This report was written by 

the team of social scientists employed by the Kerner Commission, helmed by Shellow, to 

determine what was driving the violence. The Harvest report’s findings are more radical 

than the final Kerner Commission report, and were suppressed by top staff directors, 

according to Shellow’s opinion. (Harvest 2018, 2) The Kerner Commission’s shadow 

report is now widely accessible, which Shellow hopes might “serve to illuminate our 

understanding of civil violence and collective behavior.” (Harvest 2018, 9) 

IV.     Limitations and Scope 

In this dissertation, I examine primarily black and white races. I follow the Kerner 
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Commission’s lead here since they are largely interested in examination of two 

Americas, separate and unequal, and do not generally discuss races beyond the 

black/white binary. Additionally, looking primarily at blackness allows me at to advance   

the notion of a colony within a nation and supports my dissertation as being in 

conversation with literature that deems the U.S. to be a colonial experiment. The 

specific language I use to refer to black communities varies throughout my dissertation 

in order to reflect the evolving social customs around referencing non-white people in 

U.S. history. I report what the archives use, but there are a variety of terms with a 

range of acceptability, most frequently including Afro, Black, black, African American, 

and Negro. I will discuss the limitations of this racial boundary in greater detail 

throughout my dissertation, but given the nature of my research question broadly 

interested in racial equity, it seems valuable to acknowledge that my inference of 

solutions and recommendations is shaped by this self-imposed limitation. 

Additionally, this is not a particularly strong intersectional dissertation. I focus 

heavily on the racial component of democratic solvency, but I do not offer a sufficient 

exploration of how the Kerner Commission helps us to understand gender, sexual 

orientation, class, or other facets of identity. This is a choice based pragmatically on the 

scope of literature and the limitations of a dissertation-length project. Moreover, given 

my personal interest motivating my research question—namely, my curiosity about how 

whiteness shapes structural racism—race seemed the worthy adversary for this 

intellectual project. 
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Given the topic of my dissertation, I feel it is important to position myself in my 

research by taking ownership of my own subjectivity. I identify as an upper-class, 

temporarily able-bodied, white, and bisexual cis gender female who is politically liberal. 

I am actively interested in using my life to shed my privileges and create a more 

compassionate, intelligent, and just society. There is no doubt that my perspective in 

this dissertation, my consumption of literature and research, and my interest in this 

topic, is shaped by my identity, even in ways I cannot consciously articulate. All the 

same, structural racism remains a huge problem in our society. Without more concerted 

effort to vanquishing its place in democracy, full and robust citizenship—for all races— 

will remain an elusive hope. 

V.         Methodology 

I employ a research design in my dissertation that is based upon archival 

research, using elements of institutional ethnography and discourse analysis. The 

methods used in this analysis are archival research, content/discourse analysis, and an 

interview. I chose these methods because they speak to the central research question 

regarding whether U.S. democracy is capable of achieving racial equity. They all provide 

insight into the content, processing, and outcome of the Kerner Commission and its 

work and report. 

Institutional ethnography helps me to draw out conclusions about the 

relationship between white supremacy and human rights. Developed by Dorothy Smith, 

institutional ethnography explores the social relations that structure people’s everyday 

lives. I specifically utilize archival materials related to the Kerner Commission to look at 
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the ways people interact with one another in the context of institutions like the police 

and governmental units and to understand how those interactions are institutionalized. 

I use institutional ethnography alongside discursive analysis to examine modes of social 

control and domination captured in texts from the archives. 

 The archival research included government documents, memoirs, personal 

communications, meeting minutes, interdepartmental memos, photographs, field 

report notes, arrest records, police reports, opinion polls, funding requests, official 

notes, out-of-print books, newspaper and magazine articles and opinion editorials, 

academic studies, phone call transcripts, and commission reports. I had expected to 

review President Johnson’s diary and the daily letters he wrote to his wife, but those 

files have not been released to the public. Archival research is critical to this study 

because of the limited number of case studies examined as well as the availability of 

historical documents. The existence of a physical record, acquired in the archives, 

allowed me to conduct a “systemic counting, assessing, and interpreting of the form and 

substance of [the] communication.” (Manheim and Rich 1995, 184) The unit of analysis 

examined involved what Manheim and Rich refer to as themes and items, and I use 

these as kinds of discourse analysis. As a unit, themes are combinations of words or 

ideas that are researched in an effort to find recurring subjects. (Manheim and Rich 

1995, 187) Themes allow the context to come into play. Items refers to the 

communication itself taken as a whole. (Manheim and Rich 1995, 188) For my purposes, 

this means that the entire commission report was taken as a whole. Descriptive themes 

examine characteristics such as concepts like rioters, recognition of rioters’ demands, 
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and recommendations made for reform. This results in a narrative analysis on my behalf 

as a researcher, which thus relies on my own interpretive insights. There are 

undoubtedly limitations to this approach, including my own positionality as a white 

researcher from a privileged economic background who is learning the field in doctoral 

studies rather than approaching the topic as an expert. In discourse analysis, I see the 

discourse of the Kerner Commission as a structure of signification which constructs 

social realities. In particular, I am interested in how racism is embedded into social and 

political institutions. Discourse analysis also involves the identification of which subjects 

are authorized to speak and to act. I seek to understand how the demos is constrained 

or embraced by the representation of white or black subjects. Throughout my 

dissertation, I use discourse analysis to understand how police brutality, white 

supremacy as a moral code, and legitimized democratic activism reframe the democratic 

project in the U.S.. I utilize these guiding interest areas to develop tables in chapter 

three on definitions of riots and whiteness. 

 
My archival research was largely exploratory. To gather primary sources, I 

traveled to two locations, conducting eighty hours of archival research and compiling 

thousands of articles, books, and reports, including many out-of-print or internal 

government documents not released to the public. In November 2017, I spent one week 

(40 hours) researching the Kerner Commission Executive Director David Ginsberg’s 

personal files and the Kerner Commission documents at the Library of Congress in 

Washington, D.C. In December 2017, I spent another week (40 hours) at the Kerner 
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Commission archives at the Lyndon B. Johnson Presidential Library in Austin, Texas. Both 

of these trips were supported by a research grant from Virginia Tech’s Graduate 

Research on Violence fellowship, sponsored by the Center for Peace Studies and 

 
Violence Prevention. 
 
 In addition, I have had numerous in-person conversations with Kerner Commission 

and U.S. democracy experts. In October of 2017, I conducted a two-hour interview with 

Dr. Steven Gillon, author of the then-forthcoming book, Separate and Unequal: The 

Kerner Commission and the Unraveling of American Liberalism (published in 2018). I also 

attended numerous conferences where I met the last living members of the commission, 

such as the 2018 UC-Berkeley Haas Institute’s Kerner @ 50 conference and a panel at the 

2018 American Historical Association conference in Washington, D.C. I presented a draft 

of my dissertation at the University of Lucerne Master Class with Dr. Wendy Brown in 

2018 in Switzerland and also at the Islamic Human Rights Commission’s 2018 conference 

called “A New Colonialism: The American Model of Human Rights” in London, England. 

These experiences afforded me an international lens into American democracy, 

(neo)liberalism, racism, and human rights which have been invaluable in shaping my 

analysis and helping me to ask more meaningful questions about the fate and functions 

of the Kerner Commission. 

VI.        Dissertation Chapter Outline 

In Chapter 2, I discuss why it is acceptable, even necessary, to hold individuals in 

the U.S. and not merely U.S. institutions responsible for structural racism and racist 

social outcomes resulting from federal government policy or inaction. I consider the US 
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federal government to be continuous, meaning, for example, that presidential 

administrations or congressional members, ought to be held liable for injustices which 

occurred under others as well as cumulative discrimination. This chapter considers the 

state to be a moral entity that espouses democratic principles. Within the state, white 

supremacy functions as a type of moral code which shapes, motivates, drives, and 

constrains its practices. Through this argumentation, I introduce the next two chapters 

that bridge conversations of individual/group culpability and blame with larger 

conversations of domination and resistance, getting at deeper challenges threatening 

the stability of American democracy. 

Chapter 3 examines overt forms of military violence practiced by the state. I am 

especially interested in the way the President Johnson-appointed Kerner Commission in 

1967-68 responded to hundreds of “race riots” across the country, sparked—in almost 

every case—by police brutality. I look at the lack of riot training, the professionalization 

of community police, the use of statewide police units as well as federal military 

equipment to control the riots, and the use of the National Guard. Together, I assess 

how these actions foretell the emergence of a Garrison State with permanent military 

and police occupation in communities of color. After the legendary federal civil rights 

policies and Supreme Court cases in the 1950s and earlier 1960s, the exertion of federal 

and state violence against civilians warrants investigation into how the federal 

government exerts continued domination by any means necessary. Kerner documents 

also examined the reasons the riots occurred. Here, it becomes clear that the riots acted 

for many as a pathway to regain moral authenticity in democratic society, a way to stake 
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a claim in Gillion’s cycle outlined in his continuum of information theory. Rioters were 

negotiating with elected officials. I look at how grammar and racial coding shifted in 

policy responses and government reports, not just in Kerner, but in the years that 

followed, ensuring whiteness remains preserved in the federal government.  

 In Chapter 4, I consider softer forms of violence on behalf of the US federal 

government, encapsulated by the idea of democracy as an American experiment. 

Specifically, I unmask the more systemic problems undergirding U.S. democracy, 

including appointment procedures, committee meetings, funding allocation for federal 

initiatives, and issues of federal versus local control stemming from federalism. I 

consider how various solutions advocated for in the final Kerner Commission report, 

such as community policing and workforce mentorship, function as a sort of Weberian 

legitimate domination, and provide evidence of the Alice in Wonderland effect of 

repeated recommendations toward racial reconciliation with continued federal inaction 

and/or backlash. Ultimately, I suggest that the destruction of resistance, as outlined in 

this chapter and in Chapter 3 through military and police might, ensures the total 

domination of the state, thus continuing the colonial project of U.S. democracy. Failing 

to fundamentally disrupt historic racial hierarchies within the U.S. government, the US 

federal government becomes morally hollow, invested in the preservation of democratic 

ideals and governmental viability instead of the protection of and assistance to 

oppressed peoples. 

In Chapter 5, I explicitly discuss pressures on democracy. I specifically isolate 

challenges wrapped up in neoliberalism and capitalism as things which warp the U.S. 
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government’s understanding of its duty to help all citizens. Additionally, in this chapter, I 

provide the greatest detail for the idea of the Garrison state that runs throughout my 

dissertation. While I have previously alluded to the choice of the U.S. federal 

government to respond to the 1967 race riots with violence, I use this chapter to 

explore how this mentality fosters greater dehumanization and oppression of black 

citizens. Together, I argue that neoliberal forces and Garrison state actions contribute to 

the reversal of civil rights progress and threaten the vitality of U.S. democracy, 

ultimately jeopardizing the ability to achieve racial equity. 

 
Finally, in my conclusion, I project my narrow timeframe analysis in the late 

sixties to the next fifty years, considering ongoing federal policy issues from police 

brutality and prisons to census data collection and immigration. The discussion from the 

previous chapters submits that attempts at institution-building by the federal 

government and the preservation of whiteness have undermined U.S. democracy while 

enhancing the robustness of structural racism, albeit sometimes in less overt ways. Two 

crucial fundamental questions I do not think U.S. democracy is prepared to answer 

which weigh directly on the failure to achieve racial equity are: 

o What are the sites, moments, and places where resistance to reifications of 

whiteness can emerge in American democracy? 

o Is democracy, which legally permits the possibility of resistance under certain 

conditions, ever actually doing more than just condoning the colonized? Is 

citizenship simply defined by the existence of resistance? It seems that resistance 
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always already functions as counter-resistance.  Can the cycle be ended? Is there any 

means to liberation under democratic constraints, which are always these acts of 

toleration and legality, reforms that are never radical because radical equity cannot 

exist within the confines of democracy? 

 Rather than liberating the large sections of society represented by groups of color 

who are oppressed by unjust systems, the federal government repeatedly chooses 

to reaffirm white supremacy. Advocacy and narratives have changed over the last 

fifty years, but injustice and inequity in the contemporary area continues. I will 

outline several potential avenues that must be acted upon and considered to avoid 

the continuation of the U.S. as a racist state that practices domestic occupation of 

communities of color and trades human dignity for economic gain.
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Chapter 2 
Complicity for Structural Racism in the Collective Project of American 

Democracy 
 

The National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (hereinafter referenced as 

the Kerner Commission) was commissioned by President Lyndon B. Johnson in 1967 and 

represented a rare moment when the federal government galvanized attention on the 

problems of race, spurred by the summer riots in more than 120 cities across the U.S. — 

the worst in Newark, NJ, and Detroit, MI. Although there had been previous official 

inquiries into civil disorders—namely the Report of the Special Committee Authorized 

by Congress to Investigate the East St. Louis Riots (1917), the Chicago Commission on 

Race Relations (1919), the Mayor’s Commission on Conditions in Harlem (1935), the 

Governor’s Committee to Investigate a Riot Occurring in Detroit (1943), the McCone 

Commission (1965), and the Watts Report (1965), the Kerner Commission report was 

the first Presidentially-appointed, federally-funded, nation-wide examination of 

American racial violence. The Commission was charged with answering three questions 

regarding the uprisings: what happened, why did it happen, and what can be done to 

prevent it from happening again? (Report 1968, 1) While subsequent chapters will more 

 
thoroughly explore the Kerner Commission’s flaws and challenges, it is instructive to 

 
look at structural racism through the lens of the commission’s work because it is historic 

and extolled. Sociologist Gary Marx described Kerner’s final commission report as “the 

most significant and far-reaching statement of a programmatic nature ever made by a 

governmental unit on American race relations.” (1968, 56) The Kerner Commission 

assumed governmental and state culpability for the societal phenomena of riots,
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introducing a controversial duality between structural processes and individual 

 
behaviors which invites this chapter’s examination into complicity. 

 
As this dissertation is explicitly concerned with racial (in)justice in American 

democracy, this chapter is centered around the Kerner Commission’s implicit 

acknowledgement of how whiteness has underpinned institutional practice. The 

Commission’s findings put forth a scathing condemnation which makes complicity in 

state domination a centrally important topic: “What white Americans have never fully 

understood—but what the Negro can never forget—is that white society is deeply 

implicated in the ghetto. White institutions created it, white institutions maintain it, and 

white society condones it.” (Report 1968, 2) Accordingly, the Commission called for 

reforms largely grouped by three principles: government should mount programs on a 

scale commensurate with the problems; these programs should be high impact in effect 

to close the racial gap between promise and performance; and the government should 

invest in new initiatives and experiments to address failures and frustrations plaguing 

US society. (Report 1968, 2) The Commission understood racial inequality in America to 

be rooted in institutional changes which merely abolished certain practices (such as end 

to legal slavery or state-sanctioned discrimination), but never explicitly sought to target 

racial equality as a goal. (Report 1968, 209) Moreover, they offer the fact that “during 

the first quarter of the 20th century, the federal government enacted no new legislation 

to ensure equal rights or opportunities for Negroes and made little attempt to enforce 

existing laws despite flagrant violations of Negro civil rights” as proof that structural 

racism is endemic to US democracy. (Report 1968, 217) In the Commission’s
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assessment, “the nation’s capital became as segregated as any in the former 

Confederate states.” (Report 1968, 217) White supremacy, the Commission declared, 

had to be attacked directly to reform racial equality and enable “the creation of a true 

union—a single society and a single American identity.” (Report 1968, 23) This desire for 

a single nation may potentially be interpreted as a challenge to racial pluralism or live- 

and-let-live, separate-but-equal segregationist approaches to community; indeed, the 

Commission makes explicit demands for federal reform given its belief that all 

Americans face consequences of racial, social, political, and economic inequity and 

conflict. 

The Commission outlined recommended reforms in the broad areas of policing, 

employment, education, the welfare system, and housing. The bulk of the 

recommendations in the final report focused on (un/under) employment; this is 

surprising given that the interim recommendations of the Commission do not focus on 

this issue, at least directly, whatsoever. Instead, the interim communications from the 

Commission focus only on the demands to increase the “recruitment of Negroes into 

the Army National Guard and Air National Guard”, “improve and expand riot control 

training of the Army National Guard and Air National Guard,” and “review qualifications 

and performance of the Army National Guard and Air National Guard.” (Report 1968, 

570) A related finding in the final report is that the Commission also recommended that 

the Federal Disaster Act, introduced in 1950, be amended to “permit assistance during 

and following major civil disorders.” (Report 1968, 359) Without federal assistance, local 

and state communities are left to fend for themselves if riots or other events occur
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which can a) further animosity toward the federal government and may cause more 

entrenched federalism and b) undermine the vitality of property insurance and small 

businesses in affected communities. In the longer term, the Commission also supported 

the creation of the National Insurance Development Corporation to provide adequate 

insurance to urban cities across America. (Report 1968, 361) These proposed strategies 

place the onus on the federal government because the Commission felt that “only a 

commitment to national action on an unprecedented scale can shape a future 

compatible with the historic ideals of American society.” (Report 1968, 23) The 

Commission’s recommended reforms and investments in jobs, training, and education 

totaled $20 billion per year in 1968 dollars. 

Without spending hours in the archives like I did, even a casual reader can read 

between the lines of some of the popular opinion and common critiques of the Kerner 

Commission’s recommendations. For example, the Commissioner’s justify in the preface 

of their final report, “We wish to make it clear that in focusing on the Negro, we do not 

mean to imply any priority of need,” an acknowledgement of the common complaints 

that allocating money for black people engaged in riots rewards bad behavior and that it 

privileges black people over other races. (Report 1968, 33) The Commissioner’s go 

beyond President Johnson’s call to outline suggestions of what can be done and explain 

why it must be done because they recognize the need to persuade parts of the country 

to take action. Accordingly, they do not simply address the U.S. federal government with 

their report; instead, the Commissioners address the report to “the institutions of 

government and to the conscience of the nation, but even more urgently, to the minds
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and hearts of each citizen. The responsibility for decisive action, never more clearly 

demanded in the history of our country, rests on all of us.” (Report 1968, 34) 

Regrettably, such “decisive action” never came. 

Fifty years later, most of the reforms have languished and, even in their 

immediate aftermath, the changes suggested by the Kerner Commission report were 

ignored by President Johnson himself. Politically, there were several common 

justifications for why Johnson effectually rejected the Commission’s findings, namely 

that he feared that the report’s radical attacks on white privilege would alienate 

Democrats—especially those in the South— and cause political backlash, making it 

harder to pay for the magnitude of changes recommended by the Commission, much 

less even smaller scale reforms. Politically, Johnson was also mired in the ongoing 

Vietnam War disaster, and this likely also justified his unwillingness to pay for the 

necessary breadth of reforms urged by the Commission. As the archival notes from 

numerous staffers’ private communications to each other in interoffice memos reveal, it 

is also widely alleged that President Johnson felt slighted by the Commission which he 

felt did not adequately praise his Great Society programs and the Voting Rights Act. One 

month after the report was released, rioting again riddled the country after the 

assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr., but little federal action occurred. Created in 

1981, the Eisenhower Foundation is the private sector continuation of two Presidential 

Commissions: the Kerner Commission and the 1968-1969 bipartisan National 

Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence (the National Violence 

Commission, after the assassinations of Dr. Martin Luther King and Senator Robert F.
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Kennedy). The foundation published two thirty-year (published in 1998) follow-up 

reports specific to the Kerner Commission: The Millennium Breach: Richer, Poorer, and 

Racially Apart and Locked in the Poorhouse: Cities, Race, and Poverty in the US. Although 

these reports found minor levels of positive congressional action related to the Kerner 

report in the decade immediately following, they suggest that progress stopped in the 

last forty years and has indeed been reversed through a combination of economic 

trends and government policies, leading to the deep racialized poverty in the U.S. today. 

Likewise, in Michael Lipsky and David J. Olson’s landmark book Commission Politics: The 

Processing of Racial Crisis in America, they note that “there have been no policy 

developments consistent with the scope and urgency of the commission’s 

recommendations.” (1977, 141) The Kerner Commission reveals the U.S. democratic 

system to be reticent in attacking racial inequality, and therefore unworthy of virtuosic 

claims celebrating an equal and just society. 

Accordingly, this chapter exposes the culpability of individuals, and the federal 

political structures they generate, for sustained, pervasive, and widening inequality. In a 

so-called democratic society, which espouses the virtues of equality and justice for all, it 

is vital to grapple with the role whiteness and racism play in perpetuating and 

entrenching racial inequity. Federal statecraft is dominated by white supremacy; 

structural racism in US democracy becomes a moral issue in which US citizens as well as 

federal stakeholders are complicit. Chapters three and four will discuss in greater detail 

how domination refers to a broad array of relationships of subjugation characterized by 

the use of force and coercion. Domination is twofold: the state deploys violent practices
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against particular groups or individuals and the state also rationalizes, legitimizes, and 

makes sense of these different relationships of domination by appealing to strivings for 

equality and racial justice. I claim that white supremacy functions as a moral code in the 

U.S. federal government. To see like a white supremacist state is to understand how the 

Kerner Commission envisioned racial justice as being (or not being) institutionalized, the 

political projects to which racial justice can be successfully aligned, and the alternative 

discourses of justice the state emboldens, omits, and/or represses. 

In this chapter, I narrow the scope of my discussion to understand how state 

domination in racial injustice reveals complicity in the U.S. democratic project. I argue 

that individuals and institutions in the U.S. ought to be held responsible for racist social 

outcomes, especially structural racism. Given its unique ground covered in legal, 

political, and moral theory, I source extensively from Christopher Kutz’s 2000 book 

Complicity: Ethics and Law for a Collective Age (Cambridge University Press), but also 

incorporate supporting theorists and case studies where appropriate. While Kutz does 

not explicitly discuss structural racism, he actively employs conversations about 

collective (social) outcomes and features numerous institutional examples from which 

structural racism can be aligned. This chapter is divided into three primary areas. First, I 

identify the key definitions and features embedded in Kutz’s book on the complicity 

principle. In this area, although it may appear difficult to connect individual agency with 

a collective harm, I will justify why I think it is appropriate for individuals to be culpable 

for collective racist social outcomes, namely in the form of structural racism. Next, I 

examine the one of Kutz’s five common principles to all forms of collective action which
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is most pertinent to structural racism in the U.S.. In this section, I explore how whiteness 

and racism fit into Kutz’s conception that agents within a collective action must share a 

cooperative spirit. Here, I incorporate analyses into the role that racism and white 

supremacy have played in structuring U.S. democracy. Third, I raise specific concerns 

and questions which emerge from Kutz’s book to help advance the cause of racial equity 

in American democracy. 

I. Kutz’s Complicity Principle 

I.I Habitus 

 
The central issue of Kutz’s book is the relationship between individual moral 

accountability and collective action. In many ways, Kutz crosses disciplinary boundaries 

of history, law, philosophy, politics, and sociology. Kutz’s moral philosophy readily 

connects with structural racism, especially given Kutz’s recognition that “the most 

important and far-reaching harms and wrongs of contemporary life are the products of 

collective actions, mediated by social and institutional structures.” (2000, 113) Likewise, 

Kutz contends that “…if collective harms can be ascribed to social and economic 

structures, then those harms can be ascribed to individual motivations.” (2000, 188) 

Embedded within Kutz’s concept of complicity is the mutual feedback loop encapsulated 

in Pierre Bourdieu’s (2010) concept of habitus, a sociological concept describing how 

socialized norms or tendencies guide behavior and people’s thoughts, tastes, feelings, 

and actions in context-specific ways. As individual actors within a group are shaped by 

the social, political, and natural environment, actions and virtues of group members also 

maintain said environments. (Kutz 2000, 188)
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Bourdieu (2010) argues that the reproduction of social structure stems from the 

habitus of individuals. Schemes of perception, classification, appreciation, feeling, and 

action are not simply habits; rather, the schemes enable individuals to find new 

solutions to new situations because they can rely on their gut feelings. For Bourdieu, 

this intuition is collective and socially constructed. This is a significant theory in 

application to structural racism, and more broadly to Kutz’s project of understanding 

ethics in a collective age, because Bourdieu removes the simply dividing line between an 

 
individual’s objective past and future. Habitus reveals the social world around us and 

the way we all react to it is an interdependent, shared experience. 

Together, Kutz and Bourdieu convey the belief that social structures—including 

government and the state—emerge, at least in part, to individual habitus. This general 

overview broadly depicts how individuals and the collective relate to each other, but it 

does little to justify whether it is appropriate to hold individuals accountable for 

structural, collective, and social harms. To better understand this aspect of 

accountability, Kutz’s work on complicity and blame must be investigated further. 

As Kutz outlines, at the crux of structural networks and collaborative 

relationships is the role which complicity plays. Complicity is centered on the notion of 

harm and accountability and whether an actor can be blamed for a harm. Specifically, 

Kutz defines complicity as “cultural and legal practices surrounding relations of an agent 

to a harm that are mediated by other agents.” (2000, 2) This definition acknowledges 

that complicity is concerned with both positionality and relationality, consistent with 

the connection Kutz makes with Bourdieu’s theory of habitus mentioned in the
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preceding paragraph. In his introductory chapter, Kutz initially observes a kind of 

common sense understanding of harm wherein an actor assumes responsibility for a 

harm only if they have control over the existence of, or made a difference in, its 

occurrence. Another way of thinking about this is that it is the kind of harm caused by 

one actor to another. This kind of conception of harm is, as Kutz notes, the typical 

approach in moral philosophy. Common sense harms signify a level of personal control 

in producing, influencing, or preventing an outcome; for this reason, such harms seem 

more akin to interpersonal racism or individual acts of bigotry. Kutz succinctly 

characterizes this approach in what he calls the individual difference principle whereby 

“I am only accountable for a harm if something I did made a difference to its 

occurrence.” (2000, 3) However, common sense harms fail to explain adequately 

collective (social) outcomes for which no single person can be culpable alone. In cases 

where individuals make little to no difference to the outcome and/or could not control 

the outcome, the notion of responsibility and accountability is murkier. Yet, just because 

blame is harder to assign does not mean it is irrelevant or absent. While individual 

racism and bigotry are important and warrant corrective action, the terrain Kutz 

employs—consistent with structural racism—grapples with social ills in which there are 

grave harms with no one person responsible or accountable for the harm. Kutz identifies 

three root sources from which accountability can be appraised: reasons of conduct, 

reasons of consequence, and reasons of character. (2000, 26) Each of these sources, 

either together or by themselves, demonstrate how individual agency and collective 

guilt are connected because at least one of the following reasons is in play: (i) the
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consequences of our actions, however inadvertent, cause other agents harm; (ii) an 

agent provides the space, capacity, or occasion for a harm to occur, even if it is not the 

agent’s intention for any harm to happen, and even if the agent feels guilty about a 

harm occurring after the fact; and (iii) an agent is blamed for or defended against 

causing a harm or wrongdoing because of the nature of their character or personality, 

regardless of the causality or severity of the harm (i.e., harmful behavior is excused 

because it is out of character for a person). In short, Kutz asserts that “systems of 

accountability define and structure the moral, social, and political relationships that 

make our lives good” (2000, 64); individual relationships with others help cultivate 

collective reforms. Perhaps more significantly, individual agent responses to harms also 

mediate and impact the warrants and receptivity to harms happens in collective society. 

(2000, 65) In other words, the way we treat and respond to each other, along with if and 

when we hold each other accountable for wrongdoing, becomes mirrored and 

entrenched on a larger scale in structural arenas and social norms. Therefore, it is a 

viable option to blame individuals for collective (social) outcomes. 

I.II The Complicity Principle 

 
In contrast to the common sense understanding of harm, Kutz introduces the 

idea of the complicity principle, which states that “I am accountable for what others do 

when I intentionally participate in the wrong they do or the harm they cause. I am 

accountable for the harm or wrong we do together, independently of the actual 

difference I make.” (2000, 122) In the book’s discussion of blame, the complicity 

principle centers questions about intentionality and deliberate participation in a group.
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Kutz claims we are responsible for our participation in a group that does something 

wrong, regardless of whether we personally affect the outcome. Affiliation matters and 

there is “no participation without implication.” (Kutz 2000, 114) This claim is premised 

upon Kutz’s notion of participatory intention which holds that individual agents possess 

the intention to act as part of a group. (2000, 67) Accordingly, for Kutz’s theory to hold 

in conjunction with structural racism, U.S. citizens must be deemed as voluntarily 

choosing to partake in American citizenship. I think this is a fair connection to uphold. 

Certainly, there are exceptions, such as those of certain legal status like children or 

people with certain criminal convictions, which preclude all individuals from choosing to 

live in the U.S.. Additionally, even if some people may not prefer to live in the US, there 

may be other pragmatic or affective reasons for them to remain. Agents still need to get 

admission to other societies, which is not always possible. Thus, while nobody 

necessarily forces agents to stay, they still may not have the choice to leave. In these 

examples, concrete legal holds exist on particular U.S. citizens precluding the choice to 

be transient if so desired. Barring this exception, and potential political apathy, it seems 

that many U.S. citizens do not choose to acquire different citizenship nor have they tried 

to emigrate out of the U.S. This suggests that individual U.S. residents not only bear 

witness to the collective project of U.S. democracy, but may also even support efforts to 

see U.S. democracy flourish in efforts to become more just and equitable. Furthermore, 

it may not be vital to have all U.S. citizens partake in a collective project. There may be 

outcasts who do not think of themselves as taking part in a collective decision or are not 

willing to conform to a collective decision (Kutz 2000, 108). Here, I indicate the potential
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diversity of opinions as something that needs to be addressed in addressing structural 

racism so that the U.S. government is better positioned to explain what we do together, 

as a nation. Structured groups lead to structured accountability and “because all 

collective action is reducible to individual action, accountability for collective harms can 

be nothing more than the accountability of individuals who participate in collective 

acts.” (Kutz 2000, 112) Additionally, Kutz’s theory is likely intended to be perceived on a 

holistic level where the general concept applies, not so much individual defective 

agents. In addition, as Kutz himself acknowledges, groups are almost synonymous with 

how we imagine U.S. democracy. As he states, “political and legal life would be 

unintelligible and unrecognizable without such holistic talk of groups, and without 

holistic systems of accountability.” (Kutz 2000, 192) Lastly, in Kutz’s analysis of an 

example about a gas leak, he offers several ideas which are applicable to structural 

racism in the U.S. federal government, too. He does this by identifying nine ways a gas 

leak could have been prevented, and assigning the individual or organizational unit 

responsible to show that “a number of people at all levels of the organization acted 

badly before, during, and after the gas leak.” (Kutz 2000, 199) Kutz acknowledges that 

some judgements of systemic fault do entail a claim about individuals, but that the claim 

cannot always be localized because sometimes individuals are placeholders or do not 

yet exist. Moreover, reparative duties can be both collective and individual. Thus, he 

concludes, as we also can with structural racism, that “the inadequacy of the system is 

an emergent property, one explicable only in terms of the structure of the organization 

in relation to its environment.” (Kutz, 2000, 200) The gas leak example fits structural
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racism because it illustrates that while we may have various levels of accountability for 

observable harms, we all owe an inclusive duty to aid the group members involved. 

Together, Kutz’s three platforms for accountability and his complicity principle 

do not seem drastically different from tolerance complicity (sometimes called 

participant complicity) outlined by philosophers like Julia Driver (2015) in her analysis of 

philosopher Thomas Hill. Common in bystander ethics as well as examinations of apathy 

in political theory, tolerance complicity suggests negligence which faults individuals 

even when they do not causally contribute to a harm because they did not do anything 

to stop the harm either. By tolerating a harm, one is said to be complicit in it because 

they failed to intervene to stop a harm, even though they did not directly produce a 

harm themselves. Individuals can be blamed for their culpable ignorance. The primary 

difference between how Driver and Hill discuss complicity alongside Kutz is the 

jurisdictional scope of their argument. Kutz’s theory is rare in that it is not primarily a 

criminal theory of complicity, but a moral one. For this reason, the role tolerance plays 

in society is of substantial importance in Kutz’s theory. Kutz does not aim to target 

criminal conviction; rather, he undertakes an analysis of complicity and accountability to 

“…understand the values that sustain a community.” (2000, 254) Epistemologically, this 

raises issues of belief, intention, and knowledge in communal undertakings which are 

necessary for assigning individual responsibility to collective outcomes. In this 

dissertation, I conceptualize that community is U.S. citizens in a system of 

representative democracy employed by the federal government. State domination of 

white supremacy demands that democratic subjects—a particular kind of individual—
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acknowledge their role in a joint collective project. Before the discussion in the next 

couple of chapters regarding how citizen subjects arrange, subvert, or inscribe various 

norms in democratic practice, it is first necessary to take stock of how individual agents 

conceive of and account for the themselves in the work of US democracy. Thus, the next 

section contemplates the theoretical work of understanding individual agency within 

the larger collective work of US democracy. 

I.III Joint Projects 

Collective action rests upon social facts and history as well as individual actions. 

Kutz assumes collective action is the result of individuals uniting around a joint project. 

One of the questions which emerges when discussing Kutz’s philosophy in conjunction 

to structural racism is what exactly is the joint project, or source of collective action, at 

play? In this dissertation, the task of racial equity can see a colonized nation conducting 

joint projects in the work of improving US democracy, specifically by eradicating 

structural racism in the U.S. federal government. This joint project of U.S. democracy 

rests upon citizenship. Citizenship represents affiliation, enabling US democracy to 

function. One of the central presumptions in this dissertation is that all US citizens are 

members of the collective endeavor of US democracy and it is reasonable to judge their 

ethical positionality accordingly. Additionally, while some citizens may not practice overt 

cruel or hateful acts, the backdrop of white supremacy supports US democracy as we 

know it. In this way, complicity functions akin to Kutz’s explanation that “while guilt and 

resentment may only be appropriate in cases of direct wrongdoing, peripheral agents 

bear various normatively freighted relations and reparative duties to the victims of
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harms in which they participate.” (2000, 257) Most citizens would likely reasonably be 

captured in the concept of “peripheral agents” because they are not directly involved in 

the task of writing legislation or chairing federal task forces. Regardless, individuals still 

hold a role in bringing about structural racism through the powers to vote, run for 

office, contribute to campaigns, and other democratic actions, along with citizenship, 

patriotism, and residency which can reshape the federal government landscape. Thus, 

however peripherally, people still ought to engage in fighting structural racism in the 

U.S. federal government. Indeed, while Kutz does not name structural racism so 

pointedly, he calls for “mutually assured cooperation” (2000, 257) and justifies why 

individual citizens are not only complicit in larger problems, but needed for effective 

solutions: “Very large-scale collective harms can only plausibly be brought under control 

if individuals have internalized collective-oriented motivations of complicity and 

solidarity.” (Kutz 2000, 257) Blame and shame are unnecessary, and may even be 

counterproductive, to the collective work of racial equity within the U.S. federal 

government. Instead, responsibility for the human condition seems to be key. One way 

to interpret this obligation in the realm of structural racism is to reject de jure 

segregation and heed the Constitutional protections democracy owes to African 

Americans. As Richard Rothstein states in The Color of Law: 

The three constitutional amendments—the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and 

Fifteenth—adopted after the Civil War were specifically intended to ensure that 

African Americans had equal status. When government regulation is so intrusive 

that it blesses systemic racial exclusion [in housing policy specifically], regulators
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violate their constitutional responsibilities and contribute to de jure segregation. 

(2017, 101-102) 

Racial diversity and exclusion have long been bedfellows in American history. In Jeff 

Chang’s analysis of federal policy and Supreme Court cases in the 20th and 21st 

centuries, he surmises that “resegregation relied on the restoration of racial innocence, 

which absolved generations of their responsibility while allowing inequality to evolve 

and intensify.” (2016, 26) Structural racism in the hands of white supremacy has 

contributed to the sustained, pervasive, and compounded inequalities for people of 

color. These considerations must be layered over Kutz’s broader complicity theory to 

understand the democratic obligation facing America; political reform is hollow without 

a sufficient understanding of the harm racism perpetuates. 

When considering the overall argument of Kutz’s theory of collective action, 

alongside the U.S. history of racial inequity, it seems clear that collective action 

demands an association with value-driven thinking, underscoring its heavily moral, not 

simply pragmatic, obligations as a concept in democratic theory. Looking more closely at 

Kutz’s theory requires a conception of the way that Kutz binds together collective- 

oriented motivations with five elements common to all collective actions: 1) 

involvement of two or more individuals; 2) each agent has a distinct role in the 

collective; 3) agents share a cooperative spirit which binds them together; 4) agents 

have autonomy in carrying out their roles; and 5) each agent has variables of influence 

over various ends and means. (2000, 68-9) 

I.IV Moral Taint
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Kutz distinguishes between levels of responsibility for a harm. He suggests that 

instigators of a harmful act deserve greater punishment than accomplices. This scale 

considers the intentions of individuals in social acts and leaves space for debate about 

the nature and rationale of one’s choices which could arguably mitigate the solvency of 

Kutz’s claim by suggesting there is not as much collective responsibility as there is 

individual responsibility. Nonetheless, for Kutz, individuals who participate in such 

projects are implicated based on their involvement alone. People who identify as part of 

a larger enterprise contribute, however indirectly, to the harm at hand. Put differently, 

each of us is responsible for the harm we commit as a group together. One of the 

examples Kutz provides to justify this interrelationship between individual and group 

culpability is the idea of moral taint (2000, 45-46). Here, Kutz connects social 

interactions to moral responsibility by suggesting that an agent can be tainted by the 

actions of another without being accountable for the outcome. By this he means that an 

agent can be  does not need to start a wrongful act; they may simply be affiliated with a 

wrongful act and benefit from the ongoing relationship due to their willingness to 

accept “moral compromises” (Kutz 2000, 46). Kutz also explicitly connects moral taint to 

character judgment, indicating that a tainted agent discloses a propensity to be morally 

compromised (2000, 46). The description of agents as morally compromised seems to 

suggest those who benefit from white privilege reflect agents who are complicit in the 

benefits their skin color provides, choosing security and comfort over righteousness and 

transformation. When Kutz observes, “jointly acting groups consist of individuals who 

intend to contribute to a collective end” (2000, 89), he deems the substance of
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individual intentions as “irreducibly collective” (2000, 67). Just as one’s involvement in a 

project makes it their own, or something to claim as theirs, the consequences become 

one’s as well. 

Structural racism is undoubtedly distinct from interpersonal racism, yet there is 

still a connection, reflecting Kutz’s larger claims of collective responsibility. Since we 

know bigoted people exist and have infiltrated systemic policymaking before and could 

again, it follows from Kutz’s book that there ought to be a collective obligation to 

prevent or avoid a bad outcome given that we are associated with all harms or 

damages. Of course, there may still be significantly harmful outcomes for which the US 

federal government is not responsible, and this is a caveat to keep in mind while 

collective harms and individual complicity are examined. Still, once we participate in a 

collective project, the actions taken by any individual become ascribable to all 

individuals, in turn making us all, in a sense, accountable because of affiliation. This joint 

membership makes Kutz’s use of moral taint and his commitment to the collective 

project very applicable to structural racism and the role of racial ideology in the US. 

I.V Institutions 

 
I understand institutions to be, in part, collections of people engaged in a 

practice governed by a set of public rules. Together, the federal government is a 

collection of institutions which impact the opportunities, powers, and capabilities of 

individual citizens. Sharing such a democratic order constitutes an institutional order 

which I argue holds political and moral obligations to act against racial injustice.
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Importantly, Kutz again returns to the connection between individual acts and collective 

harms. Kutz rationalizes that: 

A theory of individual accountability must provide individual agents with reasons 

to avoid…even marginal participation in harmful acts. In the absence of such a 

theory, there is little social hope of controlling the essentially collective harms 

that threaten individual interests. (2000, 123) 

Now, Kutz diverges from the bulk of his book and extends his moral theory beyond that 

of simply punishment or accountability, into the realm of prevention and avoidance of 

harms in the first place. In applying Kutz’s theory to structural racism, this broadens the 

scope of analysis, suggesting that the democratic project may need to rethink structural 

racism. One traditional understanding of structural racism primarily concerns itself with 

using corrective action to remedy harmful government policies and institutional 

practices. With the aforementioned quote, however, it seems that Kutz also encourages 

the examination of preventative government action, such as the use of task forces, 

special initiatives, targeted legislation, or tailored reforms. 

At the institutional level, the U.S. federal government’s use of antidiscrimination 

laws show the U.S. in the process of “reconstructing the racial order” (Desmond and 

Emirbayer 2015, 322). For example, the Civil Rights Act of 1968, which prohibited racial 

discrimination in housing, demonstrates legal restrictions and parameters which 

regulated the actions of all Americans throughout the country. This law, and those like 

it, foster a shared, collective responsibility for the enforcement of equality of 

opportunity, despite the potentially bigoted attitudes or behaviors of individual
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landlords. Additionally, the book The Racial Order seems to support Kutz’s condition of 

individual responsibility for collective (social harm) when Desmond and Emirbayer 

suggest that institutions are inherently “bounded sets of practices reproduced 

agentically in a mostly routinized fashion and constrained as well as enabled by 

overlapping social, cultural, and psychical formations.” (2015, 204) Interactional 

processes are inextricably woven into structural racism, making the work of structural 

reforms in institutional processes a key area of focus in the application of Kutz’s analysis 

of individual and collective responsibility for social ills in the U.S.. Acceptance of 

interactional processes is important to lay the baseline for good epistemological 

standards for individual agent behaviors and usher in the next layer of analysis needed 

in the process, that is to contemplate what individual actors can reasonably know or 

control. In turn, this would position individual actors to be strong in the face of 

collective social ills. As Desmond and Emirbayer offer, collective action is needed to 

overcome “collective fantasies.” (2015, 159) But it might not be easy to overcome such 

groupthink, a notion developed by Irving Janis—who played on the idea of 

“doublethink” in George Orwell’s 1984—which describes “processes of decision-making 

that predictably lead to social blunders and even catastrophes.” (Sunstein 2003, 140) 

Groupthink includes close-mindedness and stereotypical views. Race, and whiteness 

specifically, is one sociopolitical category through which groupthink can be practiced. 

Charles Mills has explored how white groupthink creates and sustains what he famously 

calls the “Racial Contract”:
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Thus, in effect, on matters related to race, the Racial Contract prescribes for its 

signatories an inverted epistemology, and epistemology of ignorance, a 

particular pattern of localized and global cognitive dysfunctions (which are 

psychologically and socially functional), producing the ironic outcome that 

whites will in general be unable to understand the world they themselves have 

made. Whiteness…is a cognitive model that precludes self-transparency and 

genuine understanding of social realities. (1997, 18) 

But the soft bigotry of low expectations is not simply an attitudinal preference. On a 

much more incendiary level, it takes hostage of statecraft making the federal 

government complicit in individual or community preferences at the expense of a 

national agenda, leading to lower federal spending or expenditures on vitally important 

expenditures. 

The slippery ties between interpersonal racism on a group level and structural 

racism on an institutional level pose substantial challenges to owning and reforming 

state responsibility in structural racism. Still, the philosophical contentions advanced by 

Kutz have the capacity to reform societal institutions by reframing not just what we 

allow from others, but also what we demand from them in the face of collective 

struggles. Part of what complicity instructs us to see, and what is inherently demanded 

of us by seeing like a state, is that oppression and liberation demand that substantive 

policies be carried out, but also that the appropriate ideology backs these policies. In 

other words, in understanding the collective work of American democracy, we also must 

understand how political ideology sustains, molds, or harms this joint project.
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Citizenship is exercised by expression of agency. Accordingly, the next section delves 

deeper into how agency is practiced in radical or controversial ways, including the 

emergence of vigilante politics in democratic theory whereby vigilante justice seeks to 

be adopted and enveloped by political systems. 

I.VI Vigilante Politics 

 
The Kerner Commission observes the binary presence of two American societies, 

black and white, separate and unequal. It predicted what is famously coined as the title 

of the 2017 Chris Hayes’s book A Colony in a Nation. Hayes examines the fracturing of 

the U.S. into two parts, a colony and a nation, which serve to demonstrate that the U.S. 

criminal justice system is not a singular system with massive racial disparities, but two 

distinct regimes. In the colony fear and order undermine civil rights while in the nation, 

the law is venerated. The book takes its title from President Nixon’s 1968 convention 

speech which references the need to “build bridges to human dignity across the gulf 

that separates black America from white America…They [black Americans] don’t want to 

be a colony in a nation.” Nixon was hardly the first to consider the state of black people 

in America as a kind of colonized people or to track the experience of being colonized. 

Arguably, the first reference to the deliberate segregation and internal national 

colonization of whites versus non-whites dates back to President Lincoln in 1862. 

Speaking to a black delegation, Lincoln sought to preserve a white democratic society 

instead of civic integration when he stated: 

Why should not the people of your race be colonized, why should they not 

 
leave this country? You and we are a different race…this physical difference is a
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great disadvantage to us both. Your race suffers greatly, many of them by living 

with us, while ours suffers from your presence…If this is admitted, it shows a 

reason why we should be separated. (1862, 182) 

After decades of de facto segregation, W.E.B. DuBois wrote in 1935 of black people as a 

 
“nation within a nation,” documenting the substandard, unequal status of black lives in 

 
a segregated country. Additionally, sociologist Robert Blauner’s classic 1972 book Racial 

Oppression in America painstakingly uncovers how the modern racial order and social 

oppression have given rise to “domestic colonialism” in the U.S.. (82) Specifically, 

Blauner identifies five features of what he calls the “colonization complex” which share 

a strong correlation to the conditions examined by Kerner Commission: forced, 

involuntary entry into dominant society; constrained, transformed, or destroyed 

indigenous cultural values, orientations, and ways of life; governmental bureaucracies 

and legal orders which manage and manipulate groups subordinate to the dominant 

group or power; racism; and separation of labor status between the colonized and the 

colonizers. (1972, 84) The colony versus nation binary is also advanced in Frantz Fanon’s 

classic exploration of colonialism and racial difference, The Wretched of the Earth 

(originally published in 1961) to highlight the role that official state violence plays. 

Fanon explains that “the dividing line, the border, is represented by the barracks and 

the police stations. In the colonies, the official, legitimate agent, the spokesperson for 

the colonizer and the regime of oppression, is the police officer or the soldier.” (Fanon 

2004, 3) Specific to the U.S. is the shared creation of a colonized world. As Hayes 

 
asserts, “we as a people have created the Colony through democratic means” (2017, 32)
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and that “race defines the boundaries of the Colony and the Nation.” (2017, 35) Race is 

at the heart of U.S. democracy and understanding ramifications of structural injustice 

cannot be achieved by separating out race from governance. The democratic hand in 

cultivating a colonized nation makes the notion of complicity integrally important to 

understanding the liberatory limits U.S. democracy harbors. 

The idea of a colonized people within a larger nation also motivates a discussion 

about the excessive use, or abuse, of state power. As Hayes’s observes, “the existence 

of the Bill of Rights is an acknowledgement of the fact that democracy, by itself, is no 

guarantee against the potential excesses of the state’s police power.” (2017, 73) The 

emergence of vigilante politics, or the striving for order without law, is a necessary 

component to understanding how structural equity works. The perpetuation of 

structural racism demands a deeper understanding of the political and legal allowances 

for opposition to racial injustice in the U.S.. 

One of the most compelling areas in which notions of shared support of U.S. 

democracy emerges is vigilantism. In their groundbreaking book Vigilante Politics, H. Jon 

Rosenbaum and Peter C. Sederburg note that “establishment violence can occur in any 

society where groups desirous of maintaining their value positions see their capabilities 

decreasing, primarily due to the apparent ineffectiveness of the government.” (1976, 

29) The preservation of white supremacy is one example. The role of vigilante politics 

connects to bedrock issues in democratic theory and is an important consideration to 

how individuals protect white supremacy in a colonized country. For group theorists like 

Arthur Bentley, David Truman, and Harry Eckstein, politics is commonly oriented around
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a desire to preserve (if not increase) one’s own position. This is rooted upon the notion 

of interest, an idea signifying that any group of political actors share a common desire 

that motivates their affiliation. Group theorists turn politics into a process by seeking 

avenues of accommodation among individuals and groups. Importantly, politics is not a 

neutral process, but one which functions as “the authoritative allocation of values for a 

society.” (Easton 1967, 129) The scope of action that is permissible to defend these 

values or their allocation is undetermined, and this permits the possibility of vigilantism. 

In his essay on the history of vigilantism in America, Richard Maxwell Brown builds on 

the idea of the U.S. as a colonial state. Brown suggests that the “ideology of vigilantism 

was grounded in the frontier settlers’ strong belief in self-preservation as the first law of 

society, and the basis upon which its structure was built.” (1976, 103) Vigilantes 

pursuing a higher goal of social order had to justify breaking the law; it is for this reason 

the grounds of the inalienable right of revolution and protest were offered. In what has 

become a common democratic trope today, vigilantes arguably originated the devout 

U.S. democratic attachment to “the theory that the people have the right to hold 

perpetual vigil over all their institutions and to correct, where necessary, abuses and 

corruption which threaten the security of their lives and property.” (Brown, R.M. 1976, 

103) Importantly to this conversation on structural racism, vigilantism is not just about 

enforcement of standards of peace and law, but also about citizen mobilization and 

political struggles for power. Often times, as Gary Marx documents in his analysis of 

1960s community police patrols, vigilante groups ephemerally rise up in places where 

police and legal systems already function seeking to preserve their community from a
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perceived harm. (1968, 131) This perception of harm also invites democratic theory to 

complicate the notion of whether groups even have political aspirations or who can 

speak for them. When Kutz attempts to describe a collective project, he potentially 

assumes a benign bind. As political theorist Ian Shapiro observes, “when political 

entrepreneurs claim to be articulating the values and aspirations of a group, we should 

always ask who within the group stands to be harmed by their demands.” (2003, 102) 

Moreover, the transitive nature of vigilante groups begs deeper questions about Kutz’s 

notion of collective projects. For example, the survival or longevity of a particular 

vigilantism demands democratic communities look at unifying ideological platforms. 

Does the group have an ideology which helps bind members together, telling them what 

they are for as well as what they are against? Has the American democratic project 

failed if the existence of democracy, as a collective effort, cannot unite people? 

American populist traditions of self-defense against dark forces of crime and disorder 

seem appealing on a surface level, Marx claims, but “the anti-democratic potential of 

privately organized citizen violence and mass enthusiasm for direct action in the face of 

institutional restraints (the law, courts, elected officials, formal police bureaucracy, and 

procedure, etc.) is not one that can be unequivocally welcomed.” (1968, 155) Direct 

action and organized private violence seek to influence government behavior, but they 

raise important unresolved ambiguities about the role of coercion and force in political 

analysis. As Sederberg and Rosenbaum declare, “in contemporary political systems, the 

state plays the primary role in demarcating the boundaries [between acceptable 

coercion and unacceptable violence].” (1976, 264) In the process of the state drawing
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this boundary, intentionality—with the goal of the actions as preservation, restoration, 

or creation of something new—seems to be called into question. The state should also 

consider the value of the order being preserved as well as the impact of the chosen 

activist procedure as a means to an end. Since uprisings and vigilante action often 

include violence, the state should also contemplate whether all violent means 

necessarily corrupt the ends, no matter how noble the striving to participate in the 

democratic process may be. In a way, this decision may come down to a demand to 

choose between a revolution versus civil disobedience. When thinking about these 

issues in conjunction to Kutz, the allegiance to and support of a shared collective project 

becomes challenging to back because of the vagueness of parameters citizens can use to 

improve the system in which they partake. Symbolic protest and civic unrest sometimes 

is necessary to enrich democratic society, but there is surely a point that is too far. 

Despite Kutz’s strong legal background, his notion of a shared democratic project 

unfortunately does not apprise readers of such a vital distinction. 

II. A Closer Look at Kutz’s Cooperative Spirit Principle 

In Complicity, Kutz is ultimately distinguishing between moral complicity and 

legal complicity, making arguments largely pertinent to moral philosophy. Admittedly, 

this makes any connections to structural racism somewhat tepid since the realm of US 

government policymaking falls within legal jurisdictions, and, thus, legal complicity. Still, 

the connections outlined by Kutz—of structures and individuals—provide valuable 

insight into the place of racism and white supremacy in U.S. democracy. For this reason, 

this chapter now turns to the weakest aspect of Kutz’s theory. In his third principle of
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collective action, Kutz argues that agents share a cooperative spirit which binds them 

together. I will first explore why U.S. agents arguably may lack a cooperative spirit by 

looking at how the state (as in the U.S. federal government) has been framed by 

whiteness and racial ideology. Then, I will discuss issues Kutz’s theory needs to consider 

in order to withstand these racialized critiques to suggest the importance of viewing the 

U.S. federal government as a moral actor that is capable of change. Applying Kutz’s 

theory of complicity to structural racism is a significant challenge given that there may 

not arguably be a shared cooperative spirit between black and white people. While I do 

not take that challenge lightly, I also suggest it must be undertaken in order fulfill the 

Kerner Commission’s commitment to creating “common opportunities for all within a 

single society.” (Report 1968, 1) American democracy is a collective project, and this 

makes the unification between suppressed and dominant racial groups as necessary as 

it is difficult. 

 
II.I A Racialized U.S. State 

 
It is farfetched to categorize U.S. agents as possessing a cooperative spirit, 

especially in regards to race and ethnicity. From the country’s foundational crimes of 

transcontinental slavery and pillaging of Native Americans to centuries of sustained 

racial inequity in housing, imprisonment, health care, immigration, employment, 

education, political representation, and more, race has consistently problematized U.S. 

democracy. The celebrated 1986 book Racial Formation in the U.S. argues that the U.S. 

state is “inherently racial” and “from its very inception has been concerned with the 

politics of race.” (Omi and Winant, 81-2) The Kerner Commission reports that “white
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racism is essentially responsible for the explosive mixture which has been accumulating 

in our cities since the end of World War II.” (Report 1968, 203) The commissioners 

further ascribe complicity with structural racism on various scales of blame when they 

declare white institutions created, maintain, and condone the “Negro ghetto.” (Report 

1968, 2) Their findings support Charles Mills’ renowned claim that race is “…central to 

the polity of the U.S..” (1998, 28) Likewise, in Democracy in Black, Eddie S. Glaude, Jr. 

contends that “our [U.S.] democratic principles do not exist in a space apart from our 

national commitment to white supremacy.” (2016, 9) Glaude continues to suggest that 

calls for racial reconciliation as a cure for racial inequality are misplaced: “‘Getting along’ 

does not measure up to a more fundamental concern about racial injustice or get a how 

we are all complicit in racial injustice. The illusion hides the rot.” (2016, 183-4) Even 

more distressing is the introduction of counter-framing by Joe Feagin in his 2013 book 

The White Racial Frame. Feagin demonstrates the functioning of systemic racism in the 

U.S. through his concept of the white racial frame meaning “…the dominant racial frame 

that has long legitimated, rationalized, and shaped racial oppression and inequality in 

this country.” (2013, x) Feagin also cites critical race theory founder Derrick Bell’s notion 

of “interest convergence” to explain how significant racial change occurs only when it is 

in the interest of white America (2013, 197). Without a drastic overhaul of the US 

system of government and large-scale racial change, like that called for by the Kerner 

Commission, Feagin seems to share Bell’s outlook of “racial realism” (2013, 198), or the 

belief that black people will not gain full equality in this country and that even 

temporary moments of progress will become irrelevant or dismissed in favor of racial
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patterns and practices which maintain white dominance. These objections complicate 

the acceptance of equality and ideals behind U.S. democracy. Indeed, the 

representation of the U.S. as a white racial state offers a significant challenge to the 

application of the Kutz’s vision of a cooperative national spirit. Instead of a harmonious 

citizenry, these perspectives present a fractured and incompatible republic. While it may 

be heuristic to treat the state as a relatively cohesive establishment, it overlooks the 

possible deep divisions among various groups that comprise the state as a national 

entity. 

In addition to these theoretical objections to cooperation and harmony, U.S. 

history reveals that Whites have accumulated opportunities and capital at a rate higher 

than all other races and ethnicities. “Whites have gained or accumulated opportunities,” 

Emirbayer and Desmond explain “while African Americans and other racial groups have 

lost opportunities—they suffer from disaccumulation.” (2015, 88) In their flagship 1995 

book on black and white wealth, Oliver and Shapiro identify “…how state policy has 

impaired the ability of many African Americans to accumulate wealth—and discouraged 

them from doing so—from the beginning of slavery throughout American history.” (4) 

Throughout their book, Oliver and Shapiro document how blacks (and poor people in 

general) have been excluded from government-sponsored opportunities related to 

homesteading, land acquisition, home ownership, retirement, pensions, education, and 

asset accumulation. Such constraints not only hampered black people’s ability to 

“acquire land, build community, and generate wealth”; “…the distinctive relationship 

between whites and blacks has been woven into the fabric of state actions,” thus
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embodying the sediment of racial inequality into U.S. government policies and actions 

(Oliver and Shapiro 1995, 4). These concrete economic differences are the tangible 

proof for the theoretical claims of segregation, ostracization, inequity, and 

subordination at the mercy of white supremacist ideology. These collective social 

outcomes are technically sanctioned by the government, but often enforced overtly or 

tolerated silently by the U.S. population at-large. The way the white racial state is 

sustained and carried out over time illustrates the power stemming from social 

positions and the way capital is spread across the US. (Desmond and Emirbayer 2015, 

85). This is critical to understanding the limitations of U.S. democracy in resolving 

structural racism for two reasons. First, individual complicity in collective outcomes 

depends upon understanding these types of background motivations. The democratic 

state depends upon individual agency and group culpability to function. Next, individual 

and collective racism helps to explain why structural racism has endured for so long in 

U.S. democracy. Both of these factors help to better understand the problems of U.S. 

democracy as a collective project, but they fail to speak to remedies. For as grounded in 

collective projects as Kutz’s legalistic scholarship seems to be, he offers surprisingly little 

by way of reforms to overcome the common problems raised in this chapter. In the next 

sections, I raise additional avenues of consideration toward undoing structural racism in 

U.S. democracy as well as new areas of analysis sparked by Kutz’s theory of complicity.  

II.II Solutions 

Numerous federal policies have disparate effects on communities of color and 

economically disadvantaged populations; reversing or improving these practices would
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minimize the collective harms caused by the state. Another pathway to change outlined 

by the oppositional political theorist Charles Mills suggests that revoking consent to the 

racialized state would make people non-complicit to the harms committed. Mills 

observes that whites are complicit in creating the racial state and “acting to protect 

differential white entitlement” (1997, 30) insofar as they resist change. The state shares 

in this “racialized tacit consent” by “‘making race’ in the first place, its acceptance of the 

imposition of post-Reconstruction segregation, or its current failure to take the 

necessary measures to correct fully for the institutionalized discrimination of the past.” 

(Mills 1997, 30) In this explanation, Mills does not preclude the possibility of an end to 

the racial state if individuals and government perform collective actions against a 

racialized state. Just as Barbara and Karen Fields conclude (2014, 277), when collective 

belief changes, the moral reinforcement to carry out the status quo will shift, 

accordingly. If individuals can be complicit in creating and allowing social ills, it is also 

possible they can be powerful enough to eradicate and improve conditions. 

Like Mills, the analytical philosopher Sally Haslanger, renowned for her research 

in critical race theory, feminism, and social and political philosophy, rejects the 

acceptance of permanent social ills emerging from white supremacy, although she 

phrases it in the form of “race neutrality.” (2014, 119) In Haslanger’s examination of the 

criterion which are at play in structural oppression, she questions if institutions cause, 

create, perpetuate, amplify, or exacerbate “…unjust disadvantage to a group.” (2014, 

119) While these considerations are slightly more in the arena of promoting justice and 

 
Kutz’s book is more centrally concerned with complicity and liability, Haslanger does not
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compete with Kutz’s argument as much as it strengthens it in two key ways. First, 

Haslanger builds on Kutz’s interest in individual wrongdoing, broadening the argument’s 

scope to consider social and political wrongs that reflect problems in our collective 

arrangements. (Haslanger 2014, 100) As Haslanger frames it: 

We stand in complicated relationships to the collectively formed and managed 

structures that shape our lives. Structures take on historical forms because of 

the individuals within them; individual action is conditioned in multiple and 

varying ways by social context. (2014, 122) 

In application to structural racism, Haslanger’s statement encourages both individual 

and collective culpability over time. This is an improvement upon Kutz who is somewhat 

ambiguous in how he envisions culpability across generations. Although Kutz provides 

numerous concrete examples of how his moral philosophy emerges in everyday life, 

with some of his examples—such as corporate and shareholder liability—likely 

impacting more than just real time in the status quo, he does not thoroughly address 

responsibility over time for continuously reoccurring harms. Kutz does frequently 

employ Supreme Court cases as part of his analysis in distinguishing between 

responsibility and accountability, but this evades the habitus-informed nature of 

Haslanger’s above quote and turns accountability into simply a government-sanctioned 

choice of right or wrong, rather than the more profound issue posed by this essay 

question of whether individuals can be blamed for collective (social) harms. 

Next, Haslanger clarifies the muddied disciplinary boundary between moral 

theory and political theory. While Haslanger observes that political theory often refers
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to collective arrangements (i.e. practices, policies, and institutions) and moral theory to 

human conduct of individuals (or groups), she takes Kutz’s work one step further by 

conflating individual wrongdoing and structural injustice as both being morally wrong. 

(Haslanger 2014, 101) This is important because it expands the parameters for blame to 

moral and political wrongs, which is a vital step if individuals are capable of being 

blamed for collective social outcomes. As Haslanger suggests, this connection exists 

because “social power is relational: it depends on the institutions and practices that 

structure our relationships to one another.” (2014, 102) In other words, institutions 

reflect social norms and social norms create institutions. Yet, Haslanger could say more 

here; she seems to overlook that our relationships, guided by racial ideology or not, 

structure our institutions and practices. She is correct that social power is relational, but 

it is imperative to underscore that for structural racism to work like it does in U.S. 

democracy, power works bidirectionally: institutions structure relationships, and 

relationships structure institutions. This structural feedback cycle is why structural 

racism warrants the collective’s attention and it reflects practices that yield complicity 

and blame in systemic harms. Despite this oversight, Kutz and Haslanger share a great 

deal in how they discuss complicity and illegitimacy, lay blame regardless of 

intentionality, and hope for the repeal of inertia in interpersonal and collective 

responsibility. 

Finally, acknowledging the nation’s racist past does not preclude opportunities 

for the state to reform itself and undertake structural changes. In the book Equality by 

Statute, sociologist Morroe Berger examines how the law became involved in civil rights
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reforms. In an observation which complements Kutz’s idea of individual accountability, 

Berger observes that “the state acts increasingly for the individual” (1968, 61) in 

situations which are dangerous or too complex for communities to deal with as 

individuals alone. Like Kutz, Berger acknowledges the place of individual responsibility 

for collective ills (or solutions) when he declares that “laws protecting minorities had to 

be set in motion by individuals.” (1968, 61) Berger aptly acknowledges that “law can 

work both ways,” (1968, 3) revealing that collective action may be spurred by individuals 

with problematic, controversial, or harmful intentions. Kutz omits this subversive 

outcome from his analysis, presumably because he writes hoping to live in a less 

“morally flawed world” (2000, 1) and assumes his audience desires the same. Berger’s 

complication, though, is important here since there can be disagreement on what is the 

good life or a good society. Consensus on the good is necessary if individuals are to be 

held accountable for a larger collective harm. Judgement of blame is rooted in one’s 

standpoint; Kutz does acknowledges this part in his delineations of positionality. Yet, 

without also constructing utopian principles, or identifying which principles, values, or 

ideas one’s behaviors and actions are being measured against, it is challenging to assert 

individual accountability. Now, the example of structural racism in U.S. democracy 

seems to avoid this complication because the founding principles and national 

documents denounce white supremacy, inviting blame when individuals and collective 

institutions act in a way which engages in racial inequality that harms the country’s 

democratic values. Berger’s book shows how the law and federal government 

policymaking functions as a kind of intermediary between individuals and collective
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institutional arrangements, linking an individual agent’s actions to the work of racial 

equity in U.S. democracy. 

III. Questioning Complicity and Structural Racism 

Kutz is vague in his consideration of other issues related to citizenship, 

government action, and social justice. This is understandable considering these are not 

his primary areas of interest; all the same, it complicates a more robust analysis of 

structural racism and raises areas of investigation for future research into complicity and 

accountability for the collective harms of racism in U.S. democracy. For starters, while 

Kutz clearly seems supportive of corrective, and to a slightly lesser degree preventative, 

actions on behalf of collective (social) units, the timeframe for action is not as definite. 

In other words, while it seems safe to interpret Kutz as being supportive of government 

intervention into structural racism to advancing racial equality, it is less clear if new 

government administrations can be accountable for past ones. Moreover, given Kutz’s 

principles of accountability, especially his interest in the alignment of values and 

cooperation among agents, it seems his theory is also limited by cultural differences, 

practices, and beliefs. Additional research into the role of relativism (discussed by Kutz 

briefly on pages 13-14) is useful for those who conceive of struggles for racial equality as 

synonymous with human rights or part of larger oppression in countries around the 

world.  Complicity in structural racism may not be borne out in the same fashion in each 

country since “every established social system defines certain laws and norms, or 

boundaries.” (Sederberg and Rosenbaum 1976, 264) Accordingly, Kutz’s theory cannot 

be applied to all political systems without a deeper analysis of the specific cultural and
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political dynamics in play. It is too simple to just assign a universal, sweeping monopoly 

on state power, and it is fundamentally flawed in a democratic nation. In the next two 

chapters, I will look further into how the Kerner Commission demonstrates ways in 

which citizens engage in democracy and the fallout of federal policies, but this chapter 

understands such phenomena to be country-specific. Kutz spurs contemplation about 

the regional and geographic nature of social justice. 

Additionally, the U.S. proclaims itself to be a democratic community and within 

this conception, political theory often assumes the significance and implications of 

political action on full members of community. Put differently, citizens who hold full 

membership in society help the federal government to gauge social progress, measure 

(in)equality, and regulate status benchmarks. Full members of a democratic society are 

also the people who have the means, or the functional ability, to realize democratic 

rights. It seems clear that individuals in society play different roles and are offered 

different freedoms, but Kutz does not do this complication justice. Numerous 

population segments in U.S. society are arguably not full members, including 

incarcerated individuals, unauthorized immigrants, and children. Issues of poverty and 

disability may also exclude people in different ways. This raises two important 

considerations. First, it invites us to consider what level of individual responsibility these 

agents have for a collective of which they are not fully enmeshed and for which they do 

not reap complete benefits, suffer total loss, or exercise decision-making power. 

Second, it encourages us to rethink solutions to structural racism that consider
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conditions active in complicating ideas about citizenship in U.S. democracy. For 

example, the book State of White Supremacy argues that: 

Because people of color are valued differently in ‘Amerika,’ they have the right 

of insisting on group-level remedies such as a ‘Marshall Plan’ for urban America 

and even reparations. Individual-level strategies will not save them. (Jung, M., 

Vargas, J., and Bonilla-Silva, E. 2011, 90) 

This recommendation is in line with the Kerner Commission’s call for a massive, 

collective remedy to the socially-created and institutionally-sanctioned problem of 

structural racism. Just as Kutz permits individual culpability for collective (social) harms, 

it seems reasonable that solutions would be enacted on an equally grand scale. 

Individual solutions could be applied against individual damages while collective 

solutions can be levied against collective harms. Complicity need not be used simply to 

blame individual wrongdoing; shared struggle can be a platform for collaborative 

change. 

Kutz’s theory of complicity also spurs questions about the extent of collective 

responsibility in U.S. democracy. While U.S. democracy is not the focus of Kutz’s book, 

the outline of collective action that he puts forth engages discussion about how 

American citizenry is held together. Citizens represent one type of collective body that 

helps to hold the country together, especially in a political sense of solidarity, and they 

are the key to understanding how structural racism in a democratic society happens. 

Kutz raises important, albeit secondary, concerns about the role that apathy, 

groupthink, regret, and due diligence play in cultivating and expressing civic spirit.
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Complicity compels American society to look deeper at how white supremacy has 

informed U.S. democracy, provoking questions about whether the functioning of and 

practices carried out by our collective governmental institutions suggest that racism 

might be necessary to hold U.S. democracy together, at least as it exists in the status 

quo. By overtly noting areas of structural racism in U.S. democracy, complicity can be 

used as a tool to help identify areas of governance that embolden racism as well as 

those which may effectively administer deliberation. 

 Finally, in chapter seven of Kutz’s book, he discusses at-length criminal law and 

definitions of liability, complicity, and conspiracy; these areas can be connected to how 

we contemplate the motivations of people in social movements. Kutz defines conspiracy 

as “the crime of agreeing to participate in committing a crime”; furthermore, he 

suggests that “it is not necessary to show that conspirators in any way aided the 

commission of the crime, but only that they agreed to its commission, or to the 

commission of another crime giving rise to it.” (2000, 209) As the Kerner Commission’s 

field team experienced, conspiracy is sometimes offered as a theory about why social 

movements occur. As the archival files from the dozens of field visits to riot cities show, 

there were debates—advanced even within the F.B.I.—over intentions and funding of 

protestors, such as the belief that the rioters were “outside agitators” who did not 

belong to the community in which they were rioting or that the protestors were 

“Communist-backed”. White America was not consistent in their understanding of the 

riots, but among the myriad of explanations offered, they rarely were empathetic to the 

rioters. A 1967 poll showed that whites believed the riots to be caused by “outside
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agitation,” “Communist backing,” or “minority radicals” rather than by “socioeconomic 

circumstances confronting blacks.” These arguments were debunked by the 

Commission. (Kriegel 2014, para. 6) None of the official FBI investigations nor those 

conducted by the Kerner Commission found there to be any conspiracy elements or 

outside agitators. (McAdam 1982, 201) These traditional conspiratorial theories are 

targeted at minority powerholders, but the more interesting area in conspiracy theory, 

especially as the country moves toward a racial minority-majority status, is to 

contemplate power-sharing and activism on behalf of agents reflecting white privilege 

or political power. Conspiracy raises questions related to structural racism about the 

role of race traitors, or those individuals who are classified as white but defy the 

advantages and rules of whiteness so intensely that they jeopardize their ability to draw 

upon the privileges of whiteness. Are attacks on the social construction of whiteness 

legally problematic in some way? While Kutz certainly does not take his argument in this 

direction, his connections to criminal theory raise important connections for how the 

work of structural racism is both reinforced as well as challenged in U.S. democracy. 

Historically, it is possible to interpret uprising, such as the work of abolitionist advocates 

against legally sanctioned slavery or rioters protesting unjust social institutions, as 

people participating in criminal acts. While on face value there is nothing inherently 

criminal about white people attempting to shed their illegitimate advantage in society, 

this may be an area for further examination as liberalism and race evolve in the 21st 

century. 

IV. Conclusion
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Kutz’s complicity theory raises, but does not settle, many important questions 

pertaining to racial justice, governing, and citizenship which will make his theory even 

more applicable and important on a big picture level to liberalism in Western countries, 

but, more narrowly to the racial project within American democracy which continues to 

be tested, refined, and expanded in the 21st century. In the end, “solving any real social 

problems requires a mixture of political and ethical motivations and institutions.” (Kutz 

2000, 191) Just as I began the first part of this chapter introducing the Kerner 

Commission’s failed effort to tackle white supremacy in the U.S. federal government, 

Kutz opens his book with examples where agents have clearly not committed individual, 

intentional wrongdoing, observing that although “…in each of these cases we stand 

outside the shadow of evil, we still do not find the full light of the good.” (2000, 1) 

Addressing structural racism by admitting the nation’s collective complicity is a vital first 

step to enable the U.S. to emerge from its shadow and fulfill its democratic promise.
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Chapter 3 
State Police and Military Violence 

 
In the next two chapters, I discuss discursive and physical violence carried out by 

the state. These two chapters both contribute to democratic theory by suggesting that 

virtues and discourse represent the grammar of democracy while violence represents 

the content of democracy. This chapter specifically examines overt forms of military 

violence practiced by the state. The President Johnson-appointed Kerner Commission 

treated inequality and poverty as tinder boxes and the police brutality was seen as a 

match to the fire.  The 1967-68 commission responded to hundreds of “race riots” 

across the country, sparked—in almost every case—by police brutality.1 The lack of riot 

training, the professionalization of community police, the use of statewide police units 

and federal military equipment to control the riots, and the use of the National Guard 

foretell the emergence of a Garrison State with permanent military and police 

occupation in communities of color, perpetuating the internal colony structure of the 

colony within a nation. The role of state violence warrants substantive attention in this 

dissertation in part because of the historicity of the riots. After the legendary federal 

civil rights policies and Supreme Court cases in the 1950s and earlier 1960s, the exertion 

of federal and state violence against civilians and the exertion of federal government 

domination by any means necessary is concerning. State domination was met with 
 
 
 
 

 
1 Only a handful of cities were documented by Kerner Commission as “copycat” riots in which local 
citizens started rioting out of solidarity or desire, but did not experience any act of police brutality 
immediately prior to their rioting. These cities do not represent a statistically significant number and 
should not distract from the central place of police brutality as the contributing factor of black rioting in 
the summer of 1967.
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citizen resistance, and, as such, the Kerner Commission also documents the reasons the 

riots occurred. Here, it becomes clear that the riots acted for many as a pathway to 

regain moral authenticity in democratic society, a way to stake a claim in political 

scientist Daniel Gillion’s continuum of information theory. Rioters were negotiating with 

elected officials. Discourse analysis of Kerner Commission materials reveals how 

grammar and racial coding shifted in policy responses and government reports, not just 

in Kerner, but in the years that followed, ensuring whiteness remains preserved in the 

federal government. This will be evaluated in greater detail in the next chapter, but 

some of this rhetorical discussion is useful in this chapter to understand the deliberate 

ambiguity cultivated by the Kerner Commission which permitted and created the space 

for state violence. 

I. Whiteness as Structure 
 

Race and policing have a troubled past which is not unique to the riots in the 

summer of 1967. Policing race is endemic to the preservation of whiteness as a political 

power, particularly in the form of whites as a dominant political group, and the use of 

state violence has long been used to preserve the place of white supremacy in American 

politics and governmental practice. Indeed, “violence is and always has been a crucial 

component in the origin and maintenance of oppression.” (Cudd 2006, 85) Many of the 

first police forces in the country were founded as slave patrols, explicitly charged with 

catching, beating, and returning runaway slaves. Centuries later, at the time of Kerner, 

police departments across the country remained overwhelmingly comprised of white 

officers and sheriffs, but perhaps with more dejure tactics of racialized patrol. The
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Kerner Commission archives make it clear that nearly all of the riots were sparked by 

acts of what we would today identify as police brutality. Yet, the Commission did not 

overtly fault this form of state violence, but instead shifted the burden to look at the 

rioters themselves to understand what happened in the summer of 1967. Part of the 

reason police brutality was overlooked by the Kerner Commission as a trigger for so 

many riots is that racial violence is not read as a white phenomenon. To blame the 

police would implicate wider white community. At that time, this conclusion was 

untenable. Structural racism conscripts blacks to be seen as violent and rebellious while 

whites are intrinsically deemed to be law-abiding and peaceful. Additionally, Sheila 

Smith McKoy suggests that it remains difficult even to this day to “conceive of the idea 

of a white racial riot,” (2001, 5) in part because whiteness is rarely imagined in terms of 

color in the US. The primary exception to this would be to consider the marches held by 

white nationalists or the Ku Klux Klan. However, I do not interpret McKoy to be 

referencing those examples of organized bigotry, but, rather, the mainstream milieu of 

white Americans who do not harbor such pronounced racist dispositions. For this larger 

subset of the population, I concur with McKoy that a white racial riot still seems 

incongruous. The pattern of institutionalized racism conflates violence with blackness, 

prefiguring racial violence as a black act only. (Holloway 1995, 142) Race riots function 

to keep race—specifically, blackness—at the center of the social consciousness. 

Accordingly, race becomes configured around the black bodies upon which white 

privilege is sustained. (McKoy 2001, 12) Reading race in a social manner, rather than 

simply denouncing race as a social construction because it is unfounded scientifically,
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serves to legitimize white supremacy and privilege, entrenching systems of structural 

racism in U.S. democracy. The displacing and harming of black bodies in public spaces 

facilitates the belief that they are alien and unequal, justifying disenfranchisement and 

political exclusion. (West 1982, 61) Moreover, when blacks do engage in rioting, such a 

racialized entrenchment of violence prohibits reading this action as democratic 

advocacy, and instead serves as a self-fulfilling prophecy bolstering structural racism. 

Black rioters who rise up against a system that treats them unjustly fall victim to the 

exact stereotype they mobilize against. By using violence and protest techniques, the 

establishment of the federal government continues to see blacks as unequal and 

volatile, further justifying the structural bigotry initiated through police brutality in the 

first place. Racialized state violence did not emerge with nor end with the riots 

examined by the Kerner Commission. It is arguably so commonplace that repeated 

racial violence has come to be “acknowledged as a ‘natural’ solution to difficult social 

problems.” (Hall and Whannel 1965, 112) Structural racism is a kind of racial violence 

that has become weathered into the way U.S. democracy operates, and part of what the 

Kerner Commission importantly urges us to question is whether our federal government 

can move beyond it or operate without it. The political state as we have come to know it 

is maintained by the tendency to racialize every colored ethnicity. (McKoy 2001, 126) 

White supremacy is used as a mechanism of political, economic, and social power, 

resting on racial perversions. 

II. Governmental Responses to the Riots
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The Kerner Commission reported that in several cities, the principal official 

response has been to train and equip the police with more sophisticated weapons. 

(Report 1968, 18) Moreover, Anthony Platt noted that following the Kerner Commission 

there has been an increase in militarized tactics, including “considerable development of 

riot-control weaponry, police intelligence programs, and special riot-control tactical 

squads.” (1971, 43) As the archives show, this trend is in direct reaction to the feeling of 

law enforcement officials around the country during the summer of 1967 that they were 

woefully underprepared to manage the scale of race riots that had erupted. The 

Commander of the New York State National Guard is on record, along with other 

anonymous officials, as recommending the use of heavy weapons, including hand 

grenades, recoilless rifles, and bazookas. (Hayden 1971, 322) In 1968, alongside the 

Kerner Commission, President Johnson had also convened the National Commission on 

the Causes and Prevention of Violence. As NCCPV’s chairperson Jerome Skolnick 

reported: 

We may suggest as a general rule that a society which must contemplate 

massive expenditures for social control is one which, virtually by definition, has 

not grappled with the necessity of massive social reform…A democratic society 

cannot have it both ways: either it will carry through a firm commitment to 

massive and widespread political and social reform, or it will develop into a 

society of garrison cities where order is enforced without due process of law and 

without the consent of the governed. (1968, 344, 346)
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In addition to the official on-the-ground response that elicited numerous forms of state 

violence, the federal government also launched a presidential commission to study 

appropriate social reforms, but Skolnick’s provocation failed to elicit more democratic 

measures. There is no evidence of fundamental social, economic, and political reforms 

post-Kerner Commission, and surprisingly little discussion in the archives from 

Commission members beyond the far-left ones and academics. This raises important 

questions about the goals and limitations of riot commissions writ large and the Kerner 

Commission specifically. In other words, was the lack of political action that followed 

the Kerner Commission predictable or anticipated? Certainly, riot commissions are 

inherently political and cannot exist outside of a political context. (Kopkind 1971, 379) 

But even with this condition, it seems likely that different political contexts illuminate 

different types of presidential commissions. In the case of the Kerner Commission, the 

timing of politically-motivated riots, as well as one of the only proclaimed government 

indictments against white racism, warrants significant analysis of Kerner’s impact on 

U.S. democracy and structural racism in particular. Do commissions knowingly constrain 

protest for the purpose of softly sabotaging democratic goals in the name of justifying 

increased law and order? Are commission politics a vital part of the democratic process 

in the U.S. or do they, instead, masquerade as a public body to more easily assuage a 

transition into a Garrison state by suggesting all alternatives were exhausted and the 

hammer must come down on activism? 

Riot commissions are institutional bodies appointed by an executive in the 

aftermath of a race riot to determine a timeline of events, investigate the causes of the
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riot, and offer solutions for change. In addition to the Kerner Commission, President 

Johnson appointed more than twenty other commissions during his tenure as president. 

Although Johnson’s use of commissions is perhaps exceptionally high, he was not alone 

in their implementation to handle vexing political issues; since 1945, each president has 

implemented an average of one and a half commissions every year. (Gillon 2018, xi) 

As Lindsey Lupo’s 2011 book Flak-Catchers—about the history of riot commissions in 

America—details, there were three significant riot commissions in U.S. history before 

the Kerner Commission in 1967, but none were on a federal scale intended to apply 

national remedies like Kerner. In 1919, the Chicago riot commission was formed in the 

aftermath of the stoning and drowning of 17-year-old black boy named Eugene Williams 

who, while swimming, had crossed the invisible segregation line that separated whites 

from blacks. The riots lasted over a month. In 1935, the Harlem riot occurred. This was a 

short two-day riot that broke out after 16-year-old black boy Lino Rivera was caught 

stealing a pocket knife from a store. Although the boy testified and no arrest was made, 

he was interviewed in the basement and onlookers did not see him emerge. This, in 

conjunction with the coincidental arrival of a hearse on the same street as the store, 

caused onlookers to believe he was murdered by the police, and the rumors spread into 

rioting in Harlem. Next to the Kerner Commission, the 1965 Los Angeles riot (or the 

Watts riot, as it is more popularly known) and the McCone Commission is one of the 

most famous riot commissions due to the high cost of the damage ($40 million), 34 

deaths, and thousands of arrests in only six days. This riot started following the arrest of 

Marquette Frye after he failed a sobriety test when a Highway Patrol Officer in L.A.
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pulled he and his stepbrother over for reckless driving. A small crowd had gathered and 

the word spread to Frye’s mother, who came to the scene and jumped on the officer’s 

back arresting him. This led to all three family members being arrested, more police 

officers summoned, and more protestors amassed, triggering the beginning of ongoing 

protests. All three of the commissions illustrate the localized racial tensions that 

foreshadowed the nation-wide riots in 1967. I turn now to look more closely at the 

limitations all commissions face. 

In the case of the Kerner Commission specifically, no Commissioner was on 

record advocating for sustained racism or as a defender of inequality; in their own ways, 

each Commissioner tried to help in an indisputably difficult situation of a nation literally 

enflamed in race riots on a scale never seen before or since. Maliciousness and bad faith 

do not explain the failure of the Kerner Commission, urging a closer look into why riot 

commissions fail to eliminate racial inequity. According to Anthony Platt’s classic 

analysis (1971, 45-6), there are six primary reasons riot commissions fail: riot 

commissions are limited in the scope and quality of their inquiry because they are 

appointed by government officials who select commissioners and determine the 

parameters of the investigation; Commissioners do not reflect the full range of interests 

and opinions in American society because they are selected from specialized and elite 

interest groups; commissions are incapable of reflective and careful scholarship due to 

time and organizational pressures; tense and exploitative relationships between 

commission members and research staff; theories and generalizations about riots are 

often based on insufficient data, unarticulated ideological preconceptions, and weak
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analysis; and recommendations for riot control are also often based on inadequate 

theories which are further complicated by consideration of the political consequences of 

commission recommendations. Although it is possible to interpret white supremacy as a 

factor that is woven into some of these reasons even if it is not identified explicitly, such 

as the appointment of particular commission members or staff who share racist views, 

Platt does not indict white supremacy as a specific factor which could encumber riot 

commissions. This pattern continues throughout the Kerner Commission, including in a 

close analysis of the ways they define the key terms around which the commission is 

focused. This is problematic because it suggests that the Commission is less racist than it 

may actually be. In other words, by not making race overt, the Commission appears 

tolerant when that is not necessarily the appropriate conclusion. My forthcoming use of 

discourse analysis helps to better illustrate this concern. 

In order to better understand what the Commission understood violence to be, I 

employ a content analysis of the final 425-page Kerner Commission government report 

(approximately 270,000 words) The Kerner Commission is arguably the most famous 

race riot commission in American history, but the multiplicity of phrases demonstrate a 

lack of precision and consensus in how to understand the events. Race riots is the 

preferred commission phraseology for the black protests that swept the nation in the 

summer of 1967. Indeed, the term riot is mentioned an astounding nearly 1,000 times 

(N=997), but it is never defined. Additionally, as the table below depicts, numerous 

corollary terms are used, and, again never defined. 

Table 2: Kerner Commission Report Riot Terms
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Term Frequency 

Disorder N=338 

Disturbance N=232 

Demonstration N=22 

Resistance N=16 

Rebellion N=10 

Lawlessness N=4 

Mob Violence N=1 

Rampage N=1 

These alternate phrases represent, in part, the commission’s attempt to represent 
 
diverse political viewpoints and the multitude of theories that were offered to explain 

the events of the summer of 1967. They also symbolize various attitudes toward racial 

justice and degrees of sympathy for the actions of protestors. Since this dissertation is 

centrally interested in race and democracy, and since one of the Kerner Commission’s 

most famous claims surrounds the blame of white institutions for pervasive racial 

inequity in the nation, it is important to now turn to how white supremacy and racism 

are addressed by the commission. 

Given the gravity of the Commission’s conclusions regarding white culpability for 

racial injustice, it is perhaps surprising that related terminology, described in figure two, 

are only cursorily mentioned. The commissioners also never defined the term “racism”. 

In an undated speech given by chairperson Otto Kerner, he considered racism to be a
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“constellation of ideas suggesting that if you are white, you are superior—and if you are 

black, you are inferior.” (Otto Kerner Family Papers) 

Still, the sparing use of the term “white racism” is possibly perplexing given that 

the findings of the Kerner Commission’s final report have become famous for being one 

of the only US government reports to denounce white racism in America and within 

federal institutions. In Lindsey Lupo’s 2011 book Flak-Catchers about riot commissions 

in America, she attributes the association of the Commission report with racism to the 

fact that John Lindsay, the commission’s most left-leaning member, wrote the 

introductory summary to the report which is the section most frequently read by the 

media. (139) Lindsay wrote the report’s introduction independently from the rest of the 

report; as a result, the content is different—namely in that it is blistering and more 

liberal—than the remainder of the report. The release of the full report was scheduled 

for three days after Lindsay shared his introduction (which he wrote in a single night), so 

there was little time for push-back or edits. (Lupo 2011, 140) The Kerner Commission’s 

Executive Director David Ginsburg wrote what is widely considered the Commission’s 

most important chapter in the final report, Chapter 4, on the basic causes of the riot. 

While other substantive report chapters were edited (excluding the introduction), 

Ginsburg’s chapter remained untouched. (Gillon 2018, 136) This is significant because it 

is in this chapter that most of the support for the report’s white racism theme is found.  

Table 3: Kerner Commission Report Whiteness Terms 

Term                          Frequency
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White racism N=4 

White repression N=4 

White power N=3 

White terrorism N=2 

 

 
The Kerner Commission’s treatment of whiteness was problematic. On the one hand, 

the Commission garnered praise, or at least attention, for their fiery rhetoric, making 

the report an important and unique federal government document. On the other hand, 

the superficiality with which the commission unearthed whiteness and the lack of 

intentionality with which it aimed to undo structural racism makes it no surprise that 

the Commission’s findings and recommendations would later be ignored by Congress 

and the President. The lack of resistance to white supremacy in the commission’s 

rhetoric serves to demonstrate that language can sometimes act as a burden in 

citizenship, almost like a kind of regulatory structure which can either aid civic 

resistance or abet civic domination. Ultimately, the minimalist treatment of whiteness 

by the Commission is consistent with the way that the federal government has 

traditionally constructed its policies to preserve white advantage and justify state 

violence in communities of color nationwide. 

III. White Supremacy Encourages and Justifies a Garrison State 
 

The riots of 1967 were markedly different from those of earlier decades. As 

 
Lipsky and Olson describe it, race riots that preceded the Kerner Commission study were
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characterized by violent interracial clashes between blacks and whites and were usually 

initiated by whites (1968, 37). It seems there was a resistance to the democratic product 

of liberal democracy being produced in the 1960s civil rights era, as evidenced by a turn 

in the target of aggression in riots. Racism has shaped the political, economic, and legal 

context in which the black community and its elected representatives make their 

choices. More to the point, as James Forman, Jr. frames it, “American racism narrowed 

the options available to black citizens and elected officials in their fight against crime.” 

(2017, 12) As such, riots are perceived to be one of the few frequently used options 

available for protest. Riots are sometimes mistakenly construed as signs of 

dissatisfaction with the political status quo, but I argue that riots are better interpreted 

as signs of hope and promise amongst citizens. It is precisely because communities and 

citizens feel the government can provide more and do better that they riot against it. 

Since riots in the sixties primarily targeted structures and property, not people, Lipsky 

and Olson classify early 20th century riots as “race riots” and 1960s riots as “civil 

disorders.” (1968, 37) 1967 riots reflected a shift away from white-instigated violence 

against blacks (a kind of violence largely deemed to be interpersonal) to black-instigated 

rioting toward police and property, and many in the white majority viewed this shift as a 

threat. (Lipsky and Olson 1968, 92) The Kerner Commission highlighted the theory that 

riots were a conspiracy by black people to instill fear in whites by suggesting that riots 

could continue indefinitely, or perhaps, even get worse. Worse seemed to symbolize the 

threat of location; white citizens were not as worried about what blacks did to their own 

communities, but became substantially more concerned about the prospect that the
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riots might spread to stereotypical white spaces. White citizens called and wrote letters 

to federal government officials, fearing the riots would “come downtown” (meaning, to 

white areas), making them a subject of serious concern. (Lipsky and Olson 1968, 92) 

Rifle stores in white neighborhoods were reported to be selling out. This reflects a 

distrust on behalf of whites that the U.S. federal government would be able to protect 

them. But it also reinforces the racial mythology of the status quo in 1967. As Tom 

Hayden opines, “all that is necessary is to instill in the white citizens the idea that only 

military force stands between them and black savages. The civilians merely turn over 

the problem to the troops, who define the problem in terms of using arms to maintain 

the racial status quo.” (1971, 321) 

Structural violence shapes interpersonal bigotry by the way it understands the 

health of a democratic regime. Viewing black violence as pathological further intensifies 

interpersonal violence. Severe conflict and violence is found to be pathological and the 

people who undertake such behavior as ill, problematic, troubled, and lesser. Structural 

racism conditions governmental systems to disown its own people, creating democratic 

outsiders. As I will discuss more in later chapters, this invites mistreatment by a political 

system because black people are not seen as deserving of democratic voice or political 

protection. In turn, this subjugation makes the Garrison state possible. Furthermore, 

seeing white supremacy as normal creates a moral pathology in a democratic state. 

Structural racism elevates behavioral conduct to a national scale wherein the federal 

political system makes choices which are rooted in attitude, not process; in values of 

fear instead of opportunity; and leads decision-makers down a path of groupthink
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instead of nation-building. Appeasing white outcry, Congress turned against civil rights in 

the summer of 1967 and became unwilling to reward rioters, so no social welfare 

legislation was passed. (Lipsky and Olson 1968, 108; Washington Post July 21, 1967; 

Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report September 8, 1967) The Kerner Commission was 

fractured by the white moral code which espoused democratic virtues while 

undercutting democratic practice, opting instead for increased use of state violence to 

control black rioters. 

White fear was validated all the way at the top by President Johnson. The role of 

white supremacy makes the Kerner Commission documents more complex than its 

liberal appearance connotes. In a dog whistle call to white voters, President Johnson 

sought to divide the black community and undermine the political implications of the 

protests from the start of the Kerner Commission. In his 1967 address to the nation on 

civil disorders, he stated that “the looting, arson, plunder, and pillage which have 

occurred are not part of a civil rights protest…The criminals who committed these acts 

of violence against the people deserve to be punished—and they must be punished. 

Explanations may be offered, but nothing can excuse what they have done.” (Report 

1968, 538-9) It is clear Johnson is already choosing, even before the commission has 

begun, to criminalize the rioters instead of viewing their efforts as democratic activism. 

By not even showing a willingness to hear reasons for such behavior, Johnson puts 

whiteness in a democratic bubble, protecting it from any potential threat (and also 

precluding any racial progress). This is in line with Charles Mills’ contention that “the 

white delusion of racial superiority insulates itself against refutation.” (2017, 55)
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However unintentionally, Johnson was setting the stage for the law-and-order surge to 

come and damaging the liberal state of U.S. democracy. “If riots can be partly explained 

as the work of a few agitators or hoodlums, it is then much easier to engage wide 

support in repudiating violent methods of social protest.” (Platt 1971, 34) This mindset 

guided the enforcement of police and military in domestic conduct, but also impacted 

residential housing patterns of different races. 

This Garrison state-like politics helped to maintain the existence of segregated 

urban areas and isolated cities. As James C. Scott explains, “the logic of this rigid 

segregation of functions is perfectly clear. It is far easier to plan an urban zone if it has 

just one purpose.” (1998, 110) But this institutional logic ignores the fundamental 

inability to predict and control societal views. Drawing on Jane Jacobs’s book The Death 

and Life of Great American Cities, Scott states that “the formal public institutions of 

order function successfully only when they are undergirded by rich, informal public life. 

An urban space where the police are the sole agents of order is a very dangerous place.” 

(1998, 136) This is because it signifies an absence of trust which is disastrous to a city. In 

short, Jacobs argues, “its cultivation cannot be institutionalized.” (1961, 56) 

The political impulse toward building a Garrison state was already beginning 

before the Kerner Commission. In 1966, for the first time, Republicans campaigned on a 

“law-and-order” platform. (Gillon 2018, 24) Ronald Reagan campaigned for presidential 

candidate Barry Goldwater and, in the closing weeks of Goldwater’s campaign, Reagan 

was asked to do a stump speech for Goldwater on national broadcast television. The 

speech was stern and grim; Reagan did not smile in his October 27, 1964, speech
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entitled “A Time for Choosing,” and instead delivered a dire choice to the American 

 
people: 

 
No nation in history has ever survived a tax burden amounting to a third of its 

national income. You and I are told we must choose between a left and a right, 

but I suggest there is no such thing as a left or a right. There is only an up or 

down. Up to a man’s age-old dream—the maximum of individual freedom 

consistent with order—or down to the ant heap of totalitarianism. 

The phrase “consistent with order” was the first draft of what was to become the ever 

popular “law and order” tested in 1966 and nearly ubiquitous by the 1968 presidential 

election. The speech was so popular it not only raised $8 million for Goldwater, but it 

made Reagan a shoo-in for the national political spotlight, and, ultimately, the 

presidency. (O’Donnell 2017, 208) 

Cracking down on perceived lawlessness is only a partial answer to lawlessness, 

at best. Anti-riot police will not prevent riots; only pro-job, pro-education, pro-housing 

measures will. “Cities will smolder until the walls that block Negro opportunity come 

tumbling down.” (New York Times, July 15, 1967) While deprivation and struggle may be 

understandable reasons to object, they were not the true impetus for the riots—albeit 

arguably still powerful contributing forces. Instead, state violence, enacted primarily by 

the means of police brutality, was the primary cause behind the riots. “Rioters were not, 

by all the evidence, disproportionately poor or disengaged from the communities 

around them. But the researchers did find one common denominator that determined 

who rioted and who did not. Those most likely to riot shared one characteristic: they
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had experienced or witnessed an act of police brutality.” (Gillon 2018, 126) This flies in 

the face of the popular consensus that there is a direct relationship between poverty 

and rioting. According to this theory, the poor are more likely to participate in riots than 

middle-class or wealthy, and implicitly, since people of color are on the whole poorer 

than whites, they will also be more likely to riot. 

IV. Using Violence to Manage the Riots 
 

The successful passage of the 1965 Voting Rights Act was short-lived. Where 

white America interpreted the VRA as a successful delivery of liberation, it was 

interpreted as false inclusion without a more substantial backing of federal dollars and 

support. Kerner Commission documents reveal that many whites were not angry with 

rioters as much as they were confused, given the strides towards racial equity in the 

preceding few years. Yet even if the public was not interpreted as being fully 

appreciative of federal reforms, it would not be outdone by rioters who presented the 

illusory threat of force. “What the state does at least aspire to, though, is a monopoly on 

the legitimate use of force.” (Scott 1998, 87-88) The management of the riots was 

deliberate. “Rather than arresting social change, they hoped to design a shape to social 

life that would minimize the friction of progress.” (Scott 1998, 93) But if progress is not 

appreciated, then social change advocates become targets. This is what the Kerner 

Commission observed. The gateway to police brutality happened because white 

supremacy conditioned the government to treat its own citizens as enemies of the state 

and things to be managed by any means necessary for the end goal of preserving a 

static status quo. As we ‘kill’ public institutions and any real semblance or conception of
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‘the public’ in order to ‘save’ the nation, what is left to save remains this toxic blend of 

 
hyper-individualism and corporate hegemony, often woven together with the 

 
historically strong thread of racism.” (Dolgon 2017, 167-8) The public has been racialized 

to be the enemy and this undercuts the health of democracy. (Dolgon 2017, 170) If 

“people only accept the degradation of democracy and severe austerity when they are 

afraid of something else,” then we must closely examine the tradeoffs being politicized 

in riot environments. (Dolgon 2017, 196) Thus, I argue in this dissertation that the 

“something else” we need to address in American democracy is the entrenched white 

supremacy pervading the governmental state as structural racism. 

The proof of this ideological mindset can be witnessed in how the federal 

government dealt with the nation’s widespread unrest. In the short term, President 

Johnson deployed the 82nd Airborne from AOC to restore “domestic order” in the 

Detroit riots. But the President also ensured this militarization of American police forces 

would not be a one-off. He appointed former deputy secretary of defense Cyrus Vance 

to manage the use of the military in domestic disturbances. Vance created a guidebook 

on using the U.S. army in coordination with local and state police. The “Vance book” was 

distributed widely to law-enforcement personnel all over the country. 18 army brigades 

were dedicated to handling civil control exclusively. Units were preassigned to specific 

cities. Commanding officers at all levels coordinated with local police, getting tours to 

determine where riots might most likely occur and acquiring intelligence on local 

militants and other leaders. They drew up detailed operational plans for deploying in 

each city. (Risen 2009) At the U.S. Army Military Police School in Fort Gordon, Georgia,
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the army established Senior Officers Civil Disturbance Orientation Course. They brought 

together teams of law enforcement from the FBI, National Guard, and local police. They 

built a practice area that looked like a ghetto. They named it Riotsville. In war games, 

army MPs played the role of rioters. (Risen 2009, 69-75) 

A special intelligence branch known as the US Army Intelligence Command, 

operating out of Fort Holabird, Maryland, fanned a thousand agents throughout the 

country, in cooperation with the National Security Agency, to infiltrate, spy on, and 

report back on activities of organizations deemed dissident and militant. The Spring 

Mobilization to End the War (known as MOBE) and other known planners of the 

October 21, 1967, March on the Pentagon to end the Vietnam War were infiltrated by 

army intelligence. (O’Donnell 2017, 238) 

Black protest actions transitioned from nonviolent demonstrations, sit-ins, and 

boycotts before 1963 to fourteen cities of violent protest in 1964, 139 cities in 1967, and 

125 cities in 1968. (US Commission on Civil Rights report) While the Kerner Commission 

was underway, most of the riots subsided by early fall. But then everything changed late 

in the Kerner Commission’s operation. Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated on April 

4, 1968. Four thousand National Guardsmen enforced a curfew in Memphis. Newark 

had nearly two hundred fires, and fires also raged in Detroit, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, and 

Kansas City. In total, more than a hundred American cities saw some burning, looting, or 

destruction. More than 50,000 troops were deployed against American citizens, with 

20,000 arrests nationally and 39 deaths. (O’Donnell 2017, 238) In all cases, the Kerner 

 
Commission documents that police also used common suppression tactics of curfews,
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reconnaissance, and negotiation. The federal government also actively supported the 

use of surveillance of social movement activists. 

V. Government Surveillance of Activists 
 

The nation of the ballot was becoming the nation of the bullet. This was both a 

revolutionary impulse of leaders like Malcolm X as well as the philosophy of many police 

and politicians around the nation. “Indisputable evidence would demonstrate how far 

American government officials went to stifle, discredit, dismantle, and attack—and, 

when necessary, kill off—the leadership of civil rights and antiwar movement 

organizations.” (Dolgon 2017, 25-26) Overlapping with and examined by the Kerner 

Commission was the use of black spies to maintain surveillance of black activists. This 

surveillance by federal law enforcement institutions was ongoing, systematic, and 

extensive. In 1967, the FBI had launched a “Ghetto Informant Program” to help officers 

monitor the tenor of public opinion in black communities. By the summer of 1968, the 

FBI had hired 3,248 individuals to develop what were known as “ghetto listening posts.” 

(O’Reilly 1989, 268) Under the direction of the FBI, black spies and agents provocateurs 

penetrated virtually all of the significant black activist organizations. 

Spying and other forms of subversion menaced protestors/insurgents. 

Organizations including the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the Black 

Panther Party, and the NAACP all had black covert agents. Federal authorities relied on 

this infiltration to gain information about the organizational practices and their 

charismatic leaders. Perhaps the most famous instance of this covert operation is one 

which also fueled the belief that the FBI was in on smashing the civil rights movement.
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Black undercover agents of the Memphis Police Department infiltrated the Black 

Organizing Project, a set of coalition groups that sought to support sanitation workers 

during their strike in Memphis, Tennessee in 1968—the mass mobilization punctuated 

by the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. (Garrow 1981, 190) 

A common ploy used to disrupt organizations was to spread rumors that a 

particular activist had “sold out.” One of the most destructive examples of this was 

within the Black Panther Party: 

Everybody distrusted everyone else in Panther chapters. Everyone believed that 

the offices were crawling with spies. Pantherdom had become a hall of mirrors: 

anyone might be a spy, and a few seemed totally trustworthy. The FBI relied on 

two kinds of helpers. The first kind were their own spies, passing as real 

Panthers. The second kind were loyal Panthers whom the FBI had ‘bad-jacketed’ 

by inserting false rumors of disloyalty. (Bass and Rae 2006, 25) 

The FBI became consumed with weeding out traitors, falling prey to a collective 

paranoia that led to constant purging and at least one murder—of New Haven, 

Connecticut, member Alex Rackley—wrongly believed to be an informant. (Bass and Rae 

2006, 25) 

 
Despite some undesirable outcomes, there is not agreement on whether 

assisting law enforcement helps or hurts black liberation movements and civil rights 

reforms. One way to think of the potential benefits is that “given the presence of rogue 

elements within the Black Panther Party, criminals whose misconduct not only 

discredited that organization but also posed a menace to the goals of the black-
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liberation struggle as a whole, is it not clear that, in at least some circumstances, 

assisting law enforcement constituted a benefit, not a detriment, to the cause of black 

communal betterment?” (Kennedy 2008, 57) The crux of the social movement activism 

in the 1960s could be viewed as securing more equitable treatment of and opportunities 

for blacks in U.S. society. 

VI. Riots as a Democratic Act 
 

The Kerner Commission demonstrates the kind of democratic acts needed to 

achieve racial equity. These acts are consistent with how Jenette Kirkpatrick politicizes 

the terms of resistance, showing politics to be a performance of the world protesters 

want to see. This kind of “existential politics” is further developed: 

Liberal democracies tend to ground their legitimacy in both the rule of law 

and the rule of the people, and tend to claim that law and the will of the 

people are determinative. Yet, how can this be? What happens when the 

law demands one course of action but people (or their representatives) 

demand another?...The idea that the rule of law should trump the rule of 

the people raises a question about the democratic character of the polity. If 

the rule of law always dominates the rule of the people, then in what sense 

are liberal democracies actually democracies?...Arguing that the rule of 

law should trump leaves open a large question: Who should decide what 

the rule of law means? Law is not self-acting. It needs people for its 

construction, interpretation, and execution. (Kirkpatrick 2008, 10)
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Rioters in 1967 understood that the law would not save them without their 

mobilization. As they strived to cultivate a more inclusive polity, the riots examined by 

the Kerner Commission tested how a liberal state like the U.S. responded to illiberal 

groups of rioters within it. I suggest that riots should be construed as a kind of resistant 

exit. As Jennet Kirkpatrick (2017) describes, resistant exit is characterized by “noise, 

spectacle, and disturbance” whereby “the actor uses the exit itself or the status as exile 

to vociferously expose, shame, or wound the home regime.” (104) This is consistent 

with Albert Hirschman’s concept of “noisy exits” in which actors use voice to appeal to 

“a higher authority” or use various types of actions and protests, including those 

intended to mobilize public opinion.” (1970, 30) Even if rioters are viewed as selfish or 

opportunistic (largely unfounded by the Kerner Commission), James Scott still counts 

exit as a form of everyday resistance because they form the basis of opposition to 

dominant power arrangements or repressive regimes. (1998, 293) The Kerner 

Commission backs this up by finding participants in black civil violence—distinguished 

from nonparticipants—by virtue of their better education, longer and better 

employment record, participation in advocacy groups, knowledge about political figures 

and issues, and distrust of municipal officials. (Report 1968, 111, 127-135, 174-178) 

Resistant exit recognizes democracy as a confluence of the social and the political, since 

it seeks attention of the “external public or the attention of outside political 

authorities…with the hope that this attention will prompt opposition and pressure.” 

(Kirkpatrick 2017, 105) This understanding of exit advances the idea that the rioters 

were attempting to create democratic reforms. As democratic citizens, not colonial
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subjects, protesters believed that they should be able to assume a direct role in the life 

and law of the polity. As Kirkpatrick (2017) concludes, “leaving can be transformative of 

politics, and it can create possibilities for political growth and development that were 

not apparent before.” (117) But the Garrison state denies more than democratic 

promise by squandering liberty and the affiliated freedoms of movement and 

associations; it also physically inhibits resistance. This is an especially critical problem in 

the civil rights movement given that “non-movement defined the condition of the 

American slave.” (Kirkpatrick 2017, 118) 

Of course, these theories of exit are only relevant if the African American people 

are part of US democracy in the first place. One cannot leave something of which they 

were never a part. Perhaps exit ought to encourage us to think not so much about state 

domination but state abandonment, or maybe those are just synonyms. No matter what 

the interpretation of African American history one selects, resistance is a symptom of 

democracy’s failure to achieve racial equity. In American democracy, the injustice of 

inequality seems to be perceived as a kind of “broken promise” or “broken vow” 

(Kirkpatrick 2008, 23) which shows activists revising, reconsidering, and reconstructing 

history “rather than advancing an original political project.” (Kirkpatrick 2008, 24) 

Building on Kirkpatrick’s understanding of civic participation, I argue that 

morality preconditions democratic activism. Activists feel compelled to engage in 

protests or other activities when they feel morally violated, disrespected, or treated 

unjustly. As such, riots are an important type of civic participation to discuss in order to 

better understand morality’s relationship with democratic politics. Morality arises to
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bring the law to justice or when, as Kirkpatrick (2008) explains, “the sharp jab of a 

perceived injustice brings cries of violation, rights, and fairness to the fore.” (91) 

Is this fair, though? While responses to racial inequity may choose a variety of 

responses, the most extreme responses, such as volatile uprisings, encourage 

contemplation of when the Kerner’s protesters are transformative revolutionaries or 

subjects being ruled. A further test of this is whether political violence utilized by the 

rioters is justified. In his preface to Frantz Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth, Jean-Paul 

Sartre argues that violence is the means by which the colonized “rediscovers his lost 

innocence and he comes to know himself in that he himself creates his self.” (2003, 21) 

Kirkpatrick (2008) understands Sartre to be saying that revolutionaries use “violence as 

a cleansing force” (28) which opens the door to a new political world. For Sartre, 

violence is granted legitimacy as a means of expressing that “we only become what we 

are by the radical and deep-seated refusal of that which others have made of us.” (2003, 

 
17) It is unclear precisely what Sartre envisions here to be a “radical and deep-seated 

refusal”; is just envisioning oneself a democratic citizen a sufficiently new concept? 

What if the output and end action is similar across a group, but there are a myriad of 

motivations within a group, as was the case with Kerner’s various advocacy groups, 

some of whom were democratic reformers, some who were just mimicking other 

protests with no clear political intention, and still others who were black liberation 

advocates for a new system aside from democracy? If it is true that “Uncivil 

disobedients think of themselves as democratic citizens, not subjects. And, as citizens, 

they understand that they should be able to assume a direct role in the life and law of
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the polity,” (Kirkpatrick 2008, 37) then it seems reasonable that many intentions can fit 

under a disparate and large umbrella. Indeed, the management of dissent and the role 

of citizens attempting to influence racial justice in the democratic process are 

worthwhile investigations into how effectively democracy operates, especially when “it 

is natural today for Americans (and at least tempting for many others across the world) 

to think of democracy as a synonym for good government.” (Dunn 2014, 9) This 

understanding of democracy as a welcoming space invites a deeper discussion of the 

kinds of active citizenry explored in the 1967 riots. 

VII. Political Demands of Riots 
 

In retrospect, one could consider the 1967 riots, despite their destructive, 

disruptive, and violent history, to be legitimate political demands directed toward what 

was perceived to be an authoritative political structure. The Kerner Commission studied 

riots that began in response to government action, namely police activity. In Lindsay 

Lupo’s analysis of riot commissions, she refers to commissions as a kind of government 

“processing,” meaning the “manner in which elites utilize riot commissions to 

depoliticize the riot and criminalize the acts of the rioters.” (2011, 37) Processing further 

undermines the democratic integrity of the riots by treating them as criminal acts in the 

hands of a few people, eroding justification to look further into the structural and 

societal conditions leading to or explaining why people might riot. The Kerner 

Commission and federal response to the commission’s report could have gone down the 

path of reform, looking at the underlying causes and grievances, but instead it favored 

control, looking at law and order and police. (Lupo 2011, 39 and Platt 1971) The one
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arguably significant exception to this binary approach is the substantial interest 

 
Congress and the Commission showed in community policing reforms. 

 
African Americans were not so much rioting as fighting back, counterattacking, 

repelling violence, and resisting. Riots were a message to the structural core of U.S. 

democracy that blacks would not be subjugated. (Forman 2017, 66 and Krugler 2014, 

11) The Gun Control Act of 1968 is especially significant to consider here. It is no 

coincidence that the first gun control legislation that Congress had passed in thirty years 

followed on the largest riots ever witnessed in the country. The focus of this legislation 

was to limit the availability of inexpensive, poor quality handguns called Saturday night 

specials. As such, these guns were favored by the poor. This legislation appeared as a 

racist means to taking away from black people an instrument of self-defense; in other 

words, the law was perceived to be “passed not to control guns but to control blacks.” 

(Sherrill 1975, 52) 

The riots that the Kerner Commission studied reflected a liberatory sort of 

democratic politics rooted in public resistance. Borrowing from Maurice Merleau-Ponty, 

Joanna Bourke’s investigation into the social life of weapons underscores the primacy of 

bodies as political agents. As Bourke observes, the physical act of protest “instantiated 

differently in each political setting serves to build an articulated network of resistance.” 

(2015, 248) Implicit in this comment is that bodies influence how people think, and, 

therefore, what kind of politics emerge. Recalcitrant bodies may be presumed to spawn 

recalcitrant politics. But this seems to be inconsistent with the idea that political 

autonomy is a core expectation in democratic practice. Citizens are expected to vote
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and therefor have political opinions. Perhaps more significantly to this dissertation is the 

distinguishing idea that political opinions vary, and sometimes this variance derives from 

differential treatment by the state. Oppression symbolizes the violation of moral 

equality between subjects under the democratic regime. Arbitrary and unjust laws led 

to economic, spiritual, and physical deprivation of African Americans at the hands of 

whites, and led to the necessary rectification derived from the passage of the Voting 

Rights Act. The Voting Rights Act and its methods of democracy were new to African 

Americans who were previously excluded. There is no training for democracy or time to 

acclimate for minority citizens and no training for how to deliberate properly. None the 

less, active politics in the form of protest forces people to engage with other frightened 

or oppressed people, perhaps counterintuitively delivering a kind of hope through a 

potentially futile process where the odds are presumably against protesters. Fear can 

build on resistance to generate attention, cooperation, and energy. (Bourke 2015, 250) 

Part of the reason the riots came into existence is because blacks felt a need to 

galvanize attention to their plight. If they did not protest, black people felt their 

problems were not taken seriously or were largely ignored. As Commission member and 

former U.S. Senator Fred Harris of Oklahoma observed that “I guess we just have the 

feeling that since nothing’s burning, things are ok. But we’re having quiet riots…There’s 

a disparity between the way blacks and whites have progressed.” (Kotlowitz 1988) The 

riots forced open the door of communication. Blacks had created a pathway for their 

voices to be heard. The Commission members met with rioters in about twenty cities, 

conducting two-day long tours of impacted communities. Direct exposure to so-called
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“ghetto conditions” brought a sense of urgency to the commission’s report. Mayor 

Lindsay and Senator Harris, for example, went to Cincinnati to meet with riot leaders— 

and without media or city officials. (Lipsky and Olson 1968, 13) 

Given the Commission’s interest in racial equity, the key interest in Kerner is to 

understand the one time we as a nation came closest to radical reform. Could the 

Kerner Commission have been a radical tool or means to liberate racial equity in U.S. 

democratic politics? “Rioting is a serious and dramatic form of political protest. 

Potentially, it is the catalyst for organizing a radical movement aimed at the 

transformation of American institutions rather than inclusion into them.” (Platt 1971, 

46) Steinberg’s 1995 analysis of protests, along with the rising demographic changes in 

racial composition in the U.S., make the impact of Daniel Gillion’s “continuum of 

information theory” a useful factor in the analysis of race-oriented policymaking. Gillion 

defines the operation of his theory as follows: 

The unique characteristics of minority political protest provide valuable cues to 

political officials regarding concerns present in racial and ethnic minority 

communities. These cues, in turn, engender greater information that afford 

politicians opportunities to take confident action. The central claim of the theory 

is that the scope of minority protest, driven by the social characteristics of 

political activism, influences the attention of government and the direction of 

governmental action. The scope of minority protest also provides informative 

signals that politicians use to vary their responses. (2012, 23-24)
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Gillion’s theory invites consideration of numerous areas. First, Gillion considers 

his theory in the larger context of democratic theory, suggesting that if there is a place 

for minority voices in a democracy, it is likely subordinate to the political preferences of 

the majority, which convey the “will of the people”. (2012, 8) This correlation suggests 

that racial access to participation in government is unequal. It also suggests that the 

political majority is a white majority. Since U.S. government is a representative 

democracy at best, Gillion encourages us to consider which voices and identities are 

being amplified. Additionally, Gillion acknowledges the decline in explicitly race- 

conscious public policy and wonders what explains “the decline in federal government 

policies addressing race.” (2012, 15) In this way, his analysis of racial and ethnic protest 

actions is also useful in tracking how societal actions mirror policy trends in policy, 

suggesting an implicit correlation between a colorblind, “post-racial” America and a 

federal government nearly devoid of explicit racialized policymaking. Next, as March and 

Olsen observe, “institutions seem to be neither neutral reflections of exogenous 

environmental forces nor neutral arenas for the performances of individuals driven by 

exogenous preferences and expectations.” (1984, 742) Institutionalism rejects the 

previous views of environmental and behavioral factors as the exclusive determinants of 

outcomes, and lays the foundation for theories like Gillion’s to follow. Structural racism 

is vital to Gillion’s theory because “the institutions of government and the individuals 

 
who represent it are the gatekeepers of social change.” (2012, 35) Moreover, 

 
recognizing that social change is fluid and ever in progress, Gillion considers the effect of 

changing political and social landscapes on political activity (2012, 24). His theory
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provides guidance in reflecting on how “the changing political environment...influences 

the type of response that government offers.” (2012, 35) If structural racism is to be 

solved, at least in part, within the realm of the federal government, this wide-ranging 

analysis will be crucial in the process because it considers the motivations and voices of 

all identities in the polity. 

Undoubtedly, laws, regulations, and statutes will impact different groups in a 

variety of ways. Difference, in and of itself, is not inherently discriminatory. Some laws 

leverage qualifications necessary to carry out a job or task. For example, many public 

servants, like firefighters or police officers, must be able to carry a certain amount of 

weight in order to effectively fulfill the position. However, my dissertation addresses a 

distinct and unacceptable form of discrimination which seems to have remained 

unresolved in certain policy examples. In John Arthur’s history of the social and legal 

system of racism in the U.S., he observes that “laws express racial contempt when it is 

reasonable to understand them as motivated by racism, that is, as a public expression 

by the law-making institution of unwarranted racial hostility or indifference.” (2007, 

141) This, along with potentially requiring certain racial groups to depict badges of 

inferiority, is the most common way the US has expressed institutional racism 

throughout the nation’s history. Institutional racism is problematic, in part, because of 

how far the harms of a racial state reach. Additionally, David Theo Goldberg observes, 

“the law shapes and mediates not just public meaning but the scope of economic 

expression, cultural signification, and political practice.” (2002, 148) This helps to 

explain why the U.S. federal government’s record on achieving racial equality seems
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forever incomplete and consistently inadequate. As Goldberg observes in the context of 

civil rights protections, the law suffers from “…the impossibility of (fully) addressing the 

peculiarities, the specificities, of racist exclusions, derogations, (dis)privileges, and 

(in)opportunities.” (2002, 149) Even if complete racial progress is not possible in 

American democracy, there is nothing in Goldberg’s analysis that suggests complete 

inaction and passivity. Those who support the promise of American democracy to fulfill 

the legacy of freedom and equality for all must take piecemeal efforts toward racial 

equality. On the other hand, Goldberg’s objections warrant investigation into whether 

U.S. democracy can actually fulfill the demands for racial equality on a grand scale or 

will structural racism always pervade the system and lead to constant tokenizing and 

pacifying of groups of color. 

Rights do not merely afford individual defense against abuses of state power, the 

common interpretation of rioters examined by the Kerner Commission. They also 

function as civic tools to make proactive, progressive demands on the state and its 

representatives and protectors. Viewing the riots as civil disobedience leads to an 

understanding of rioters as citizens who sought to mold the law and the state into 

something to which they consented to and by which they felt supported. Arendt (1972) 

writes that “the citizen’s moral obligation to obey the laws has traditionally been 

derived from the assumption that he either consented to them or actually was his own 

legislator; that under the rule of law men are not subject to an alien will but obey only 

themselves.” (84) In this way, resistance is the first step to asserting one’s rights as a 

citizen. Yet, despite this propensity to see democracy as a welcoming space for activism
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and the desire to shape democracy through active citizenry, the summer of 1967 

revealed structural racism was alive and well. 

VIII. The Frontlines of Structural Racism: Policing and Police Brutality 
 

One of the most significant demands of the Kerner Commission was to better 

integrate local police units which were at the time overwhelmingly white. For decades 

preceding Kerner, civil rights leaders, preachers, and the black press had made the case 

for hiring more black police officers. The Kerner report sought to ease the way for black 

political power and workplace integration. At the time of the Kerner Commission there 

were only two black mayors of big cities, in Cleveland and Gary, Indiana. (Kotlowitz 

1988) If more racial integration was desired within U.S. democracy, then white allies 

would be necessary to make the process work. In the late 1960s, under President 

Johnson’s leadership, some white officials understood the need for bi-racial coalition 

building and joined the fight. One of the most prominent calls for more black police 

officers came from Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach who chaired Johnson’s 

Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. This position was 

alongside, not within, the Kerner Commission. In their report, The Challenge of Crime in 

a Free Society, the commission concluded that “the relationship between the police and 

the community is so personal that every section of the community has a right to expect 

that its aspirations and problems, its hopes and fears, are fully reflected in the police.” 

(Task Force 1967, 107) Katzenbach’s commission demanded substantial numbers of 

black police officers to deflect tokenization. They wrote: “If there is not a substantial 

percentage of Negro officers among the policemen in a Negro neighborhood, many
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residents will reach the conclusion that the neighborhood is being policed, not for the 

purpose of maintaining law and order, but for the purpose of maintaining the ghetto’s 

status quo.” (Task Force 1967, 101-102) The Kerner Commission which overlapped with 

this commission, and published its final report about six months later, reached similar 

conclusions. Washington D.C.’s director of public safety testified to the Kerner 

Commission that “one of the serious problems facing the police in the nation today is 

the lack of adequate representation of Negroes in police departments.” (Report 1968, 

166) Even black nationalist groups that often challenged the Kerner Commission, like 

the Black United Front—whose most famous member was Kwame Ture (born Stokely 

Carmichael)—developed a police reform platform that demanded the “immediate 

prohibition of all-white police patrols in the Black community.” (Black United Front 

1968, 6) Due to time and fiscal constraints, the Kerner Commission was unable to 

investigate all riot cities, but of the twenty-eight departments from which they did 

collect data, the racial disparities in police forces were undeniable. Blacks made up 6 

percent of the workforce while being in cities that were, on average, 24 percent black. 

Few people bothered to ask what these black officers would do if they were in 

charge. As increased integration of police forces began happening in the 1960s, it turns 

out that the hope for the presence of black officers to transform police forces across the 

country was stymied by policies imbued with structural racism. Over eighty (83) percent 

of southern departments restricted black officers to segregated districts, and in most 

cities nationwide, black officers could not arrest whites. (Rudwick 1962, 9-10) A 1961 

U.S. Civil Rights Commission report found that 31 percent of the nation’s police
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departments restricted the ability of black officers to arrest a white person suspected of 

a felony. Most departments required their black officers to hold suspects until a white 

policeman arrived to make the actual arrest. Authority to make misdemeanor arrests 

was also limited across the country. (Task Force on the Police, 1967) 

In addition to structural racism, black officers were not individually as radical as 

civil rights advocates had hoped. Individual officers did not see themselves representing 

their race, or as pro-black or anti-black. Instead of joining the force because they dreamt 

of becoming a warrior for or against a particular race, most officers signed up simply 

because they needed a job. (Killingsworth 1968) There is nothing wrong per se with 

stable employment, but it undermined the theory that integration would shake up 

police practices. Even those few officers that did engage in advocacy chose a different 

path. Political capital was not expended on civil rights reforms, but, rather, on fights for 

better wages, benefits, and promotions. (Alex 1969, 34-36) 

Police corruption and abuse were rampant in the country, according to civil 

rights groups. The police routinely arrested suspects without warrants and held them 

with little or no cause. This practice happened with such regularity that groups like the 

Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and Black United Front (BUF) were 

even able to organize around so-called “Gestapo cops who break into their homes 

illegally and arrest people on flimsy charges. The police were like mad dogs.” (Forman 

2017, rephrasing future mayor of D.C. Marion Barry’s 1966 news conference speech, 

 
105) Many blacks felt powerless against this treatment since, as a 1966 Urban Institute
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study found, police officers were almost never convicted or punished in the aftermath 

of abuse allegations. (Fogelson 1977, 283) 

Despite police brutality in African American communities, they paradoxically felt 

that some crimes were under policed. The Kerner Commission documented the sense 

that America had never been concerned about drug use in the black community. 

According to the final published report, many blacks interviewed believed that “the 

police maintain a much less rigorous standard of law enforcement in the ghetto, 

tolerating illegal activities like drug addiction, prostitution, and street violence that they 

would not tolerate elsewhere.” (Report 1968, 161) The combination of underpolicing 

with invasive police brutality presented a difficult quality of life for law-abiding urban 

blacks. Blacks who were addicted to drugs or had been arrested or convicted of a crime 

rarely participated in debates over criminal justice policy or the state of democracy. 

Their stories went largely unheard. Not all state domination is overtly violent; 

sometimes, like this paradox reveals, it is carried out more insidiously, silencing black 

bodies to make them invisible in the public policy process, and, in the long run, enabling 

the majority white legislatures to enact harsher punishments and craft a more punitive 

criminal justice system. (Forman 2017, 46) 

Chapters 1, 2, and 11 of the Kerner Commission report concluded that incidents 

between Blacks and police officers were the precipitating factor in civil disorders, citing 

deep hostility between police and (what the commission called) the ghetto. In the social 

scientists’ interviews with citizens regarding police brutality, it becomes clear that what 

citizens mean by the term police brutality is broad. The full range of police practices are
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included. The most common practices identified were: the use of profane and abusive 

language; commands to move on or get home; stopping and questioning people on the 

street or searching them and their cars; threats to use force if not obeyed; prodding 

people with a nightstick or approaching with a pistol; and the actual use of physical 

force and violence itself. (Reiss 1967, 11) 

Citizens routinely rejected how they were treated rather than the specific use of 

four-letter words. For example, in a representative quote from one resident in Newark, 

NJ, the citizen said: “They [the police] talk down to me as if I had no name—like ‘boy’ or 

‘man’ or whatever, or they call me ‘Jack’ or by my first name. They don’t show me any 

respect.” More than one in ten surveyed residents nationwide reported a police officer 

called them a bad name; among the names reported as examples are “bum,” “shitty 

wino,” “queer,” “punk,” “hillbilly,” “pork chop,” and “whore.” (Reiss 1967, 12) It is 

significant to note that language alone is inadequate to incite a riot; whites and blacks 

both reported such harassment and degrading treatment. (Reiss 1967, 13-14) 

Understanding black uprising demands contextualizing police treatment within a larger 

sociopolitical framework. 

Although the phrase “police brutality” was not as widespread at the time of the 

Kerner Commission, it was used sparingly, especially in the commission’s academic 

researchers’ shadow report, the Harvest of American Racism. The Kerner Commission 

findings remain salient to contemporary discussions of structural inequity because the 

concepts examined are similar, even if the labels differ. The Commission pointed out 

that what we know of as “police brutality” today “improper” or “unnecessary” force.
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From interviews with 437 police officers distributed across 15 cities (Report 1968, 103- 

 
114), the Commission outlined that force was qualified as brutal if it met one or more of 

these six conditions: 

1.   If a police officer physically assaulted a citizen and then failed to make an arrest; 

 
2.   If the citizen being arrested did not, by word or deed, resist the police officer; 

 
3.   If the police officer, even though there was resistance to the arrest, could easily 

have restrained the citizen in other ways; 

4.   If a large number of police officers were present and could have assisted in 

subduing the citizen in the station, in lockup, and in the interrogation rooms; 

5.   If an offender was handcuffed and made no attempt to flee or offer violent 

resistance; 

6.   If the citizen resisted arrest, but the use of force continued even after the citizen 

was subdued; 

Almost half (48 percent) of police officers identified lack of external support from 

public courts, officials, and the federal government as the most significant problem 

facing police from “doing their jobs” in black neighborhoods. This surpassed internal 

departmental problems (like facilities, supervision, and policies) at 21 percent; crime, 

violence, and riots at 16 percent; racial problems like hostility and aggression at nine 

percent; and living conditions of residents (including unemployment, housing, schools, 

government services) at only six percent. This suggests there was a lack of federal 

oversight and support for anti-brutality measures, indicating a structural entrenchment 

of organizational policies that separate enforcement of laws from the arrest itself. The
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police are the interpreters of the legal order to the demos. This is why the white moral 

code in democracy matters so much. 

Commissioner Roy Wilkins has been quoted as seeking to stop the civil disorders 

 
so that “society can proceed” which begs the question: whose society? (Hayden 1971, 

 
322) When white racism measures the contours of how racial protest is managed, white 

racism is not simply interpersonal discrimination, but, rather, becomes bound up in 

being responsible for the exclusionary condition underpinning the disorders. (Report 

1968, 203) The techniques used to control riots in the short-term and to legislate 

around riots in the long-term demonstrate organizational biases against blacks 

opportunity structure. For example, the federal dispatch of the National Guard reflects 

the biases of a White-oriented legal system. 

African Americans wanted more law enforcement to help them feel safer in their 

communities, but they did not want only law enforcement. (Hinton, Kohler-Hausmann, 

and Weaver 2016) Racial precarity undergirds a propensity for black activism in the U.S.. 

While African Americans people were, in principle, citizens of the U.S., they could not, as 

separate minorities within the dominant national culture, reliably depend on the 

government to guarantee them the standard legal protections routinely enjoyed by 

other citizens. Blacks faced many societal changes, and government assistance was 

viewed by many as the point of leverage that was both needed, but slipping away: 

Because African Americans are a minority nationally, they needed help to win 

national action against poverty, joblessness, segregation, and other root causes 

of crime. The help never arrived. The requests for assistance came at a time
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when Reaganism was ascendant, the Great Society was under assault, and there 

was little national appetite for social programs—especially those perceived as 

helping blacks. So African Americans never got their Marshall Plan—just tough- 

on-crime laws. (Forman 2017, 12-13) 

Not only does the trade-off from the Great Society to the Garrison state oppress black 

citizens, but it also overlooks the fundamental significance of the riots as political acts to 

exercise their citizenship. 

IX.      Conclusion 
 

Kerner Commission riots revealed that the state violence both spawned citizen 

violence and was matched with more state violence in return. This pattern has not 

ceased in the country. “The last three decades of intensified and militarized policing in 

urban communities of color has resulted in movements challenging the ways in which 

white supremacy and neoliberalism have devastated poor, non-white neighborhoods.” 

(Dolgon 2017, 168) The Kerner Commission’s examination of the violence employed by 

the state and protestors is arguably the most significant concern to the sanctity of the 

state. After all, “if America is nothing more than a land of oppression, founded on 

nothing more than genocide and white supremacy, it’s hard to see why America is 

worth fighting for.” (Chua 2018, 204) State violence is incomplete to understand 

insurgence. The next chapter looks more closely at how to develop a moral code of 

whiteness that underscores its necessity for preservation and erodes true potential for 

democracy, opening the door all along for neoliberalism (examined in the final chapter).
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Chapter 4 
Racial Division in Liberal U.S. Democracy 

 
The U.S. Constitution authorized citizens’ actions as a way to petition the 

government. Nonetheless there was an institutionalization of racial divisions in America. 

As Claude Lefort argues, “The erection of a political stage on which competition can take 

place shows that division is…constitutive of the very unity of society.” (1998, 18) Still, 

while division may be part and parcel with how society is understood to operate, the 

codification of division along identity lines—in this case, race—seems to jeopardize a 

state’s ability to fulfill values of equality and justice. The black civil rights struggle fits 

into the staid struggles of classic democratic theory and liberal legalism because “the 

institutionalization of black civil rights incorporated African Americans into ‘the system’ 

as yet another pressure-group and yet another interest-bearing constituency.” (Lee 

2018, 55) By treating civil rights as any other interest group, the federal government 

essentially practices what political scientist Fred Lee calls “difference blindness” in a 

classically liberal nationalized polity, but this does not mesh well with the radically 

democratic form of social recognition rioters and civil rights advocates were seeking. 

(2018, 56) What the Kerner Commission recognized in its acknowledgement of 

whiteness is that the U.S. racial foundations had been nationalized, and thus social 

inequality goes along with political inequality. For black America, national citizenship 

may have been legal, but they were lacking effective citizenship. Put simply, the Kerner 

Commission explores how the racial state contained democratic demands within what 

were presumed to be liberal democratic institutions. I argue that the riots of the
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summer of 1967 are one of the last important political acts of American liberalism; the 

counter-hegemonic forces embodied by the race riots kept open the radical democratic 

possibilities that the federal government’s institutionalization of the civil rights 

movement foreclosed. 

Disorder is always part of the democratic experiment, but it is not necessarily 

easy to disentangle the politics of disorder from the politics of violence. Race is not 

separate from discussions of law and order even though the exact phrase “law and 

order” only explicitly emerged in 1962. In 1968, a public opinion poll found that 81 

percent of the respondents believed law and order had broken down in America. This 

finding raised a series of soul- searching questions for the American elites. They had to 

know the seeds of this rebellion, the demands of those who rebelled and what could be 

done to prevent future outbreaks. Hence, the President decided to establish a 

Presidential Commission to study the riots and overall complaints in the larger black 

community. By the time Kerner’s report was completed, the foundation for a renewed 

focus on suppressing violence had already been laid. The social scientists which drafted 

the “The Harvest of American Racism” report had synthesized interviews with rioters, 

weeks of public hearings, and piles of data collection. They offered the commission a 

searing indictment of white racism toward black Americans, and, most significantly, 

implicated the police as a symbol and enforcer of white power. Harvest suggested that 

black Americans would no longer tolerate living as second-class citizens, declaring that, 

“a truly revolutionary spirit has begun to take hold,” that black Americans were 

unwilling “to compromise or wait any longer” and would rather “risk death than have
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their people continue in a subordinate status” (2018, 101). The commissioners balked at 

the draft and said it was inflammatory and misguided. They urged the final report, and 

second draft, put residential segregation and economic inequality at the center, not 

police brutality and criticisms of law enforcement. (Lewis 2018) This recommendation 

was narrow-minded and short-sighted, given the nation’s historic racial discriminatory 

record pronounced in governmental structures and practices. In other words, aiming to 

solve only economic harms overlooks the longstanding race problems. As the Harvest of 

American Racism report suggests, housing and economic policy often represent more of 

the same approach in the U.S. federal government “…to do just enough to get the 

Negroes out of our hair and no more.” (Harvest 2018, 99) While policy suggestions seem 

to be progressive and solution-oriented, it is worth observing what the academic 

researchers of the Kerner Commission tried to convey: “The hope for a natural and 

spontaneous diminution of civil disorder…fails to understand that recent violence…is an 

aberration only in the sense that American racism as a basic dimension of the present 

dilemma is an aberration.” (Harvest 2018, 99) Federal policymaking is flawed not 

because issues of segregation and poverty are not important to fix, but because the 

central problem is never directly addressed. 

This evasion of dismantling white supremacy is one way to make sense of why 

the U.S. federal government, despite a long historical record of addressing issues of 

race, racism, and racial inequality, still sees racial inequality continuing to ravage 

American society. There has never been a time in US history where whites and blacks, or 

any other groups of color, have been equal or equivalent on any significant metric. I
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contend that the ability to understand democracy in modern times requires 

acknowledging that the race question has shifted in American democratic thought from 

one witnessed in the early half of the 1960s, with traditional liberal principles of helping 

all citizens thrive, to the more recent resurgence of the punishment and abandonment 

of black people. Rabbi Arthur Waskow pinpoints the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as a turning 

point for the state’s investment in racial politics, suggesting that: 

It was not really until the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed that the aspects of 

the ‘state’ on racial issues that the Federal government had begun to take on in 

response to the 1919 riots and the aspects of the ‘church’ on racial issues that it 

had begun to take on in 1954 were merged effectively into new law. Thus, not 

until 1964 can there be said to have emerged the beginnings of an American 

‘government’ on the race question. (1971, 314) 

 
The way the country manages races changes over time, and it is significant that the civil 

rights movement, with the pinnacle piece of legislation in the form of the 1964 Civil 

Rights Act, ushered in a new approach to democratic thought in the U.S.. This context 

means there is no stagnant or set-in-stone way to understand democracy; instead what 

the liberal project of the Kerner Commission reveals is that democracy is a malleable 

project of liberalism. Different epochs of liberalism are marked, in part, by which social 

movements, ideological clusters, and understandings of whiteness and racial identity 

were present during their time. This fluidity also signifies the weakness and 

tentativeness of the federal government on race at the time of the Kerner Commission. 

Managing structural racism may be challenging for the federal government because the
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way race is treated is a moving target. Accordingly, given that the Kerner Commission 

occurs less than five years after a new emergence of how the federal government views 

the relationship between democracy and race, it is perhaps unsurprising that the 

Commission does not stand on solid footing to advocate for sweeping structural 

reforms. There is an imbalance between a new, fragile aim of structural equity overlaid 

upon a long-standing white power enmeshed into the federal regime. At the heart of 

the Kerner Commission’s challenge is whether the commission can overcome the 

appearance of a permanent storyline of white supremacy with a new chapter inserting 

the power of racial equity. Indeed, discussions of wounded whiteness and clinging to 

the preservation of traditional, systemic powers reveal the hold that whiteness has on 

American democracy, even when the political dialogue of the time may attempt to 

advance a conflicting striving for racial equity. American history faces an ever-present 

tension between striving for racial equity and the myth of white supremacy. As Roland 

Barthes argued, mythologies appear to be natural and ahistorical, even though they are 

steeped in historical origins and context. Myths, especially “identity myths,” present 

themselves as immutable and biological—a part of the nation’s DNA. Thus, as Corey 

Dolgon observes, “cultural myths are inherently ironic; they proclaim to be a natural 

image of reality, but in fact distort and obscure their historical evolution and the very 

political context within which they were born and employed.” (2017, 37) Race shape 

shifts in American democracy, and the Kerner Commission found itself in the middle of a 

 
politically volatile moment in the country’s democratic rhetoric on race.
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In this chapter, in contrast to the previous chapter on overt, militant, and 

militarized violence, I consider softer forms of violence on behalf of the US federal 

government, encapsulated by the idea of democracy as an American experiment. 

Specifically, I unmask the more systemic problems undergirding U.S. democracy, 

including appointment procedures, committee meetings, funding allocation for federal 

initiatives, and issues of federal versus local control stemming from federalism. Such 

patterns reveal systemic structural racism which is incompatible with U.S. democracy. 

Most would agree, at least superficially, that inequality, intolerance, injustice, and 

exclusion are incompatible with democratic ideals of equality and freedom as well as 

the principles and values espoused by the nation’s founding documents. Nonetheless, I 

will argue that morally indefensible policies pertaining to race and racism have 

historically been and remain an active part of the U.S. government’s political discourse. 

This political paradox has resulted in some of the most political damaging actions in U.S. 

history, generating racial injustice on a massive scale throughout centuries of 

lawmaking. Since this national political paradox in the U.S. federal government of racial 

as well as racist progress is unlikely to go away anytime soon, it is important to 

understand better the reasons it exists, so we can more effectively overcome it. Overall, 

I argue in this chapter that the tendency to depoliticize race is counter-productive to the 

work of racial equity in the U.S.. If U.S. democracy can be saved, race must be made 

overt and central to governing paradigms. Specifically, this chapter examines four core 

areas which influence the political life of racial inequality to various degrees in U.S. 

government.
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Initially, I identify some methodological considerations related to defining 

democracy and racial classification that pose fundamental challenges to cultivating 

racial equity in the US. Next, I examine the radical view of how white supremacy 

functions as a moral ideology in U.S. government. From here, I move to more recent 

sociopolitical history and discuss the influence of liberalism and neoliberal thinking on 

racial justice issues, noting the intersectionality and relationship between race and class. 

In this section, I also discuss numerous examples of how racism manifests itself under 

the guise of a post-racial society, specifically through colorblind racism, multiculturalism, 

black boxing, scientific, and correlational racism. Finally, in the last section, I consider 

one drastic reform advanced by political scientist Daniel Gillion, which he calls 

“discursive governance”. In this section, grammatical approaches to racial justice 

demonstrate how overtly bigoted language has code-switched in contemporary public 

policy and offer potential solutions to uncovering the paradox between values and 

practice with the goal of true deliberation as a form of intervention to set the nation on 

a path toward racial equality. I consider how various solutions advocated for in the final 

Kerner Commission report, such as community policing and workforce mentorship, 

function as a sort of Weberian legitimate domination, and provide evidence of the Alice 

in Wonderland effect of repeated recommendations toward racial reconciliation with 

continued federal inaction and/or backlash. Ultimately, I suggest that the destruction of 

resistance, as outlined in this chapter and in chapter three through military and police 

might, ensures the total domination of the state, thus continuing the colonial project of 

U.S. democracy. Failing to fundamentally disrupt historic racial hierarchies within the
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U.S. government, the U.S. federal government becomes morally hollow, invested in the 

preservation of democratic ideals and governmental viability instead of the protection 

of and assistance to oppressed peoples. 

I.       Forming the Structure to House Structural Racism 
 

The American racial project is nearly 400 years old. English colonists established 

Jamestown in 1607 and bought Africans from a Dutch-flagged slave ship in 1619. As Joe 

Feagin’s 2013 book The White Racial Frame states, “it was exactly 350 years from 1619 

to 1969, the year the last major civil rights law went into effect officially ending legal 

segregation.” (1) Feagin observes the undemocratic ways the founders built some key 

institutions, such as the U.S. Senate, the Supreme Court, and parts of the Constitution. 

(2013, 31-32) This structural foundation explains how racial mythology of white 

supremacy stays active throughout U.S. history. As Feagin asserts, the white male elite 

leaders of the nation “created an imagined community, that is, a heralded ‘democratic’ 

society in which all Americans supposedly shared comradeship.” (2013, 34) U.S. 

policymaking has existed within this structurally racist, “inegalitarian hierarchy.” (Feagin 

2013, 35) Feagin does acknowledge that “the racist US system does sometimes change a 

bit in order to meet important external shifts and environmental pressures, on occasion 

significantly, but so far without altering much of its deep racist structure.” (2013, 37) To 

date, the history of racist policymaking which has plagued American democracy endures 

because the system, at its core, is broken, at least for a governmental structure which is 

supposed to be democratic. Finally, in an effort to underscore how young the U.S. is as a 

nation, and to demonstrate how connected we still all are to the actions of our founders
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as well as the country’s legacy of slavery and segregation, Feagin notes that we are only 

 
separated by three long human lifetimes. (2013, 1) 

 
There appears to be implicit hope here that our nation might still be able to 

improve upon the embedded systemic racial inequality. Despite civil rights laws which 

now act as legal precedent in anti-racist policymaking, some remain skeptical. Derrick 

Bell remains pessimistic about the potential of American policymaking to equalize issues 

of race or racism. (2008, 20-1) First, racial progress is actually a cycle where barriers 

lowered in one area only reveal other barriers established in different areas which 

maintain the subordinate status of blacks. Bell dubs the mid-to-late twentieth century as 

an “eerily awful equal opportunity era” because some blacks made significant gains and 

could move into mainstream America while others disappeared into poverty. (2008, 21) 

The most successful efforts are peaks of progress, not a suggestion of moving closer on 

the continuum to full equality between blacks and whites. (2008, 68) Next, Bell observes 

that blacks’ gains are often short-lived, emerging only when gains coincide with the 

perceived needs of whites, such as the labor shortages during wartime.  Lastly, Bell 

suggests that when there are serious conflicts between whites that black rights are 

sacrificed. In short, Bell concludes that “values and morals (i.e. the American creed) do 

under certain conditions prompt and guide the action, but they appear to be powerless 

to motivate any large segment of whites to action in unison against their perceived 

interests.” (2008, 54) Legislative progress along racial lines is heavily dominated by self- 

interest underlying the white policy and action. Bell’s latter two contentions closely 

parallel Eddie Glaude’s notion of the racial “value gap” in U.S. society which argues “that
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no matter our stated principles or how much progress we think we’ve made, white 

people are valued more than others in this country, and that fact continues to shape the 

life chances of millions of Americans. The value gap is in our national DNA.” (2016, 31) 

Together, Bell and Glaude demonstrate why white supremacy can limit the scope of 

change in federal policymaking. 

There is no doubt that the law in American democracy has the power to oppress, 

but it may still have the power to liberate, as well. In the book Equality by Statute, 

Morroe Berger—which was first printed in 1952—underscores that policymaking is a 

moral choice which is historically appropriate for the country. In line with the reasoning 

explored in chapter two regarding why US society ought to be held liable for structural 

racism, Berger states “law can shape stereotypes and the moral ideas that accompany 

them” (1968, 218) and “law, then, capable of choosing among moral codes maintains 

one set of values against another.” (1968, 219) Likewise, Berger concludes, “if this 

process of racial liberation is to be accomplished securely and with a minimum of 

disorder, law will have to be one of its chief instruments. Such a use of legal institutions 

is consistent with American tradition.” (1968, 238) In this way, Berger acknowledges the 

oppression in the nation’s past but contends that the only pathway to reform can be 

through the same legislative jurisdictions the country has always used, raising important 

considerations about which tools, stakeholders, and spaces racial justice reform can 

take place. If the federal government is able to address racial equality, the law and 

policymaking are pivotal to its success.
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The law is one of the primary vehicles used by the federal government to either 

institutionalize structural racism or achieve racial equity. Accordingly, Luther Wright 

introduces four ways to categorize how structural racism occurs. (1997, 321) First, status 

race is dominated by the belief that the black race is inferior and discrimination under 

this belief is justified. Next, formal race considers race to be merely a difference in 

appearance, removing all social and historical experiences and contingencies. Third, 

historical race defines race in terms of its relationship to oppression and unequal power. 

Lastly, the cultural race doctrine incorporates all aspects of culture, community, and 

consciousness into its thinking about race. All of these categories of racism have been 

utilized at different times and in various ways in the U.S. federal government. Status 

race and historical race contribute to the preservation of the white moral code in the 

U.S. federal government and serve to justify continued inequities. 

II.       Federalism, Demography, and Continued Structural Racism 
 

Federalism and demography are important factors complicating racial justice 

efforts in the US. One challenge the federal government often encounters in achieving 

racial equity is that of state versus federal rights. In his 2007 book Race Relations, 

Stephen Steinberg further complicates racial justice efforts in the US federal 

government by introducing the concept of federalism and states’ rights. Initially, 

Steinberg supports Bell’s first observation that racial progress is cyclical by observing the 

 
differences, for example, between 1962 and 1963. (2007, 6) But where Bell looks at 

legal policymaking as proof, Steinberg considers advocacy in the form of protests, riots, 

and sit-ins. As such, Steinberg observes a different phenomenon than what Bell
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captured: struggles for racial justice are effectually a “constitutional crisis over whether 

the federal government or the states had jurisdiction over civil rights” pitting the federal 

government against the rest of the nation. (2007, 7) In this way, Steinberg reiterates a 

common criticism about racial justice in the U.S.: the fundamental challenges our nation 

fought over in the Civil War were not resolved by its cessation, but rather have simply 

transmuted themselves. 

In the case of the Kerner Commission, the federalism debate emerged again, 

mainly through the management of riots. Prior to the riots of 1967, riots were managed 

locally by individual police units and municipalities. One of the clearest signs that 

President Johnson undermined the commissioner’s interest in meaningful policy reform 

was his treatment of federal crime control. Six months after the Kerner Commission 

submitted their final report, he signed the Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1968. This act 

authorized $400 million in grants to states to provide new equipment and technical 

support to local police forces. It made permanent the Office of Law Enforcement 

Assistance Administration, increasing federal involvement in local policing. At the 

beginning of the 1970s, the federal government covered up to 90 percent of the cost of 

what state’s dubbed “riot prevention programs,” including surplus M-1 military 

carbines, army tanks, bulletproof vests, and walkie talkies. (Hinton 2015) For the first 

time in the country’s history, the federal government was in the business of providing 

direct support to local police, not just in the form of loaning out the National Guard to 

squash distress, but in routine police operations, surveillance, research, and weapons 

acquisition.
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A second challenge facing the federal government’s work on racial equity is the 

evolving demographic nature of the country’s populace. The Kerner Commission spoke 

of blacks and whites and perpetuated an us versus them framework in which white 

institutions were examined for their effect on black and urban communities. Aside from 

the moral democratic component I examine elsewhere in this dissertation, this 

approach made pragmatic sense given the racial and ethnic demography of U.S. citizens 

at the time the commission. Whiteness has been a topic of debate for hundreds of 

years. Citizenship through birthright was conclusively settled in 1868 by ratification of 

the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Despite the geographical inclusion, 

there was no inherent racial equality in rights, despite the shared obligations and 

pressures of citizenship. 

In 1965, whites were still a dominant majority in America (84 percent), with the 

rest of the population mostly African American. While the commission likely envisioned 

that society would continue to diversify, it is unclear if the commission could have 

anticipated the speed at which such demographic growth has happened. America has 

rapidly “browned” over the last fifty years; between 1965 and 2015, the Asian 

population in America grew exponentially from 1.3 million to 18 million, as did the 

Hispanic population, from 8 million to almost 57 million. (Chua 2018, 167) Even if the 

Kerner Commission did not necessarily see this coming as rapidly, it is clear other 

segments of the federal government may have. 

In addition to the Kerner Commission’s pivotal place in black and white America 

debates, Congress passed the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 (also called the
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Hart-Celler Act) which abolished the quota system based on national origins that had 

been a cornerstone of the American immigration policy since the 1920s. Effectually, this 

opened the door not just to the family reunification of Germans and British citizens 

post-WW1 and WW2, but also to a new wave of immigration from Africa, India, China, 

and other places for economic and educational opportunity as well as refugees seeking 

a safe haven. (Ludden 2006) President Kennedy championed the bill’s passage, while 

President Johnson, who signed the bill into law after Kennedy’s assassination, 

downplayed its significance. Johnson said at the signing, “This bill that we will sign today 

is not a revolutionary bill. It does not affect the lives of millions.” (Ludden 2006, para. 6) 

Given President Johnson’s reputation for full loyalty and no disagreement from his 

staffers, it seems possible that one of the reasons the Kerner Commission did not take 

up the potential ramifications of such immigration reform on racial equality is that 

President Johnson did not support such an opinion. 

Regardless, such population developments make it unsurprising that 

demographics are another potential explanation for policymaking along racial lines, and 

it is unclear how pending transformations in the nation will impact racial and ethnic 

solidarity. In California, Texas, New Mexico, and Hawaii, whites are a statistical minority 

and it is anticipated that, given consistent immigration and birth rates, the U.S. will be a 

national “majority minority” country by the mid-21st century. (Feagin 2012, 201) 

Additionally, when looking at a demographic map of the individual state demographics, 

African Americans (today) mostly live in fifteen of the fifty states—largely those around 

the southern or border states. (Feagin 2013, 2) Some view the population rise in people
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of color as threatening. The white response in housing patterns in the 1960s revealed as 

much, with whites segregating themselves within gated communities in cities or moving 

to suburbs, exurbs, or rural areas without people of color. Social changes like this white 

flight were mirrored by institutional and structural trends like block busting, redlining, 

and restrictive covenants. (Better, 47) Congress attempted to combat redlining with the 

passage of the 1977 Community Reinvestment Act, but homeownership rates among 

people of color did not dramatically rise until the Clinton Administration, about twenty 

years later, led Congress to revitalize the CRA by affirming the obligation of regulated 

financial institutions and banks to serve all populations, especially “minority” and low- 

income ones, in all communities in which they are chartered. (Better 2008, 48) Another 

example of the political response to diminished white populations can be seen in 

gerrymandering as well as expanding the capacity for campaign donations enabling the 

ultra-rich (and corporate-centered Republican party) via the Citizens United v. Federal 

Election Commission. (Feagin 2012, 203) Moreover, as political scientist Joel Olson 

(2004) astutely adds, inclusion is not enough by itself. Feagin states that political 

representation alone 

Cannot dislodge white advantage because the creation of majority-Black districts 

only includes people of color into representative bodies (and as permanent 

minorities at that). It does nothing to enhance the extent or quality of their 

participation. (2012, 91) 

As racial demographics change, it is foreseeable that political reforms for racial 

equality and social justice will be tested, too. Like Bell concludes when he discusses the
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future of black rights, “little that has happened in the twentieth century does more than 

 
reinforce the conclusions drawn out of the experience of the nineteenth.” (Feagin 2012, 

 
53) Additionally, Goldberg holds the possibility that the law can be a space for racial 

equality, just as it can be used as a site of racial oppression. Goldberg writes that: 

There is always the possibility for race to be mobilized as a counter-history, as 

counter-performativities and counter-practices to prevailing state design, though 

the social space for racial counter-performance is invariably contained and 

restrained. Racial terms are inherently delimited even as they are always open to 

leakage and seepage, the limits placed by the state around racial performativity 

invariably porous to some degree. (2002, 247) 

Demographic trends are also related to the kind of democratic projects 

undertaken in the U.S.. The 2004 book Measuring Racial Discrimination documents the 

collection of data and its relationship to racial policymaking. The U.S. census began 

including questions about race in 1790, but “as the population has changed, so have the 

country’s views about defining race.” (Blank, Dabady, and Citro 2004, 205) They 

document 19 different racial categories in the U.S. census between 1790 to 2000, with 

categorical classifications changing every decade except the paired decades of 1800 and 

1810, 1830 and 1840, and 1870 and 1880. (Blank, Dabady, and Citro 2004, 31) Census 

data is vital to the enforcement of civil rights policies, antidiscrimination laws, and to 

determine voting districts, but the data is not necessarily easy to collect. As the 

researchers reveal:
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The statistical system continues to struggle with questions about the number of 

races for which data are to be collected, how to define and enumerate them 

accurately, what labels apply to them, and how to classify persons of multiracial 

background. (Blank, R., Dabady, M., and Citro, C. 2004, 206) 

Changing societal conceptions of race contributes to different government standards for 

collecting data on race and ethnicity, but it is not explicitly clear what those new 

standards will be or how satisfying they might be to different perspectives. Statistical 

racial classifications are an important, yet often overlooked, aspect of analysis on racial 

discrimination in the U.S. government. 

It is hard to imagine that the commission did not foresee the changes in 

demographic composition of the country or the related challenges such shifts would 

bring. They certainly had access to population projections. After all, in Tom Wicker’s 

introduction to the Bantam Books publication of the report in 1968, he challenges the 

federal government’s investment in managing an integrated society, asking “as the 

Commission points out, if achieving that goal [of increased resources to ‘enrichment’ of 

life in the ghetto] is difficult now, what will it be when the Negro population…has risen 

from the present 12.5 million to the 21 million projected for 1985?” (Report 1968, vii). 

But the federal government did not act, and the final report fails to imagine the laws 

and language needed for the community of future America, limiting the applicability and 

resonance of the findings and recommendations in the Kerner Commission’s report for 

an increasingly diverse, pluralistic society. Structural racism creates a tenuous path 

through which structural racism reforms must come to pass, but if the legacy of
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American democracy, and the larger idea of the American experiment can be salvaged, 

policymaking must reverse the conclusions that the historical trajectory projects and tilt 

the sociopolitical structures toward racial equality and away from white supremacy. 

III.       Language and Racialized Policymaking 
 

The Kerner Commission struggled from Johnson’s inability to adequately explain 

and build consensus around his domestic agenda. In the beginning, Johnson utilized the 

slogan “Better Deal,” but was never fully satisfied with it because he felt it was too 

similar to FDR while omitting details of LBJ’s contributions. Johnson’s speechwriter is 

credited with unearthing the phrase “Great Society” which the president then started 

inserting into his own speeches. Johnson felt the slogan redirected the federal efforts 

beyond just prosperity into the realm of governmental ministering of social needs of the 

nation. (Schulman 1995, 84) In this way, Johnson envisioned a new kind of liberalism 

that more broadly guaranteed opportunity, prosperity, and a richer quality of life. But 

his breadth created a fault line in domestic policy that likely had unimaginable 

consequences for democratic integrity. One of the biggest areas Johnson was hesitant 

to directly address was race. 

The Commission did not speak with a unified voice on race. Race is also never 

defined by the Commission, and they do not advance a preferred rhetoric of what to call 

people, although most of the final report uses the words black versus white. According 

to notes from David Chambers, David Ginsburg’s executive assistant, Commissioner Rex 

Thornton repeatedly referred to African Americans as “colored people.” Thornton was 

eventually approached by fellow Commissioner Roy Wilkins, who said, “despite the fact
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that I run the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, it’s more 

appropriate today to use the terms Negro or black.” Thornton listened and was 

receptive, but then pronounced “Negroes” as “Nigras,” an offensive term commonly 

used by southern white racists at the time. Additionally, the Commission’s field 

interviews demonstrated an array of offensive language that was not reprimanded nor 

addressed by the Commission. In interviews with law enforcement officers and elected 

officials in Plainfield, NJ, they used the word “nigger” and in Dayton, OH, “darkies” was 

used. “Negroes” and “blacks” were the most common ways interviewees represented 

non-white people while academics repeatedly used the term “African Americans.” Yet, 

the myriad of words used as labels for races -underscore the centrality of complexion in 

American racial consciousness. (Kennedy 2008, 20) 

Unlike the treatment of race in democracy, which I argued earlier in this chapter 

is something that evolves from different epochs, race riots reveal a different social 

value. Race riots are important to understanding American culture since race contains a 

kind of permanency in social relations. “No one who is visually apprehended as 

Black…turns out to be white…The judgement of Blackness is fixed, immediate, and 

irreversible.” (Westley 2000, 297 and 348) This social interpretation of race translates 

into democratic value because it informs the translation of state power into local 

practice. More directly, the way communities understand and value race serves to 

interpret federal practice. On the ground, as the Kerner-examined race riots showed, 

blackness held a different kind of power than whiteness. This distinction results in more 

than simply disparate treatment by law enforcement. It ties together the structural and
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the social, informing a conception of how white supremacy endures in the U.S. federal 

government, in a way that only examining society or democracy alone does not afford. 

Treating rioters as criminals and not as democratic agents reveals that back civic 

strivings will not be tolerated by the institutional powers. Put differently, the white 

moral code cannot be shared, accessed, or acquired by blacks. Status is overt in 

American democracy and, the seeming permanency of whiteness is derived from its 

desirability. Milton Gordon labels values based on whiteness “Anglo-conformity,” 

indicating the “desirability of maintaining English institutions (as modified by the 

American Revolution), the English language, and English-oriented cultural patterns as 

dominant and standard in American life.” (1964, 88) White supremacy is able to 

function as a moral code not so much because individual attitudes of bigotry, but 

because of the net result of a nation striving to sustain structural advantage and 

preserve the integrity of problematic institutions. Just as tolerance implies an entity in a 

superior position in the act of toleration of a lesser entity, democratic advantage argues 

that newly included groups, in this case African Americans, adjust to the dominant 

institutional framework and values. As race shapes social reality, it defines the contours 

of democracy. 

One of the most significant markers of social reality is language. In the time of 

the Kerner Commission, linguistic ambiguity became more than just a stand-in for 

transferrable identities. Identities, in fact, were, becoming systemized through their 

transitive associations with public policy. For example, in one widely repeated piece of 

social commentary, a black comedian joked that “America’s new way of saying ‘nigger’
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is ‘crime in the streets’.” (Gregory 1972, 322) The language utilized to correlate various 

political issues with various races and ethnicities also underscores how public policy has 

been transformed in the quest for racial justice, especially into modern times. 

Additionally, using language to explain public policy and other decisions by the federal 

government short circuits individual prospects for self-actualization in the democratic 

process, sacrificing the meaning and the value of a democratic government wherein the 

people rule. The Kerner Commission’s examination of police brutality in the previous 

chapter opened the door to state oppression and systemic discrimination toward non- 

white citizens. David Theo Goldberg considers language to be inextricably connected 

with state power. Goldberg uses the example of English-only laws in the U.S. to suggest 

how legal power is instrumental to exercising state authority over civil exchange. (2002, 

153) Likewise, Junaid Rana’s work on the language of terror describes how Islamophobia 

and anti-Muslim racism has become coded into policy discussions on moral panic and 

terrorism. This practice of racializing threats has led to the depiction of an entire region 

of origin, “Middle Eastern,” to stand-in for Arab, Islam, and Muslim, all in opposition to 

America, creating a racially motivated correlation between fear and terror. (2011, 216- 

7) Moreover, as Rana asserts, “in this racial panic, the attribute of illegality connects 

migration to terrorism through the object relations of fungability and dissimulation.” 

(2011, 217) In the policymaking that follows significant sociopolitical events like the 

9/11 attack, these examples of grammatical racism justify racially motivated federal 

policies presented as protective and morally necessary when in reality they are harmful
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to the body politic at large and rooted in the perpetuation protection of white 

supremacy within the U.S. federal government. 

Additionally, Lisa Marie Cacho’s book on racialized rightlessness uncovers, the 

legal history of whiteness informs the relationship between the law and people of color. 

For example, Cacho considers how the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act 

and the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 treated 

Cambodian refugees who were also members of a gang called the Local Asian Boyz. 

(2012, 61-2) Cacho demonstrates how the use of legislative rhetoric like “stateless,” 

“gang member,” “unremovables,” “lifers,” and “criminal alien” all serve as a kind of 

code for non-white individuals. In fact, sometimes the coded language stands in for the 

person themselves, suggesting that the actions we take—especially if we are people of 

color—are more important than our personhood. In turn, Cacho argues, “how race and 

space are imagined governs how neighborhoods of color and their residents will be 

managed.” (2012, 63) The management of public administration serves to enforce and 

justify surveillance and sentencing, threatening the further obfuscation of racial identity 

and personhood among the very populations who are most vulnerable to the power 

structures and processes instilled by whites, the dominant racial identity. Cacho’s book 

raises important considerations about the necessity for racial inclusion in public 

policymaking while simultaneously arguing that it is “a necessary impossibility” in the 

larger national political paradigm—at least as it stands now. (2012, 64) 

Cacho’s book holds significance in the Kerner Commission because of the ways in 

which policymakers and politicians conflate race and acts of democratic activism. In
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private conversations, President Johnson is recorded as referring to the rioters as 

“hoodlums” and “commie agitators.” (Gillon 2018, 20) This does not necessarily mean 

Johnson was fully unsympathetic to the rioters. He recognized that his Great Society 

programs gave black people hope in a form they had never before experienced. In one 

meeting, President Johnson lamented, “God knows how little we really moved on this 

issue [civil rights]. As I see it, I’ve moved the Negro from D+ to C-. He’s still nowhere. He 

knows it. And that’s why he’s in the streets. Hell, I’d be there too” (Christian, G. 1967). 

Structural racism undoubtedly frustrated President Johnson. However, importantly, his 

complicit language of normalized white supremacy serves to undermine, if only on 

microscopic scale, the ability to imagine a different kind of policy and governmentality 

for a new democratic society that embraces free and equal black citizens. 

IV. Discursive Governance 

The Kerner Commission rioters sought to be engaged in policy creation and to 

have a voice in the political process. Political scientist Daniel Gillion’s 2016 book 

Governing with Words deals with how the political dialogue on race changes public 

policy and cultural norms. Gillion names a process of discursive governance on race to 

help us better understand government activity, or why morally indefensible policies 

might emerge. The Kerner Commission is an important piece of Gillion’s process 

because it justifies the existence of race and offers a forum to enlighten citizens. 

Without the Kerner Commission, or similar racially motivated federal government 

entities, the country risks a lack of discussion on race which Gillion warns “produces an 

even more egregious consequence for political elites as it lulls the conscience of
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politicians to believe that racial inequality in America is no longer in need of redress or, 

 
even worse, is nonexistent” (2016, 10). 

Figure 1: Cycle of discursive governance 
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In the figure above, political discourse is in the center, or nucleus as Gillion calls 

it (2016, 23), of governmental activity. Each major stage of the public policy process in 

U.S. democracy is captured, starting with the political agenda. As Gillion notes, “the 

political discourse on race is more commonly associated with policy creation as opposed 

to policy implementation and policy evaluation.” (2016, 23) Yet, discursive governance 

observes the need to repeatedly incorporate a dialogue on race at all stages of 

government practice. This is important for morally sound public policy. Gillion observes 

that without examination at all stages, “administrative discrimination” (2016, 24) can 

trickle down or carry over to different modes of government or in various bureaus. 

Here, Gillion’s desire to include all phases of policymaking subtly seeks to reform 

paradoxical policy outcomes in U.S. democracy. Additionally, Gillion evaluates racial 

discourse in two unique ways. (2016, 24) First, he considers race-related rhetoric most
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dominant in the institutional arena in the political agenda and policy creation phases 

which are primarily aimed at shaping the political agenda, garnering roll call votes, and 

policymaking. While race-related rhetoric is still active in the flowchart, it becomes more 

dominant in the societal arena when the process moves to policy implementation and 

evaluation since these areas pertain to public discourse, influencing public reception of 

policies, and cultural norms and behavior. These distinctions may help activists separate 

political and racially equity work between structural racism within governmental 

institutions compared to other kinds of more societally-engrained forms of racism 

outside the bounds of government purview. 

Constant and consistent evaluation of racial discourse is important to discovering 

and (potentially) averting moral hypocrisy in policymaking. I argue that government 

practice is an important metric that informs other kinds of racism and how people treat 

each other at-large in the rest of society. As Gillion observes, “political rhetoric of 

federal government officials sets the policy issue space on race for society.” (2016, 25) In 

other words, the process and dialogue conducted in political arenas warrants our 

attention in part because of the societal ramifications it informs. More specifically in 

response to the chapter question posed here, such discursive analysis could enable us to 

weed out moments of paradoxical dialogue, thinking, or behavior, and potentially allow 

us to intervene earlier to more effectively curb structurally racist policies. Gillion 

specifically observes how discursive analysis would help monitor and interfere with 

“racial policy alliances,” or elite network coalitions in government that attempt to 

advance policies through legislative activity. (2016, 105) Additionally, Gillion’s method
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allows for the public to overcome distrust in government activity which stems from the 

belief that government actors make hollow political statements, essentially pandering to 

racial and ethnic minorities. (2016, 128-9) Gillion observes that so-called political 

pandering is especially common when partisanship or ideological divide creates major 

polarization and the demographics suggest one party would need to alter, or at least 

present the appearance of altering, their positions of racial and ethnic minority policies. 

(2016, 130-1) Race-specific discussion via discursive governance would infuse 

conversations about race more frequently and with greater regularity which would 

reduce the appearance of manipulative or opportunistic speech. 

Ultimately, it is possible to sway activities along the discursive cycle and garner 

benefits in the form of greater racial equity, Gillion argues, because of the shift 

discursive governance inculcates from government to governance. As Gillion explains, 

“government focuses our attention on how the dialogue on race shapes political 

institutions while governance draws our attention towards how a dialogue on race 

moves throughout the overarching processes of federal political institutions and their 

linkages beyond government.” (2016, 26) Discursive governance offers hope to remedy 

the paradoxical governance of moral principles alongside indefensible policies because it 

incorporates a dialogue on race on two levels—among political institutions and in 

society—and becoming 

Not a symbolic gesture but rather a substantive form of governance that 

constantly enriches the political debate among politicians, shapes the creation
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and reception of public policy, and influences public deliberation and cultural 

norms in the minority community. (Gillion 2016, 154) 

Gillion’s theory of discursive governance enables the U.S. polity to cultivate reforms in 

racial policymaking through closer investigation into paradoxical discourse and 

ineffective, if not hypocritical, procedures throughout the political process of agenda 

setting, policy creation, policy implementation, and policy evaluation. Gillion’s theory 

refrains from any acknowledgement of whiteness’s power. Perhaps surprisingly given 

that the motivation behind writing his book is to understand why minority issues are so 

ignored in the federal government, Gillion seems to suggest that all races share equal 

political power. It is also questionable what Gillion intends to be persuasive in the 

political process. The line for activism is not clarified in Gillion’s theory, so while one 

could foresee his accepting of a citizen testifying at a town hall, it seems doubtful a 

citizen could fit his theorem if they set on fire the building in which the town hall was 

held. More directly, Gillion does define the line between moderate or tolerable 

disagreements and severe and intolerable disagreements, making it difficult to know the 

limits of his argument and making it generically appealing with no concrete boundaries 

to apply to the variety of racial justice activism throughout U.S. history. While Gillion’s 

cycle seems a rational way to achieve racial equity in U.S. democracy, it plays into an 

incomplete and hollow conception of American liberalism which does not leave space 

for Kerner Commission rioters or more radical forms of protest which seek to rejuvenate 

 
U.S. democracy and fulfill its promise for all.  

V.     Harmony and Stable Democracy
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A successful democracy may be interpreted as a stable democracy. Political 

scientist Robert Dahl notes that the “normal American political system appears to be a 

relatively efficient system for reinforcing agreement, encouraging moderation, and 

maintaining social peace.” (1956, 151)  Likewise, other political theorists who could be 

labeled pluralists, suggest that American democracy is strongest when it promotes 

harmony, instills consensus, and prevents conflict and violence. (Almond and Verba 

1963; Lipset 1963) Thus, activities that signify disruption risk instability and are seen as 

failures in the democratic process. One of the reasons the Kerner Commission is so 

valuable to an examination of structural racism in the U.S. federal government is 

because it helps to understand how the American political system responds to severe 

internal crisis. More broadly, riot commissions could be seen as the central 

governmental entity examining black political demands. It is not enough for U.S. 

democracy to value stability; it must ask, stability for whom? 

Demands are a normal part of the democratic process. David Easton defines 

demands as “articulated statements, directed toward the authorities, proposing that 

some kind of authoritative allocation ought to be undertaken.” (1965, 120) Often, 

special interest groups help to broker these demands within the American political 

system. During the civil rights era, some came to consider black activist groups as an 

atypical kind of interest group. Specifically, Gabriel Almond and James Coleman classify 

them as “anomic interest groups” which played important roles in articulating Black 

demands through “spontaneous breakthroughs into the political system from the 

society, such as riots and demonstrations.” (1960, 8) Black disdain toward public
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authority passes the social boundary into the governmental realm and “enters the 

political system as an act of ‘interest articulation’.” (Almond and Coleman 1960, 34) 

Structural racism emerges, at least in part, when the U.S. democratic political system 

does not provide meaningful accommodation to the claims presented by civil rights 

activists, such as denial, bargaining, suppression, cooptation, and amelioration. (Lipsky 

and Olson 1968, 23; Gamson 1968) 

At the outset, it is important to note that U.S. democracy is evolving and open- 

ended, giving it both the potential to be a vehicle for racial equity or a tool for greater 

oppression. In his book on racial states, David Theo Goldberg echoes this fluidity when 

he argues that U.S. “must be seen thus not as a static thing but as a political force 

fashioning and fashioned by economic, legal, and cultural forces (forces of production, 

of sociolegality, and of cultural representation).” (2002, 109) Goldberg does not 

exclusively befall racism upon the institutions of U.S. government; he considers it viable 

for individuals or private entities outside of state control to also be racist, but given the 

scope of my research, I will not discuss those. (2002, 244). Instead, the question here 

places the focus on Goldberg’s suggestion that the U.S. government engages in the 

following arenas of action which influence whether it will enact morally defensible 

policies: define populations into racially identified groups; regulate social, political, 

economic, legal, and cultural relations between those racially identified groups; govern 

populations in racist terms; manage the economic life of the state; and mediate, refine, 

and promote relations between whites and nonwhites. (2002, 110-11) In these ways, 

racial states merge into an institutional state. While violence, inequity, and oppression
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do not necessarily have to follow, and Goldberg does not outline them explicitly as an 

option, he does outline how power and ideology becomes authorized institutionally, 

potentially bridging a competing sense of values in U.S. government—one which favors 

reform and progress towards racial equality and one which favors self-preservation and 

maintenance of the status quo. Similar to how James Scott dons the state’s perspective, 

Goldberg’s investigation into the tension between dual realities in a racial state helps to 

better understand how race becomes enmeshed into federal statecraft. Goldberg 

asserts that “modern states speak through the law, in legal codes and terms. The 

institutionalization of race in and through the state is a form of legal reasoning.” (2002, 

123) Likewise, he deducts that “in authoring the law, the state seeks its own legitimation 

through law’s claim to justification.” (Goldberg 2002, 139) This makes the law a tool in 

producing, constituting, sanctioning, and restricting race, enabling it to engage in a 

range of (im)permissible responses to historical or current policies, acts, or other 

institutional embodiments of racism. (Goldberg 2002, 145) Arguably, it may even make 

the state complicit to erasing race by simply making discrimination seem to be the 

natural fallout from the state’s need to be superior as the author, director, and 

implementer of the law. 

Not all go this far. Political theorist Wendy Brown’s writings about 

democratization in the face of neoliberalism also help to underscore the open, vacuous 

nature of democracy, potentially explaining why disparate values and actions might 

coexist in U.S. government. Contending that “democracy is an unfinished principle,” 

Brown observes that “it specifies neither what powers must be shared among us for
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people’s rule to be practiced, how this rule is to be organized, nor by which institutions 

or supplemental conditions it is enabled or secured.” (2012, 45-6) By this, Brown does 

not negate the ideals of democracy, nor does she suggest that they are not worthy 

aspirations; she simply states that the procedures and methods to practice democracy 

successfully are not stipulated. Brown rarely explicitly discusses race in her work, but— 

as I will discuss in the chapter on neoliberalism and a Garrison state—she is, like many 

other scholars writing about the U.S. democratic state, heavily invested in preservation 

of the demos. 

Joel Olson evokes Robert Dahl when he claims that “democracy is often 

understood as a political form driven by the desire for equality.” (2004, 137) Olson rests 

his argument upon an ambiguous notion of inclusion as a means to achieve the goal of 

equality. Olson “seeks [for the federal government] to abolish explicit and normalized 

white advantages in housing, education, employment, asset accumulation, health, 

criminal justice, and politics,” but this is still quite broad in its assertion of what needs to 

be fixed. (2004, 142) Moreover, normalized white advantages are often viewed as 

divisive and problematic in the status quo, as other scholars throughout this chapter 

writing about multiculturalism and colorblind democracy, will attest. Without attention 

to the affective and moral modes molded by such advantages, it does not seem viable to 

implement such a grandiose reform. 

In his book Race, Equality, and the Burdens of History, John Arthur employs 

Blackwell’s Dictionary of Sociology definition of racism to explain how policies can be 

racist in effect even if not in intent. Specifically, this key test of racism is primarily
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interested in naming “…what people do to each other, especially through institutions 

that lead to subjugation and inequalities in power.” (Arthur 2007, 10) Akin to Wendy 

Brown’s observation that there is an open understanding of democracy, there are also 

numerous interpretations of racism, some more action-focused (like the one detailed 

here), while others are more focused on beliefs or merit. 

Partially because of the myriad of ways to interpret some of the key concepts in 

U.S. democracy, and thus the mutability of U.S. democracy itself, it is a safe bet these 

problems will challenge us for the foreseeable future. Indeed, as critical race theory 

founder Derrick Bell observes in his landmark book on racism in America law: 

It is hard to imagine that still unrevealed problems will not lend themselves to 

solutions that either improve or diminish the value of black rights. It is even 

more difficult to imagine a future time when the racial motivations that underlay 

so much past and present policymaking will disappear. (2008, 53) 

The multiplicity of views about democracy and racism suggest an important, albeit 

preliminary, consideration for why certain values can be espoused in theory but 

undercut in practice. It is reasonable to expect that the way people describe, or frame, a 

situation or action will shape how they respond to or evaluate that situation or action. 

As a result, Arthur concludes, moral and political struggles reflect the normative 

concepts to which we have committed ourselves. (2007, 12) The remainder of this 

chapter seeks to identify and better understand such concepts. 

VI.     The Moral Weight of White Supremacy
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Some philosophers contend, as I have similarly argued, that whiteness, or white 

supremacy in its political concoction, carries with it a moral weight. This is to say that 

white supremacy effectually functions as a kind of moral ideology, taking it beyond the 

calcified classifications of race and ethnicity and owning the kind of power, privilege, 

and practices whiteness (as a group with which understandably not every single white 

person throughout time has directly agreed and engaged) has brought upon the U.S. 

polity. Democratic theory cannot exist independent of race in the U.S.. 

When it comes to racial politics, though, something more must be happening to 

rationalize why whites are so resistant to black requests. The moral weight of white 

supremacy in the US federal government justifies the illegitimate fear that Whites feel 

towards Blacks who are trying to take what is theirs. One of the significant findings of 

the Kerner Commission is that rioters did not operate in an organized fashion, but were 

commonly perceived by whites as having been organized by Black militant interest 

groups who were seeking to partake in a conspiracy against U.S. democracy. In other 

words, it seems that concessions are interpreted as possible for group-level demands 

but implausible to meet individual disputes. Structural racism responds to the scale of a 

demand. The Kerner Commission functions as an indictment of the civil rights 

movement while simultaneously being constricted by a governmental system unable to 

adequately respond to civil unrest. In their iconic review of the Commission, Lipsky and 

Olson reveal how: 

At the very least, we must conclude that civil disorders were somehow 

connected to black consciousness of exploitation, grief, and neglect in white
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America, and to a communal sensibility that disruption might succeed where 

other avenues of redress had failed. The putative demands expressed by blacks 

in civil disorders failed, in part, because they were perceived as anomic 

expressions unassociated with group goals. And they failed as well because they 

were mediated through a complex political process in which they were deprived 

of their instrumental content and in which the demands they represented were 

washed away in the undertow of conventional politics. (Lipsky and Olson 1968, 

21) 

 
Democracy preserves whiteness as a moral code when it preserves the language 

borrowed from liberalism of “unfairness” rather than the political economy rhetoric of 

“exploitation.” (Mills 2017, 130) The U.S. government engages in structural racism when 

it does not emphasize the social-structural gains that whites receive in the system. 

White supremacy is a system motivated by this exploitation and failing to put 

profiteering front and center destabilizes democracy and diminishes its integrity. It 

suggests that the basic structure itself is unjust because it is predicated on racial 

exploitation. (Mills 2017, 132) 

In his 2011 chapter “Liberalism and the Racial State,” philosopher Charles Mills 

asserts that racial prejudice is essentially baked into U.S. polity and are required for 

racial liberalism to function. “What if disrespect for nonwhites is not contingent but 

structurally built in to the political system?” asks Mills. (2011, 33) Mills roots opacity in 

color-blindness as it stands now, but is open to governance being made clear and 

reevaluated; as he puts it, “one would situate liberalism in the demystified context of
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being the ideology of white supremacy” for the purpose of then determining what 

“conceptual and normative rearticulations would be necessary to reconstitute it on a 

genuinely racially inclusive basis.” (2011, 45) For Mills, overcoming social domination is 

not possible within the existing sociopolitical framework. The system must be 

reimagined and recreated to become inclusive and equal. Mills does not reject the 

inherent democratic principles all those who fight for racial equity seek to achieve, but 

he is skeptical piecemeal reforms are possible without larger structural reforms. In this 

way, Mills delivers one of the most radical ideological responses I will feature in this 

chapter. 

In Mills’ 1998 book Blackness Visible, he delves further into the centrality of race 

in the American polity. His explanation of “civic whiteness” (1998, 135) in which “race 

becomes socially real” (1998, 134) is rooted in whether one is entitled to settle, 

expropriate, be free. Implicitly, Mills is asserting the role of the state in racial 

classification and enforcement. Perhaps more substantially, though, Mills is 

demonstrating that “the content and boundaries of whiteness will be shifting, 

politicized, and subject of negotiation and conflict.” (1998, 135) For Mills, these 

functions turn race and racism into more than just factors influencing government 

action and policymaking; instead, they formalize “white supremacy—the racial polity— 

as a political system in itself.” (1998, 137) This is critically important to understand how 

morally egregious acts emerge in U.S. government, despite attributions to racial 

equality. Mills argues that “white moral consciousness” is shaped by the system of white 

supremacy, which he defines as “a system of consolidated structural advantage that will
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continue to exist unless active moves are made to dismantle it.” (1998, 146) Here, Mills 

points to a source of what I describe as a kind of ethical gridlock whereby U.S. 

government cannot achieve racial equality because they are hamstrung into accepting 

and reluctant to give up differential racial privilege. Historically, Mills argues, this 

“legitimized differential advantage” has been embedded so successfully into the racial 

status quo that citizens do not even recognize the origins of their advantage; yet they 

feel “moral outrage and interest-based alarm” when policymaking seeks changes to 

even the racial playing field (1998, 165) All of this helps to explain the mindset behind 

why U.S. citizens can pay lip service to racial equity yet just as quickly fold in 

policymaking to restrict restorative efforts which seek to embolden people of all racial 

groups. Despite this mindset, and somewhat paradoxically, Mills observes that most 

Americans still trust “the genius of American Institutions has the potential to change 

America through a moral and constitutional appeal to white Americans to eradicate 

[these aforementioned] inconsistencies.” (1998, 172) Mills seems less hopeful when he 

argues that “morality and racism do not collide as separate externals; rather, they 

interpenetrate each other.” (1998, 197) This gets to the heart of one of the fundamental 

challenges raised by my dissertation project and posed by this chapter’s question: if 

morality and racism collide in the existing democratic system, and if that democratic 

system is essentially viewed as equivalent with the U.S. government, what options for 

achieving racial equity exist? Is abolishing U.S. democracy and creating an alternative 

political system the only real option to achieving racial equity?
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Like Mills’ idea of racial opacity, political scientist Joe Feagin and philosopher 

Naomi Zack also discuss the role of white supremacy in harnessing racial 

(dis)advantages. Feagin (2013) reveals how the use of “social shrouding” (146) justifies 

institutional processes. Shrouding works by “hiding or sanitizing racist realities and 

entices those operating out of that [white] frame to generally view social inequalities as 

normal.” (Feagin 2013, 146) Feagin envisions a kind of feedback loop in society which he 

correlates to the Matthew Effect where advantage, or privilege as some might call it, 

begets greater advantage, especially in the forms of resource accumulation. (2013, 147) 

Some scholar activists, including Feagin himself (2013, 142), go so far as to label the 

accumulation of wealth in white America as theft from the practice of indentured 

servitude. This large-scale cycle of discrimination rationalizes and legitimizes the white 

racial ideological frame; however, since it is not overtly practiced as a malicious form of 

bigotry, it is difficult for those who gain to realize, much less acknowledge any 

wrongdoing, and for those who lose to realize, or assign, clear blame. It should be noted 

that Feagin (2012) considers his white racial frame to be quite broad, inclusive of racial 

stereotypes and prejudices; racial narratives and interpretations; racialized imagery; 

racialized emotions; and common inclinations to discriminate along racial lines. (6) 

Together, the frame enables whites to “…define, shape, and maintain society’s major 

socially constructed categories and hierarchies.” (Feagin 2012, 7) By itself, such power is 

not innately damaging, but racial oppression is threatened by the desire to protect 

accumulations, as Feagin reveals in his 2013 book. In turn, the political behavior and 

functions of institutions become more about advancement of particular ideological
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concerns than providing for racial equality. Just as Feagin’s shrouding captures the 

historical racial inequalities embedded in the US political system, Zack makes similar 

claims the institutional privilege whites claim, albeit often unaware a system of reward 

is even in play. As Zack states, “white participants in the discourse of white privilege 

apprehend such persistent inequality, but without fully apprehending their own place in 

the system,” and, thus, “no attention is paid to action she can take to mitigate or abolish 

the system.” (2015, 19) In this way, Zack seems to suggest that the white racial frame 

overrides moral virtues or pure democratic thoughts because of the assets the 

democratic polity provides. This makes white supremacy doubly disastrous; not only 

does it help to justify the creation and installment of an unequal system of governance, 

but it further entrenches racial inequality the longer it exists. Indeed, moral paradoxes 

become harder to see in the fog of privilege, and if something cannot be seen or 

acknowledged, it cannot be changed or remedied. 

As American society evolved, largely attributable to the historical influence of 

world events like wars, globalization, and immigration, views on racism were 

transformed, as well. Overt fondness for white supremacy fell out of favor in 

mainstream political discourse and was replaced by new forms of racialized thought. 

However, as the next section of this chapter reveals, if earlier U.S. history with its 

dominant frame of overt white supremacy could not acknowledge the place of race in 

creating and enforcing privilege, the onset of liberalism and neoliberal politics in U.S. 

society promised to make it even more difficult. 

VII.      Liberalism and New Presentations of Racism
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Traditional American liberalism understands that ethics is inevitably implicated 

and imbricated with power because it is concerned with protecting individuals from 

being harmed by others. Government, in this view of traditional liberalism, supports 

social progress by changing laws, but it can be threatened by neoliberal tendencies if it 

does not fully examine whose power or what ethics are being contemplated. 

Specifically, the risk to liberalism in democratic governing is that freedom becomes co- 

opted by those already in power in a way that oppresses others rights of life and liberty. 

Thus, white supremacy as a moral code becomes the key to understanding structural 

pathways in democratic virtue. Without this understanding, the U.S. federal government 

functions almost as an internal dialectic, wherein programs, commissions, and policies 

presume themselves to be anti-racist and morally virtuous but are always already 

trapped in the foundational beginnings of neoliberalism. 

Wendy Brown (1995) highlights the dualisms which she suggests constitute 

liberalism and are active in U.S. democracy in the following dichotomies: equality vs. 

difference; liberty vs. necessity/encumbrance; autonomy vs. dependence/dependents; 

rights vs. needs/relations/duties; individual vs. family; self-interest vs. selflessness; 

public vs. private; and contract vs. consent. (152) Brown employs these pairs to show 

gendered ontology, but in the context of the rest of this chapter, they also inform other 

marginalized perspectives in U.S. democracy, such as racial ontology. Brown is not alone 

in perceiving how race can be commuted into powerlessness and abstractions of 

dependency under the guise of racism. In her book on social death and racialized 

rightlessness, Lisa Marie Cacho notes how “engendered by corporate capital and the
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neoliberal state, ineligibility to personhood refers to the state of being legally 

recognized as rightless” and where “regardless of citizenship status, whether people of 

color deserve rights and resources is often questioned because those with social 

privilege often still interpret economic, social, political, and/or legal integration as a 

(conditional) ‘gift’.” (2012, 7) This suggests that sometimes people are tested to prove 

their legitimacy to warrant attention in the form of racial equity. The Kerner 

Commission is, therefore, a kind of litmus test of which citizens warrant federal 

attention in U.S. democracy, bearing out Judith Skhlar’s analysis that citizenship in the 

U.S. has always depended on social standing. (Skhlar 1991, 15-16) 

Liberalism is intersectional, along class and gender lines, as Ignatiev, Brown, and 

Cacho help us to see, and these are important considerations for how inequality is 

sprinkled across populations who are not in the dominant power structure. The depth 

and reach of oppression demands the attention of the U.S. government, but also may 

explain why reform seems overwhelming and inadequate. Often unacknowledged, but 

potentially critically important to structural reform, liberalism may do more than stress 

individual citizens of a participating country—it may also disrupt and constrain the 

country’s governance itself. This raises an important question for future research: can all 

political (or even economic) systems overcome moral paradoxes with equal fortitude? A 

similar question, more to the point of my dissertation topic, is whether U.S. democracy, 

when it is heavily enmeshed with neoliberal values, can deliver the promise of racial 

equality? State-sanctioned spaces can, however inadvertently or maliciously, determine 

human value in racial groups. It has sometimes been deduced that liberalism in the U.S.
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has given way to a post-racial society, but this false understanding is actually filled with 

sub-forms of racism. 

In the book The Racial Order, Matthew Desmond and Mustafa Emirbayer 

consider how multiculturalism functions in addition to colorblindness. Both principles 

assert all persons’ inherent dignity as human beings and seem compatible in this sense 

for the kinds of actions the federal government ought to undertake to cultivate racial 

equality. However, Desmond and Emirbayer suggest that multiculturalism and 

colorblindness are distinct in one very important way. While colorblindness would 

ideally have race abolished as a relevant criterion in law, public policy, and other social 

practices, they see multiculturalism as envisioning a society in which racial differences 

and diversity are valued in and of themselves and fully considered as a criterion in law, 

public policy, and other social practices. (2015, 296) Despite the performative role race 

ought to play in their evaluation of multiculturalism and colorblindness, both fail to 

critically engage in racial solutions. They contend that: 

Democracy is about coming to a full awareness of one another’s problems—of 

how people are treated unfairly despite the promise of full and equal inclusion— 

and it is about responding to these problems with just remedies. To get at 

others’ full humanity, one has to recognize and seek to rectify past injustices. 

(Desmond and Emirbayer 2015, 301) 

Without a critical investigation into policymaking, multiculturalism and colorblindness 

permit superficiality, falling back on appreciation and respect and overlooking complex 

problems embedded in structural racism which bind us all to racial injustice, despite
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guiding principles and espoused values suggesting otherwise. More concisely, I argue 

that racial justice demands we think of democracy not just as a particular kind of 

governmental process, but also, always, as one which is capable of delivering (im)moral 

outcomes. While democracy and the moral ideal of equality need not necessarily always 

be connected, the country’s capacity to achieve racial justice demands a more rigorous 

interpretation. 

Next, Arthur provides numerous historically racist practices and sources of 

individually oriented racist beliefs. Arthur’s discussion of how racism resembles 

naturalization, minimization, and cultural superiority (2007, 10) follow in the footsteps 

of Eduardo Bonilla-Silva’s interest in how liberalism frames race-related issues. 

Specifically, Bonilla-Silva observes that: 

Whites can appear reasonable and even moral while opposing almost all 

practical approaches to deal with the defacto racial inequality. For instance, 

regarding each person as an ‘individual’ with ‘choices’ and using this liberal 

principle as a justification for whites having the right of choosing to live in 

segregated neighborhoods. (2003, 28) 

Both Arthur and Bonilla-Silva uncover how stereotypical color-blind thinking under 

liberalism perpetuates racist policymaking. 

Likewise, political scientist Joel Olson also uses critiques against multiculturalism 

and colorblindness to justify his calls for a new abolitionist-democratic political theory. 

In his book The Abolition of White Democracy, Olson claims that the central problem in 

U.S. democracy is the white citizen, or more pointedly, the “white political imagination.”
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(2004, 97) He states that this persists in color-blind ideals “through a conception of race 

in general and white in particular as a politically neutral identity that simply refers to a 

set of physical or social characteristics” while it does so in multiculturalism “through a 

definition of race as a culture that simply considers whiteness one culture among 

others.” (Olson 2004, 97) Together, they create what Olson dubs “racial schizophrenia” 

(2004, 97) which privileges whiteness in a democratic polity while simultaneously calling 

for political equality and equality of opportunity that is needed to end racial 

discrimination. Colorblindness and multiculturalism seek to diminish racial inequality by 

asserting the common worth of all people, but they actually leave many problems for 

U.S. democracy unresolved. Simple assertions to get along or move on do not overtly 

reform institutional practices; thus, while colorblind and multicultural believers may 

consider themselves to be upholding the moral virtues U.S. democracy is founded upon, 

they fail to undo oppressive structures and re-allocate racial privilege, leaving the status 

quo to paradoxically harm the virtues they promote so fervently. 

VIII.  Riot Commission Politics—Systemic Problems with the Kerner Commission 
 

Political scientist Daniel Gillion suspects that one of the reasons racist policies 

emerge is because governance has largely ignored discussions of race. He employs 

Bruno Latour’s example of “blackboxing” to the functions of racial discourse. As Gillion 

summarizes, blackboxing is a scientific term used to characterize machines that run so 

efficiently that their internal complexities are obscured. (2016, 17) In conjunction with 

racial analysis, Gillion suspects blackboxing could be a helpful concept to explain why it 

is assumed that racial goals have been attained and, thus, do not necessitate or justify
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further discussion. (2016, 17) Blackboxing spurs an inconsistency in governance which 

threatens racial equity policymaking. In other words, blackboxing may suggest to some 

that racial equity is achieved and that such achievement is a static, enduring feature of 

U.S. democracy; however, race is always evolving in U.S. society and policymaking is an 

ongoing democratic practice, so the potential for internally racist complexities to be 

obscured, and thus overlooked, is present. If overlooked or unnoticed, this could cause 

structural racism to become more entrenched in U.S. democracy and pose additional 

problems in the fight for racial equality. 

In addition to practicing blackboxing, racial bias is also sometimes described as 

exhibiting correlational preferences, in which preferred groups have favorable qualities 

and less preferred groups have disfavored qualities, and these respective qualities are 

tied to membership in certain racial groups as well as to how individuals are treated and 

the kinds of policies, laws, and community-based decisions that will impact them. Imani 

Perry cites racial determinism in scientific racism as an example sometimes used to 

justify group differences. Perry notes that while it is no longer deemed socially 

acceptable to publicly declare “black people are intellectually inferior,” some will couch 

these views in the biologically deterministic views reflected in Charles Murray’s The Bell 

Curve or the work of James Watson on DNA (2011, 17) or perhaps in more recent quests 

for a “crime gene.” (2011, 18) This kind of correlational racism emboldens people to 

consider themselves non-racist because they are simply observing how they think things 

naturally are (i.e. White people are smarter or black people are dumber, and it is not 

necessarily any single person’s fault; that’s just the way it is.), all the while putting down
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or propping up the majority, if not all, the members within a particular racial or ethnic 

group. 

Similarly, Stephen Steinberg suggests accurately that scientific racism has largely 

fallen out of favor in mainstream collective views about race given evolving historical 

and ideological factors in society. Steinberg states that “the triumph of liberal social 

science over scientific racism signified a major paradigm shift.” (2007, 33) The twentieth 

century into present day is characterized, instead, by evasion and denial, Steinberg 

assesses. (2007, 100) In turn, Steinberg declares that liberalism puts “a kinder and 

gentler face on racism” in the post-Civil Rights era for the following ends: 

To subdue the rage of the oppressed; to raise false hopes that change is 

imminent; to modulate the demands for complete liberation; to divert protest; 

and to shift the onus of responsibility for America’s greater crime [slavery] away 

from powerful institutions that could make a difference onto individuals who 

have been rendered powerless by these very institutions. (2007, 135) 

Together, these all make people of color politically invisible, and thereby civically 

powerless. They also imbue institutions in U.S. democracy with a mendacious sense of 

racialized white power, leaving U.S. democracy with the potential to cause substantial 

harm to communities of color, even as it is also able to transmit hollow messages of 

equality and liberty. 

I’ll now turn to look at the problems of the Kerner Commission beyond the more 

generic problems of blackboxing to better understand how Kerner is compounded by 

problems of correlational racism. Riot commissions are defined as “authoritative
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tribunals, financed and/or supported by a governmental body, established temporarily 

to investigate and explain specific outbursts of illegal corrective violence by private 

citizens, notably urban blacks.” (Platt 1971, 4) Riot commissions have become a routine 

governmental response to civil disorder because they “testify to the capacity of the 

modern state to ‘rationalize’ rebellions and to swiftly restore order and regularity to the 

political process.” (Platt 1971, 5) Likewise, riot commissions are such a typical response 

to “mass race-related violence” that their existence is frequently described as “routine” 

and it has been suggested that “we may characterize the politics surrounding riot 

commissions and their reports as the typical elite response to racial violence in the 

U.S..” (Lipsky and Olson 1968, 38) Institutional structures undergird the democratic 

project of American liberalism. Through their stability, structures assure citizens of 

governmental stability and the vitality of U.S. democracy. 

VIII.I  Yielding to Authority and the Kerner Commission 

It is not surprising, given President Johnson’s desire for order in society, that a 

riot commission in the form of Kerner, was implemented. According to Anthony Platt, 

riot commissions serve as governmental testimony to the “capacity of the modern state 

to ‘rationalize’ rebellions and to swiftly restore order and regularly to the political 

process.” (1971, 5) This treatment of riot commissions perpetuates the U.S. federal 

government’s capacity to absorb the work of riots and transfuse volatility into 

bureaucratic stagnation. The Kerner Commission allowed for the U.S. federal 

government to front generic solutions to the riots without attacking root causes. As 

Harold Cruse commented, “the American capitalistic welfare state will absorb them
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[uprisings] and, more than that, pay for the damage in the same way the government 

pays for the destruction caused by hurricanes and floods. Uprisings are merely another 

form of extreme protest action soon to be included under the heading of Natural 

Calamities.” (1967, 371) 

The commission was comprised of attitudes that undermined its outward 

projection of equality and progress. For instance, conservative representative Tex 

Thornton worried that the final report would suggest legislation for enormous federal 

expenditures, in turn generating expectations in the black community that would never 

be fulfilled and lead to more rioting. (Platt 1971, 389) This concern was echoed by 

liberals, as well. In their examination of what they dubbed the “long, hot summer”2 of 

1967 race riots, Lipsky and Olson concluded that the “formation of riot commissions 

gives rise to public expectations which cannot be fulfilled and that riot commissions are 

charged with incompatible goals which cannot meaningfully be reconciled.” (1968, 10) 

Implicit in this analysis is that “the public” is a group or entity which would care about 

the outcome of the Kerner Commission, but the presence of structural racism 

demonstrates a preponderance of white dominance in political practice. This friction led 

others to be skeptical about the Kerner Commission’s ability to move beyond the 

generic, routine commission role. In his testimony before the commission, social 

scientist Kenneth Clark compared the work of the Kerner Commission to that of the riot 

reports from Chicago in 1919 and Harlem in 1935 and 1943, disclosing that he “must 
 
 
 
 
 

2 This phrase referred to two things: the fact that the temperatures in the summer of 1967 were unusually 
high in most cities as well as the denseness of the riots made the summer feel longer than it actually was.
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again in candor say to you members of this Commission—it is a kind of Alice in 

Wonderland—with the same moving picture reshown over and over again, the same 

analysis, the same recommendations, and the same inaction.” (Lipsky and Olson 1968, 

ix) The treatment of liberalism in the commission report demonstrated a chasm 

between action and analytical theory. Although the report named “white racism,” it did 

not describe a white racist society nor extend policy for black people. Instead, the report 

became deemed a white response to the riots. “Overall, the Report was always thought 

of as a white document written by white writers and aimed audience—about black 

people,” Anthony Platt surmised. (1971, 385) This disconnect makes it possible to argue 

that the Kerner Commission goes against traditional liberal principles that are defined 

by the Lockean and Kantian contracts which place moral equality at the forefront. As 

Charles Mills puts it, “the moral equality of people demands an equality of treatment 

(juridical, political, and economic) in the liberal polity they create. The state is not alien 

or antagonistic to us but the protector of our rights.” (2017, 29) Instead of the Kerner 

Commission functioning as a government commission that could advance U.S. society, 

the Commission, and the federal government more broadly, decided to embrace a white 

moral code and deny the equal moral standing of all citizens. 

IX.      Conclusion 

In a roundtable discussion on liberalism and the Negro in 1964, James Baldwin 

said, “there are a great many ways to lynch a man.” (31) This sentiment is borne out in 

the federal government’s historical record vis-à-vis addressing the issues of race, racism, 

and racial inequality in America. While it is sometimes argued that America has made
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racial progress as a polity, given the demise of slavery, improved housing, employment, 

and educational opportunities for blacks in turn leading to the growing prosperity of 

blacks, and increased legal protections via constitutional amendments and civil rights 

legislation, American democracy does not have a legacy of anti-racism to celebrate. 

Alongside and sometimes in place of these same examples of “progress,” structural 

racism has imbued legislative attempts with pervasive, troubling challenges to 

democratic equality which remain unresolved. Rooted in white supremacist doctrines, 

as I explored in the first section of this chapter, federal policymaking is plagued by 

cumulative racism; tensions with state rights; and coded language which transpositions 

overtly racist rhetoric into broader, vaguer, and less recognizably offensive language. 

This is further exasperated by demographic trends. Likewise, looking at ways to 

incorporate marginalized voices into anti-racist policy debates, such as through the 

continuum of information theory, demonstrates some of the challenges still active in the 

status quo. Moreover, despite the purported desire for racial progress, even by some 

U.S. presidents, the pathways to reform oppression and to cultivate a more just legacy 

are often not seized if they are perceived to threaten the white ideological structure at 

the heart of American democracy. Thus, in U.S. democracy, citizens, especially privileged 

ones, seem to interpret progress as product, ignoring the tremendous amount of work 

still to be done to lift up millions of citizens. Progress as product suggests that the work 

of achieving racial equity is synonymous with the achievement of racial equity. It 

demands no fundamental restructuring of the racist state, instead doling out a pacifying 

reform in one situation while undercutting progress in another. For example, there have
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been respectable efforts since the mid twentieth century to provide an equal education 

to students of color, previously illiterate or un(der)educated. Yet during the same 

period, the prison industrial complex and a system of law and order has skyrocketed, 

fundamentally challenging the same communities most ravaged by educational 

segregation. America’s history of racial policymaking manifests itself in different ways, 

but the legacy for American democracy is not one of racial equality—it is, and always 

has been, one of racial subjugation. Pluralism is tolerated only until it threatens to 

puncture the paradoxical democratic heart of America—white supremacy. Until white 

supremacy is tackled completely and intentionally, the U.S. will continue to bleed for 

racial reforms it cannot or will not heal. 

If power is seen as something that is to be tamed and civilized, then those 

without are seen as animalistic and uncivilized. This further justifies the colonized within 

the colony and the rise/justification of segregation (housing, education, prisons, the 

draft, etc.) in American society. The democratic site is a fragile space and pluralism 

represents a liberal attempt to mask reactionary tendencies. Protests are wailings from 

within a walled state. The white supremacist state may be able to see its own creation 

and reproduction, but it cannot hear the cries from bodies murdered by police brutality, 

cannot taste the poverty from hunger and pervasive unemployment and wage inequity, 

cannot smell the desperation from exclusion and lost opportunities, and cannot touch 

the crowded bodies crossing border walls, sequestered in prison cells, and stacked into 

public housing.
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Less than a year before his murder, Martin Luther King, Jr., wrote in Where Do 

 
We Go from Here? that “the white backlash is an expression of the same vacillations, the 

same search for rationalizations, the same lack of commitment that has always 

characterized white America on the question of race.” (1967, 72) While many suggest 

there have been significant and important advancements towards racial equality in 

recent decades, U.S. society is still remarkably and tragically unequal for people of 

different racial identities. We need only consider a hodgepodge of policy issues like 

incarceration, education, living wage, or environmental pollution to see stark racial 

contrasts in issues which are heavily influenced and/or regulated by the federal 

government. Mindset, competing political, social, and economic systems, historical 

patterns, and customs of policymaking all contribute to political discourse in the U.S. 

and help to explain paradoxical outcomes in U.S. policymaking which go against the 

grain of our democracy’s founding principles. Perhaps the more significant concern is 

not that this paradox exists, although it is troubling, but whether structural racism can 

be overcome in U.S. democracy, given the moral weight of white supremacy.
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Chapter 5 
Threats to U.S. Democracy: The Encroachment of Neoliberalism and a 

Garrison State 
 

 

The 1960s civil rights reforms impacted a variety of trends in people’s lives, from 

political allegiances to residential patterns across the country. Given what were 

perceived by some as unrealistic demands to financially back additional racial equity 

reforms, alongside white judgements that civil rights reforms were happening too 

quickly, the Democratic party became the enemy, at least in the immediate aftermath of 

civil rights Supreme Court cases like Brown v. Board of Education and legislative victories 

like the Voting Rights Act. But there was also an important longer-term challenge to the 

ideology of liberalism. As the Kerner Commission report outlines, this challenge 

presented itself in two dominant patterns. White backlash against civil rights reforms 

and white racism meant that “many white Americans simply refused to live side-by-side 

with blacks, to hire them, to send their children to the same schools” thus resisting 

federal reform and perpetuating structurally racist policies. Additionally, the term “law 

and order” entered mainstream American politics in the late 1960s, and put the control 

of riots under a microscope, simultaneously zeroing in on policing and riot control 

practices while also illuminating the things that did not get fully studied, including 

transportation, education, housing, and poverty reforms. Blacks were living in 

deteriorating conditions but did not feel they received adequate governmental 

attention. “People living on the threshold of dangerous, depressed slums felt the federal 

 
government ignored their needs, that Great Society programs rewarded rioters while
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their own neighborhoods became more dangerous.” (Schulman 1995, 160) Some blacks 

felt like they were second-class citizens. 

Second-class citizens evokes the idea of formal versus actual citizenship, and 

while this concept is not one I will say much about, it is an important democratic issue 

to acknowledge in the fight for racial equality. The rhetoric of citizenship is one of the 

primary words used to convey membership in a political community. Yet, the way in 

which citizenship is discussed can also shed light on the quality of that membership and 

the struggles or means to claiming such membership in the first place. A political system 

can use citizenship to make members of society feel “othered” or excluded. In the U.S., 

racial justice has clearly been impacted by exclusionary citizenship which makes 

particular democratic subjects marked by discrimination and racism. This can be 

observed in U.S. history through practices like voting rights, gerrymandering, and poll 

taxes. One way to think of racial injustice is to look at what disparate and exclusionary 

outcomes for all races to participate equally in democracy. 

As the Kerner Commission’s final report makes clear, at the end of the 1960s, 

blacks and whites distrusted the democratic project for different reasons, but one things 

was clear: the collective investment in democracy was being tested. Combined with 

what was perceived as a “new militance” in black communities wherein civil rights 

advocates became distrustful of the federal government’s ability to help and tried to 

gain power directly for themselves, the Johnson administration was thrown into a 

political crisis. The American electorate was not the same as when Johnson took office. 

White liberals were alienated, blacks were estranged, and conservatives felt
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government had become too big and pushy. (Schulman 1995, 198) The Kerner 

Commission’s intervention in this landscape can be seen as a last gasp of liberalism in 

which the federal government is still viewed as an entity to solve social problems which 

reflect enmeshed racial tensions. The country was facing a profound challenge of how to 

manage an increasingly diverse society. The choices between democracy, oppressive 

law and order, and neoliberalism all impact the fate of the Kerner Commission. 

 
I. State Domination and Grappling with Heterogeneous Democracy 

 
Manipulation of black communities that were examined by the Kerner 

 
Commission can be seen as a kind of state domination. Proudhon stated that: 

 
To be ruled is to be kept an eye on, inspected, spied on, regulated, indoctrinated, 

sermonized, listed and checked off, estimated, appraised, censured, ordered 

about…To be ruled is at every operation, transaction, movement, to be noted, 

registered, counted, priced, admonished, prevented, reformed, redressed, 

corrected. (1970, 15) 

Riot commissions like the Kerner Commission can be used as a tactic of state 

domination. As Anthony Platt suggests, they “testify to the capacity of the modern state 

to ‘rationalize’ rebellions and to swiftly restore order and regularity to the political 

process.” (1971, 5) The Kerner Commission can be viewed, in other words, as an 

expression of how the federal government engages with citizens and views democracy. 

The fact that the federal government chose to respond to the most severe race riots 

ever experienced in the U.S. with a standard trope of authoritarian politics means the 

federal government likely never had any intention of reform from the outset, bringing
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into question the value of the country’s democratic principles. Moreover, leaving the 

fate of American race relations in the hands of a commission seems to override 

President Johnson’s own instructions to the commission in July 1967: 

This matter is far, far too important for politics. It goes to the health and 

safety of all American citizens—Republicans and Democrats. It goes to 

the proper responsibilities of officials in both of our Parties. It goes to the 

 
heart of our society in a time of swift change and of great stress. … We 

 
are looking to you, not to approve our own notions, but to guide us and 

 
to guide the country through a thicket of tension, conflicting evidence, and 

extreme opinion. So… let your search be free … As best you can, find the 

truth, the whole truth, and express it in your report. (Report 1968, 537) 

Given that President Johnson never publicly thanked the Commissioners, abruptly 

pulled funding from and shortened their service, and that he nor Congress ever passed 

any substantive reforms based upon the Commission’s findings, it seems the 

Commission was a hollow political trope. The Kerner Commission was not able to rely on 

Johnson’s political rhetoric, invalidating the stately political imagery when considering 

the federal government’s actual actions and policies after the Commission disbanded. 

As this dissertation has argued, rioting is a serious and dramatic form of political 

protest. Potentially, it is the catalyst for organizing a radical movement aimed at the 

transformation of American institutions rather than inclusion into them. This possibility 

does not escape the notice of political and economic elites. In this sense, riot 

commissions may be understood as an effort to coopt liberal reformers and
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professionals to affirm the strength and flexibility of established institutional 

arrangements—to reduce any existing imperfections and facilitate their smooth 

management— to divide radical opposition and disparage liberation movements and to 

inhabit the possibility of sudden and major change. Blacks are exploited economically, 

politically, and racially; thus, we are unlikely to eliminate structural racism until there is 

a fundamental change in our political and economic institutions. All of this serves to 

illuminate the beginnings of an internal dialectic wherein the U.S. federal government 

appoints race riot commissions with the blind intention that it is advancing democracy 

which simultaneously always incapable of not undermining it. Given the nation’s historic 

and current violation of traditional negative rights, such as life, liberty, and property— 

rights almost synonymous with the liberal tradition of U.S. democracy—only 

rectificatory justice and the ending of racial oppression can achieve racial equity. The 

foundational inseparability between race and democracy both demands overt 

intervention while always precluding the ability to do so. Racial progress never 

eliminates the racial nature of the polity. 

Moreover, the Kerner Commission can be seen as a hazard in the federal 

government that prevents liberalism from achieving racial equity in U.S. democracy. As 

Charles Mills asserts in Black Rights/White Wrongs (2017), “the historic domination of 

conservative exclusionary liberalisms is the result of group interests, group power, and 

successful group political projects. Apparent internal conceptual/normative barriers to 

an emancipatory liberalism can be successfully negotiated by drawing on the 

conceptual/normative resources of liberalism itself, in conjunction with a revisionist
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socio-historical picture of modernity.” (14) If democracy is to hold any powers of 

rectification or emancipation against state domination, it is vital for the democratic 

subject to not only be molded and produced by power, but also capable of molding and 

producing state power. As the aforementioned quote and preceding chapter reveal, this 

power is partially determined by the grammar a government uses to express itself. 

Moreover, democracy gives way to neoliberalism when the individual rather than social 

collectivities become the locus of value. Whiteness is undergirded as a moral code in 

structural understandings of power because it shapes whites’ sense of what is just. 

Beliefs of racial superiority make differential systemic advantage fair while color-blind 

domination obfuscates and occludes individualist categories which make white 

entitlement and property rights the norm. (Mills 2917, 47) Indeed, as Cheryl Harris 

famously observed, whiteness itself becomes property, demonstrating the limitations of 

Kerner Commission rioters to ever become full citizens, even if they are legitimately 

deemed as exercising democratic agency. Harris’s observation also signifies the value of 

whiteness in democratic society. Since property can enhance quality of life, whiteness 

becomes highly valued, and people will likely try to amass greater value. If whiteness is 

understood to be a social construction, then one can only be white in relation to 

nonwhites. Accordingly, as Mills rationalizes, whites “may calculate, consciously or 

unconsciously, that by this particular metric of value they gain more by retaining the 

present system than by trying to alter it.” (2017, 134) What Mills implicitly reveals here 

is that white group interests generate and sustain white ignorance. In turn, this leads to 

the U.S. society slipping into a collective mode of denial of the existence and
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perpetuation of white supremacy in the U.S. federal government. In States of Denial, 

Stanley Cohen explains this occurrence: 

Whole societies are based on forms of cruelty, discrimination, repression, or 

exclusion which are ‘known’ about but never openly acknowledged…distortions 

and self-delusions are most often synchronized…whole societies have mentioned 

and unmentionable rules about what should be openly talked about. You are 

subject to a rule about obeying these rules, but bound also by a meta-rule which 

dictates you deny your knowledge of the original rule. (2001, 10-11, 45) 

Effectually, Cohen is describing American national policy as being governed by an 

epistemology of ignorance. While racial inequity is deemed unfortunate in American 

society, the experience of the Kerner Commission reveals the federal government, 

mirroring and projecting white America, missed opportunities to support beliefs with 

action. Instead of legitimizing the riots and taking their concerns seriously, the federal 

government handed down judgement that the rioters took their democratic agency too 

far and overstepped the systemic powers that be. The rioters’ attempt to reveal the 

epistemological ignorance of the state was not rewarded with the recognition in 

government policy nor expansion of federal government provisions to address racial 

equity. State domination permits the existence of democratic rules, but fails to enable 

them to be acted upon. Cruelty and civility are intertwined in democratic practice, but 

moral code of white supremacy teaches U.S. citizens to suppress subjugation and keep 

the normative traditions in U.S. democracy overt. As Charles Mills explains, “rational
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white perception of their vested group interest in the established racial status quo can 

then be understood as the primary reason for their resistance to change.” (2017, 133) 

Heterogenous democracy is the most important concept risked by domination 

and neoliberalism. The advent of state violence cordons off certain kinds of people, 

leaving only particular populations of similar citizens. This desire to create a uniform 

citizenry undercuts the promise of diversity. It is indeed a longstanding political 

challenge to understand how a country can be self-ruling and also diverse; it has been 

thoroughly analyzed since the 17th century by political philosophers including Spinoza, 

Hobbes, Rousseau, and Marcuse. In democracy, people are both the object and the 

subject of rule. Overcoming neoliberalism means reinstating the power of the state, but 

not just for domination. Instead, the federal government can decenter the perspective 

of the demos by spreading the focus of democratic practices, creating a larger state with 

more institutions, not just control of a unified or monolithic populace. (Saar 2018) This is 

critically important because resistance is borne through the structures that people 

negate. This is where Gillon gets his continuum of information theory right. Diverse 

populations will help the demos become self-conscious to ensure it is not reinforcing 

uniformity. Democracy rests in the power of contestation. Active citizenry is one which 

is rightfully entitled to shape its destiny and rejects pacification. It is a people capable of 

engaging in self-rule to deliver political equality. Neoliberal domination versus 

democracy can be ultimately seen as a conflict between who is responsible for survival. 

As Melinda Cooper (2017) demonstrates, neoliberal devolution puts the federal
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government in control of the family and social state, undercutting the democratic 

promise of citizens cultivating their own power. 

Colonial rule, including the U.S. nation’s foundational participation in the 

transatlantic slave trade, has always intended to be, and succeeded in being, profitable 

for the colonizer. (Scott 1998, 225) But this particular domination happens at the 

turning point toward neoliberalism in the U.S.. The reason white supremacy is so 

important to this examination is because it is a combination of values and profit. The 

Kerner Commission examines a society not just consumed by profit, but driven by 

despair and desperation, what Wendy Brown refers to as “wounded whiteness” and 

“dethroned privilege” to explain that “if white men cannot own democracy, there will 

be no democracy”. (2018) Likewise, as Sheila Smith McKoy asserts, “for people who 

embrace white supremacy and its attendant privileges, the endings of decades, 

centuries, and millennia prompt discussions of societal failures, of technological 

treacheries, of expanding and uncontrollable populations of racial ‘others,’ of a 

disquietness that signals and impending apocalypse.” (2001, 3) 

Part of this apocalypse, importantly, may be related to the treatment of race. As 

James C. Scott underscores, “any substantial state intervention in society…requires the 

invention of units that are visible.” (1998, 183) Liberal democracy demands the visibility 

and pronouncement of race. Federal statecraft negotiates that which is visible, heard, 

and seen, as I will later describe in this chapter with Gillion’s continuum of information 

theory. For whiteness to hold power, whiteness must exist and for blackness to 

subjugated, blackness must exist. Once neoliberalism takes hold, black bodies do not
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simply exist as something which could wind up in a prison cell; they become 

synonymous with prison cells. This is not to suggest that the visibility of race in 

structural procedures means that racial justice is likely within the federal government. 

The moral strength of whiteness proved destructive to the work of the Kerner 

Commission. 

Kerner was sacrificed, in part, because the demands of societal intervention and 

toppling white supremacy was seen as too overwhelming and radical. Changing federal 

policies and rules is much simpler. In regards to structural racism, it is instructive to 

consider the beginning point of political reform—formal structures and rules. As Scott, 

drawing extensively on Sally Folk Moore’s work in Social Facts and Fabrications, 

explains: 

It is far easier for would-be reformers to change the formal structure of an 

institution than to change its practices. Redesigning the lines and boxes in 

an organizational chart is simpler than changing how that organization in 

fact operates. Changing the rules and regulations is simpler than eliciting 

behavior that conforms to them. (1998, 255) 

Bureaucracy fails to capture and represent the complexity of social processes. (Scott 

 
1998, 262) John Stuart Mill’s classic nineteenth century book On Liberty foreshadows 

this conflict, arguing that democracies are prone to the tyranny of the majority: 

By controlling the majority, you can control laws and policies via 

democratically reasonable means. Society can and does execute its own 

mandates; and if it issues wrong mandates instead of right, or any
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mandates at all in things with which it ought not to meddle, it practices a 

social tyranny more formidable than many kinds of political oppression, 

since, though not usually upheld by such extreme penalties, it leaves fewer 

means of escape, penetrating much more deeply into the details of life, and 

enslaving the soul itself. Protection, therefore, against the tyranny of the 

magistrate is not enough; there needs protection also against the tyranny of the 

prevailing opinion and feeling, against the tendency of society to impose, by 

other means than civil penalties, its own ideas and practices as rules of conduct 

on those who dissent from them; to fetter the development and, if possible, 

prevent the formation of any individuality not in harmony with its ways, and 

compel all characters to fashion themselves upon the model of its own. There is 

a limit to the legitimate interference of collective opinion with individual 

independence; and to find that limit, and maintain it against encroachment, is as 

indispensable to a good condition of human affairs as protection against political 

despotism. (Mill 2002, 7) 

In addition to Mill’s aforementioned description of unconstrained popular sovereignty, 

one can also visualize Tocqueville’s image of an ouroboros, a snake eating its own tail, to 

suggest that the same ideas which sustain democracy are those that may destroy 

democracy. “Unless someone (the righteous? the government? the intelligentsia?) can 

control morality and definitively eradicate vile values, it is possible that the citizenry of a 

democratic polity will adopt reprehensible beliefs.” (Kirkpatrick 2008, 64)
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Given the focus on policy implementation, it is understandable that many 

political theorists have attempted to find democratic peace by influencing the political 

system. Political scientist Daniel Gillion’s “continuum of information theory” is a useful 

factor in the analysis of race-oriented policymaking. Gillion defines the operation of his 

theory as follows: 

The unique characteristics of minority political protest provide valuable 

cues to political officials regarding concerns present in racial and ethnic 

minority communities. These cues, in turn, engender greater information 

that afford politicians opportunities to take confident action. The central 

claim of the theory is that the scope of minority protest, driven by the 

social characteristics of political activism, influences the attention of 

government and the direction of governmental action. The scope of 

minority protest also provides informative signals that politicians use to 

vary their responses. (2012, 23-24) 

Gillion’s theory invites consideration of numerous areas. First, Gillion considers 

his theory in the larger context of democratic theory, suggesting that if there is a place 

for minority voices in a democracy, it is likely subordinate to the political preferences of 

the majority, which convey the ‘will of the people’.” (2012, 8) This correlation suggests 

that racial access to participation in government is unequal. It also suggests that the 

political majority is a white majority. Since U.S. government is a representative 

democracy at best, Gillion encourages us to consider which voices and identities are 

being amplified. Additionally, Gillion acknowledges the decline in explicitly race-
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conscious public policy and wonders what explains “the decline in federal government 

policies addressing race.” (2012, 15) In this way, his analysis of racial and ethnic protest 

actions is also useful in tracking how societal actions mirror policy trends in policy, 

suggesting an implicit correlation between a colorblind, post-racial America and a 

federal government nearly devoid of explicit racialized policymaking. Structural racism is 

vital to Gillion’s theory because “the institutions of government and the individuals who 

represent it are the gatekeepers of social change.” (2012, 35) Moreover, recognizing 

that social change is fluid and ever in progress, Gillion considers the effect of changing 

political and social landscapes on political activity. (2012, 24) His theory provides 

guidance in reflecting on how “the changing political environment...influences the type 

of response that government offers.” (2012, 35) If structural racism is to be solved 

within the realm of the federal government, the Kerner Commission needed Gillion’s 

cycle to be proven true. Put simply, the commission needed to show the federal 

government capable of being influenced by minority activism. This requires Gillion’s 

theory to withstand the inclination of the federal government to embrace either 

neoliberalism or the Garrison state. This chapter questions Gillion’s theory, emblematic 

of optimistic theories of democratic activism which suggest that political activism can 

shape structural reforms in the U.S. federal government in the area of racial justice. 

Traditional democratic theory overlooks the turn from race to class that is commonplace 

in neoliberalism and also overlooks the mitigation of human value that is practiced by 

both the Garrison state and the neoliberal state. 

II. Imagining a Garrison State and Eroding Democracy
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The concept of the Garrison State was first introduced in 1941 by political 

sociologist Harold Lasswell. Lasswell defined the Garrison State as “a world in which the 

specialists on violence are the most powerful group in society.” (1941, 455) Simply, the 

Garrison State is a state dominated by the military-industrial complex. It is one in which 

the government does not simply use piecemeal elements of technology, but, instead, is 

fully enmeshed with and dominated by the military. While Lasswell’s article envisioned 

the Garrison state largely connected to foreign entanglements, his theory has since 

been applied to domestic struggles between law enforcement and communities of color 

suggesting a kind of urban warfare or guerrilla government. 

The Kerner Commission examined the role of the state in managing civil unrest. 

While the final report tones down the emphasis on police brutality, and policing more 

broadly, for a greater emphasis on poverty and inequality, the academic researchers on 

the Commission do not. In their shadow report, “The Harvest of American Racism,” they 

devote a large portion of the final chapter entitled America on the Brink: White Racism 

and Black Rebellion to what they subtitle as The Future America: A Garrison State? 

Instead of embracing positive reforms and undoing structural racism—what head writer 

Robert Shellow and his team call “highly accelerated racial change” (Harvest 2018, 

102)—Harvest outlines a path in which the federal government deploys “harsh and 

ruthless repression of the Negro movement.” (Harvest 2018, 102) As they describe, this 

would feature: “the arrest of major radical leaders, the slaughter of great numbers of 

people during a riot, the ‘setting of examples’ a la military occupations (i.e., blowing up 

houses where snipers are believed to exist), the stationing of large military units within
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cities on ready call to quell any sign of disturbance.” (Harvest 2018, 102-3) It is 

significant to this dissertation that they also add a qualifier the to the sustenance of 

their Garrison state which Lasswell did not include in his original theory. Harvest notes 

that the above list “will be effective in maintaining some semblance of order in a society 

in which different racial groups genuinely hate each other.” (Harvest 2018, 103) They 

proceed to underscore the structural racism innate in a Garrison state when they 

predict that “very likely, the millions of young Negroes will not passively accept a white 

garrison state….preferring to die on their feet, rather than living on their knees, they 

will, a la guerrilla movements in other developing areas, go underground, surfacing 

periodically to engage in terrorist activities.” (Harvest 2018, 103) This is not the path 

Harvest suggests going down; they state that “it will be a tragedy if such a solution is 

adopted since the central characteristic of these youth is that they are motivated by a 

strong sense of idealism as far as American values are concerned.” (Harvest 2018, 103) 

It is intriguing to note here that there is no discussion of what white youth are 

motivated by nor how they would react to the implementation of a Garrison state. 

Presumably, this is because the researchers feel white America is complicit with this 

pathway. This seems borne out in the final paragraph of the Harvest report: “There is 

still time for one nation to make a concerted attack on the racism that persists in its 

midst. If not, then Negro youth will continue to attack white racism on their own. The 

harvest of racism will be the end of the American dream.” (Harvest 2018, 108) This idea 

that black youth are going at the gargantuan task of racial justice alone evokes the 

destruction of the demos. The encroachment of neoliberalism into modern democracy
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weakens the civic space so urgently needed in democracy. In political scientist Fred 

 
Lee’s 2018 book on Extraordinary Racial Politics, he observes that: The 

problem of the civil rights legacy is not that the successful 

institutionalization of administration is necessarily detrimental to the 

revolutionary spirit, but that the failure to institutionalize local participation into 

the constitution definitely is. What modern democratic polities need is not only 

better administrative arenas, but more arenas in which populations can ‘people’ 

themselves. (68) 

It seems Lee’s push for space to “‘people’ themselves” would also minimize the fear of 

the other that seems implicitly rampant in a Garrison state. As Caleb Smith describes, an 

opportunity to overcome the sustaining of a colony within a nation would help to erode 

the role that violence and prisons play in the American imagination in which blacks live 

inside the geographic bounds but are alien to the body politic. (2009, 44) 

The crisis of liberal democracy today is that neoliberalism is making the very 

thing of democracy itself untenable. As Wendy Brown describes in the first chapter of 

her landmark 2015 book Undoing the Demos, neoliberalism replaces all vestiges of the 

public-oriented homo politicus with the market-rational homo economicus. Brown 

introduces this dichotomy to demonstrate the threat of competition and capital as the 

sole, primary organizers of all life. She attempts to illustrate the worst-case scenario of 

the public sphere being hollowed out through neoliberal forces. In conjunction to my 

dissertation, it is useful to note that the Kerner Commission occurred at a key national 

political turning point away from liberalism and toward neoliberalism. The national shift
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from the civil rights decade of 1958-1968 to the following decades of law and order 

demonstrates the transition and risk Brown illustrates. At the time of the Kerner 

Commission, police homicide of citizens, arguably the worst form of police brutality, was 

un(der)examined by the federal government. As Paul Takagi’s observes in his 1974 study 

of “A Garrison State in ‘Democratic’ Society,” Kerner’s companion 1967 task force, 

President Johnson’s Task Force on the police, did not devote a single line the issue of 

police homicide of citizens. (Takagi 2014, 121) Yet, Takagi makes an important 

contribution to radical criminology by uncovering a steady increase in police homicide of 

males, aged ten or over, between 1962-1968, yet the rate of death did not change for 

police officers during this same period. Takagi does not reference the Kerner 

Commission, but it seems probable that the increase in male deaths during this time 

period is likely attributable to the police killings of black male protesters, given the 

Kerner report’s corroboration that police brutality triggered hundreds of riots. Indeed, 

as Takagi notes, “black men have been killed by the police at a rate some nine or ten 

times higher than that for white men.” (2014, 123) Because Takagi does not explicitly 

examine the Kerner Commission, or civil rights in any substantive detail, the reader does 

not know how to explain the coincidental timing between increased civil rights activities 

and black rights alongside higher rates of police brutality. Is police brutality an example 

of resentment? Are individually bigoted people drawn to the role of police officer? 

These kinds of questions are important to fully understand the statistical change, but fall 

outside of the purview of this chapter. I will turn, instead, to the direct concern of how
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the police killings shape our ability to track changes away from democracy and toward a 

neoliberal, Garrison state. 

The surge of police killings during the Kerner Commission’s examination 

connects to neoliberalism and Garrison state because it demonstrates how the state 

thinks of managing black bodies in urban areas. According to one study: 

In cities across the country, the infamous ghettos are now deemed to be 

prime real estate, and the state under the powers of eminent domain claims 

these areas for finance capitalism for high-rise buildings, condominiums, 

trade complexes, and entertainment centers ostensibly for the ‘people.’ 

Under what has been called urban redevelopment, the police are present to 

quiet individual and especially organized protest and dissent, and the full 

powers of the state are employed to evict, dispossess, and humiliate. 

(Takagi 2014, 129) 

 
Urban areas not only concentrated capital in the 1960s, but it explains the rationale 

behind administrative laws that seek to discipline and control the labor force. The 

seeming economic motivations behind firm policing serve to advance the neoliberal line 

by turning urban residents into products, not citizens. The Kerner Commission noted the 

degrading impact of policing practices. In the final report’s discussion of policing 

practices, they cite Commission witnesses who stated that the police regularly practiced 

physical abuse, contemptuous and degrading verbal abuse, harassment of interracial 

couples, dispersal of social street gatherings, and stopping of Negroes on foot or in cars 

without obvious basis. All of these served, the Commission states, “to strip the Negro of
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the one thing that he may have left—his dignity, the question of being a man.” (Report 

 
1968, 303) The erasure of personhood was not simply a practice by whites unto blacks. 

Blacks also seem to suggest a moral vacuum of whiteness, suggesting they cannot be 

reasoned with beyond materiality, effectually turning whiteness into property. 

The Commissioners’ visits to riot-torn cities around the country was galvanizing. 

Not only did they witness firsthand dire and unsanitary conditions, but they also 

interviewed rioters who were forthright in their disillusionment and anger at the 

country. During one visit to Cincinnati, Ohio, a young Presbyterian minister who held a 

degree from Columbia University told the commission: “Look, man, we’re hip to you 

white people. We know… it’s no good trying to appeal to your morals; you’ve shown you 

don’t have any morals. The only thing you believe in is your property—that’s what this 

country is all about, baby—so we are going to burn it down.” (Driver 2018, para. 13) Not 

only does this quote help to show the foundational presence of neoliberalism in the 

country, but it demonstrates the interconnection between society and federal practice. 

The federal government’s persistent practice of structural racism helps to demonstrate 

how institutional racism is inextricably connected with societal values. 

III. Neoliberal Turn: From Human as Citizen to Human as Capital 
 

The influence of neoliberalism in the 1970s onward indicated a turn from race to 

class. For example, when the New York Times editorial board issued a call to white 

America to recognize “legitimate grievances and brutal injustices that pose the 

fundamental threat to civil peace and national unity,” it was framed not in a sense of 

the responsibility for racial supremacy, but through the lens of economic privilege. The
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Times observed that because “white people of this country command and create most 

of its wealth, they must be willing to bear the greater part of the economic burden 

required to realize this program [the Kerner Commission report].” (New York Times, July 

30, 1967) 

 
The U.S. legal and political system is lauded as among the best in the world. 

(Feagin 2013, 142) Yet, the relationship between neoliberalism and race is widely cited 

as instigating and entrenching practices of racial inequality despite democratic ideals 

and American exceptionalism. On the one hand, this may seem illogical given that, at 

least on definition alone, neoliberal projects do not demand any direct correlation with 

race given that their primary interest is in state conformity with market priorities. 

(Fording, Schram, and Soss, 132) However, in practice neoliberal practices are often 

closely connected to poverty, welfare, and criminal justice in the U.S., and, thereby, to 

race. Neoliberal politics reveal an intersectionality between race, class, and gender, but 

as Fording, Schram, and Soss explain, “racialized understandings of the poor were 

integral to the ‘conditions of possibility’ that enabled the shift toward a neoliberal 

paternalist system of poverty governance.” (2011, 133) They continue to observe how 

practices of “othering” and a “politics of disgust” helped reinforce racialized bias against 

“an undeserving, irresponsible underclass.” (2011, 133) While neoliberalism does not 

target communities of color alone, and although it seems difficult to argue neoliberalism 

instilled new prejudices, it did further engrain existing ones by creating coded language 

with new policy goals seemingly unrooted in racial inequality. Social welfare is one 

example of how organizational structure and policy tools shaped by neoliberal systems
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impact the treatment of racial identities. (Fording, Schram, and Soss 2011, 154) As the 

remainder of this chapter describes, other scholars have been more explicit in this 

exploration of overt messaging and hidden meanings. 

“Race traitor” activist Noel Ignatiev discusses how the relationship between 

capitalism and race in the U.S. functions to further entrench whiteness. Ignatiev notes 

that on its face, “capital itself is color-blind, and the capitalist system, as such, 

recognizes nothing but atomized individuals acting independently in the market.” (1997, 

 
608) However, in the U.S. capital meets up with race which is “central to the system of 

social control” which Ignatiev argues produces dramatic results. (Ignatiev 1997, 608). 

The fusion of race and capitalism in the US “leads some workers to settle for being 

‘white’ when they could, with some effort, be free.” (Ignatiev 1997, 609) Importantly, 

here, he is not merely speaking to communities of color or the historical trajectory of 

certain populations (like the Irish or Italian) into whiteness. Instead, Ignatiev is 

presenting an additional approach to racial equity. Like others, Ignatiev finds the 

existing racial paradigm of the U.S. state fundamentally flawed, but his interest in 

reform stems more from a belief that there is only one human race, not that a different 

economic or political system would better achieve racial equity among various racial 

and ethnic population groups. Accordingly, Ignatiev’s “strategy seeks to bring together a 

determined minority, willing to defy white rules so flagrantly they make it impossible to 

pretend that all those who look white are loyal to the system of racial oppression.” 

(1997, 611) In this way, Ignatiev seeks to topple the existing racial discourse which 

dominates the U.S. political system. It could be argued that Ignatiev’s philosophy of
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human rights is incompatible with this chapter’s implicit exclusive interest in the U.S. 

nation; in other words, it could be that cosmopolitan approaches, at least 

philosophically, exist in tension with nationalistic, nation-state centric ones. While this 

has merit, Ignatiev’s cautionary claims remain relevant for U.S. citizens to consider when 

advancing moral arguments about political virtue in the face of troubling economic 

practices which conflict and pose real-world problems of oppression for about half, and 

soon-to-be majority, of its demographic population. What began as a black versus white 

conflict with the Kerner Commission uprisings has become an identity epidemic. “Today, 

no group in America feels comfortably dominant. Every group feels attacked, pitted 

against each other not just for jobs and spoils but for the right to define the nation’s 

identity. In these conditions, democracy devolves into zero-sum group competition— 

pure political tribalism.” (Chua 2018, 177) In this scenario, the Garrison state of 

militarized and violent control is replaced with the all-out removal of public support 

whereby it becomes probable that maybe even white people will not benefit from 

public services. 

 
Because the Kerner Commission was so invested in writing a report that 

heralded a Marshall Plan for racial equity in the urban centers of the U.S., it overlooked 

the ironic, destructive power of white supremacy. Protecting whiteness as a moral 

code—in other words, preserving whiteness in structural governance at the expense of 

restructuring the federal government to be more racially equitable—ultimately 

sacrifices whiteness and everything else in its path. Instead of requiring a shock or 

disaster to demolish public infrastructures, only a sense of economic austerity and fear
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of a racialized other is necessary. (Dolgon 2017, 226) Unknowingly, the Kerner 

Commission became a pivot point for white nationalism that become galvanized by 

Garrison state police reforms and a neoliberally motivated attack on democratic reforms 

which embraced the creation of the Kerner Commission in the first place. 

Scapegoating of refugees, migrants, and people of color reflect racial hostility 

which is stoked by the sense of scarcity and insecurity produced by the policies that flow 

from a neoliberal economic doctrine, including tax cuts for the rich, slashed social 

services, and unstable employment. (Taylor 2018, 117) These elements demonstrate the 

replacement of the demos with the ethnos, symbolizing a decline in the belief of a 

democracy which works for everyone and the erosion of the rule of law. As Astra Taylor 

summarizes Arendt in The Origins of Totalitarianism, “it is only within the boundaries of 

the nation that the people, as an ethnos, have historically secured political rights 

associated with citizenship, thereby making them a demos.” (2018, 117) When the riots 

rebuked the rampant white supremacy in U.S. democracy, white politicians 

demonstrated the moral weight of white supremacy and preserved their European 

nationality above democracy. The feeling of being threatened and choosing the 

advancement of the ethnos over the demos is consistent with the spirit of Arendt’s 

observation that “people cling to their nationality all the more desperately when they 

have lost the rights and protection that such nationality once gave them.” (1972, 300) 

This observation also risks the creation of an even more dramatic separation between 

the races, since blacks may also choose to cling to their nationality more strongly. The 

more whites and blacks remain diametrically opposed in their tactical practice of
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democracy, the more the demos is eroded and the state is hollowed out. Solidarity can 

only exist when the state and the nation are explicitly distinguished so as to find new 

and better ways of creating unity and common identity. 

One glaring omission in the Kerner Commission is that they never consider the 

quest for racial justice a human right. Human rights are never discussed and white 

supremacy is isolated as a country-specific phenomena. While human rights are a 

controversial idea, I would suggest that aligning racial justice with human rights might 

have more readily associated racial justice with strivings for humanity. The Kerner 

Commission could have viewed racism as an attack on human rights, not just on black 

people. Likewise, the Commission could have viewed white supremacy as a kind of 

empire in which whiteness holds global hegemonic weight and needs to be combatted 

by all institutions—domestic or otherwise—which entrench and preserve the high 

stakes of whiteness. Afterall, at start of their landmark report, the Kerner Commission 

famously declared: 

What white Americans have never fully understood—but what the Negro 

can never forget—is that white society is deeply implicated in the ghetto. 

White institutions created it, white institutions maintain it, and white 

society condones it. (Report 1968, 2) 

By this indictment, the Commission report indicts white institutional spaces as 

perpetually reproducing white privilege by distributing institutional power along racial 

lines, normalizing whiteness, and installing organizational and cultural practices that 

justify white dominance. In short, “the contemporary state reproduces white
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dominance by design.” (Bracey II 2015, 561) While the Kerner Commission understands 

the guiding role whiteness plays in the operation of the federal government, the 

inability of the commissioners to forecast the nation’s place as a political and economic 

power—and the role that race, poverty, and civil unrest play in shaping them—is a 

missed opportunity. 

Arguably, to grapple with the role of neoliberalism in contemporary racial 

politics, U.S. society must grapple with the process of maintaining the power of 

whiteness on a domestic as well as global level. Perhaps this is an unfair critique of the 

Commission given that neoliberalism was not nearly as powerful a force in democratic 

governance as it is today. But even if neoliberalism was not at the forefront of their 

reasoning, it is hard to overlook the historic weight race has played in the formation of 

U.S. society and global society writ large. “As a process, always in motion, whiteness 

embodies a structural position of historical global wealth accumulation and political 

economic power that reproduces itself through contemporary structural practice.” 

(Christian 2018, 11) Moreover, it is worth questioning if the national order can 

fundamentally address any racial injustice alone. If whiteness is a global superpower, 

and problems of racism undergird arguably all nation-states, will any country-specific 

reform on race do any more than manifest a slight fracture to the body of whiteness. 

This question might explain why some civil rights activists have sought a larger stage for 

their work and tried to connect race rights with human rights.  Perhaps the most famous 

example of this is the NAACP drafting a brief explaining the status of blacks in America. 

This document, drafted by W.E.B DuBois, called “An Appeal to the World: A Statement
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of Denial of Human Rights to Minorities in the Case of Citizens of Negro Descent in the 

U.S. of America and an Appeal to the United Nations for Redress,” was submitted to the 

United Nations human rights division in 1947 and sought to get to the U.N. to endorse 

racial equality and bring an end to the colonial era. DuBois was a member of a three- 

person delegation from the NAACP that attended the conference in San Francisco. 

(Lewis 1994, 656) Likewise, in more recent times, contemporary struggles have again led 

racial justice activists to the U.N.. Many of the riots which have erupted after police 

shootings of unarmed black men remain galvanizing issues. For example, after the 

Ferguson, MO, incident, in which a grand jury decided not to indict police officer Darren 

Wilson for shooting and killing unarmed 18-year-old Michael Brown, Brown’s parents 

testified to the U.N. commission which criticize the U.S. for police brutality, military 

interrogations, and excessive use of force by law enforcement. (Worland 2014) 

Similar to these forms of activism with human rights and transnational advocacy, 

the Kerner Commission was immersed in legitimizing the work of the rioters as active 

members of the demos. The country’s conception of the demos is a vital component 

enabling democratic spirit or neoliberal activity. “The demos is a people which already 

views itself as a people, a distinct body of human beings who belong decisively together. 

Democracy requires a demos. It requires one conceptually if it is to be a coherent idea. 

It requires one semantically if it is to be a noncontradictory description of a possible 

historical segment of the world. More formidably, it requires one entirely practically if it 

is to come into existence and persist over time in the world.” (Dunn 2014, 24) Is there a 

general will of the people regarding race, racism, and white supremacy? When
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whiteness functions as a kind of moral code in the US federal government, this siphons 

off sectors of the demos and divides the populace in ways that erode democracy. If 

“under democracy, the demos ultimately authorizes (or deauthorizes) law, and it 

monitors and adjudicates the claims of reason to interpret what the law is and what it 

requires,” (Dunn 2014, 32) then a fractured demos via the conquest of white supremacy 

is problematic for how the law is carried out. 

Hannah Arendt shapes the understanding of property in a way that is productive 

to thinking about how the demos could operate in a more just fashion. “That rights are a 

kind of property that individuals own is arguably the most basic assumption underlying 

the modern conception of rights.” This is to understand having rights not so much as a 

sense of possession, but, rather, as an ongoing and collective project of creating 

community. (DeGooyer et al 2018, 17) Importantly, Arendt specifies this work can only 

happen amongst equals. She writes that “our political life rests on the assumption that 

we can produce equality through organization, because man can act in and change and 

build a common world together with his equals and only with his equals.” (Arendt 1972, 

301) White supremacy drives a wedge in the demos and treats all non-white races as 

inferior. But Arendt offers a potential pathway out of such oppressive practices. 

Consider that 

When rights are considered not as possessions, but as part of political projects of 

creating certain kinds of political worlds, rights claims and demands appear 

neither as the most important politics of equality, nor simply as imperial 

oppression, but rather as one component of a more diverse repertoire of
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political attempts to create equality—and one which, like other kinds of politics, 

may stand in tension with equality and help to achieve it. (Maxwell 2018, 57) 

Embracing and enacting rights may not always promote harmony, but equality cannot 

be fulfilled without testing and challenging oppressive authority. As counterintuitive as 

it may seem, the greater the political tension, the closer toward a true demos the nation 

may be. 

The tragedy of the Kerner Commission is how close the nation might have been 

toward enacting a more just nation. Instead of the riots spurring a new kind of political 

world, they fell victim to what Wendy Brown cautions against in States of Injury (1995) 

when she argues that rights politics in general exercise a homogenizing, normalizing 

force on resistance politics that might otherwise serve as fertile terrain of alternative 

ways of doing politics. The danger here is that the structural racism which rioters were 

protesting essentially remains intact, despite seemingly overt repudiations of injustice 

or oppression. Such state domination can be seen, as just one example, in voting. The 

Voting Rights Act of 1965 is commonly cited as putting an end to the blatantly racist, 

overt, and appallingly brutal methods that had been used to keep blacks from the ballot 

box. Old tactics included poll taxes, literacy tests, lynching, stalking, and murder. Today, 

voter suppression tactics are more technocratic and often appear to be race-neutral. 

They include things like restrictive voter ID laws, ending same-day voter registration, 

and voter dilution through redistricting. Campaign finance regulations and corporate 

spending as political speech arguably have an even more profound disenfranchising 

impact on blacks when compounded with the aforementioned tactics. While blacks and
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women now have the right to vote, whether they really have any meaningful rights is 

debatable since their market value remains so limited. This limited form of active 

citizenship invites a deeper discussion of how the federal government leaves the 

possibility open to engage in harsher forms of social control, including a Garrison state. 

IV. Saving a Vulnerable Democracy 
 

There is always a circular relationship between society and governance in 

democracy. After all, forms of government are not freestanding institutional structures 

that stand or fall with the identity and socioeconomic properties of those who populate 

them. They are also always elaborated imaginative proposals, certainly embodied in 

complex organizational arrangements and staged by varyingly active human denizens, 

but extensively dependent throughout for their stability or vulnerability on the inherent 

imaginative plausibility of what they propose. (Dunn 2014, 29) Democracy is an ever- 

fragile political system given the involvement of human actors who can continuously 

reshape, rebuff, and reconcile governmental action. In this chapter, I urge for the 

preservation of democracy’s promise, unencumbered the actions of a Garrison state or 

neoliberal forces which make overcoming the weight of white supremacy a luxury the 

system cannot afford. I support a democratic system which values individual and 

societal protest because I deem it to hold greater promise to achieve racial equality than 

a democratic system that monetizes and catalogues people as products or one which 

polices, objectifies, surveils, and brutalizes entire segments of the nation. In order to 

save democracy from being fully consumed by neoliberalism, we must recognize where 

democracy as a political idea can still help us to judge better and where it can only
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deepen confusion. I think the answer lies in confronting the white moral code as a 

political decision-making tool. Political theorist John Dunn explains that: 

If there was a way to determine conclusively what should be done, by anyone or 

everyone, to allocate human life chances across the world, that way would carry 

authority against any possible form of government as well as against every actual 

government already loose in the world. But there is no such way, and in its 

absence, what we most need political categories for is to police and direct the 

governments we do have to decide and act less harmfully than they have yet 

learned how to.” (2014, 143) 

Before the country concedes to neoliberalism or a Garrison state, we should figure out 

what to demand from democracy. 

Essential democratic values, such as equality and due process, are threatened by 

market-driven exclusions. David Harvey discusses the spike in the 1970s, on the heels of 

the Kerner Commission, of what he calls “accumulation by dispossession” which often 

takes the form of “appropriation of national assets (including natural resources such as 

water, minerals, and airwaves); privatization (the conversion of common, collective, and 

public property into exclusive assets); and financialization, including but not limited to 

sovereign debt and the credit system (access to credit has compensated for shrinking 

wages as well as the debt-financing of what should be universal public goods such as 

housing and education.” (2003, 34) These practices disproportionately impact 

communities of color.
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Neoliberalism shreds public forums and exchange of ideas that are not deemed 

economically efficient. Given this, the Kerner Commission shows that democracy must 

be more open and creative in enabling democratic expression. Much like Gillion’s 

“continuum of information” theory, in their influential book Democracy and 

Disagreement, political theorists Amy Gutmann and Dennis Thompson discuss the need 

for deliberation throughout the political process in what they call “middle democracy” 

(1996, 12). They argue that the country needs “a conception of democracy that secures 

a central place for moral discussion in political life.” (Gutmann and Thompson 1996, 1) 

This means we must be equally concerned about strivings for progress and the process 

of democracy in everyday life, in communities around the nation, that influence the final 

decisions and policies enacted by the government. Moral deliberation is important 

because “the moral authority of collective judgements about policy depends in part on 

the moral quality of the process by which citizens collectively reach those judgements.” 

(Gutmann and Thompson 1996, 4) A collective project like US democracy requires 

citizens to engage in shared deliberation. Since “political decisions are collectively 

binding…they should therefore be justifiable, as far as possible, to everyone bound by 

them.” (Gutmann and Thompson 1996, 13) Afterall, as Gutmann and Thompson ask, “if 

democracy must be moral at its foundation and it its outcomes, then should it not also 

be moral within its everyday processes?” (1996, 40) Deliberation helps to reveal the 

ways in which various groups of people may possess different interpretations, 

regardless of the principle. (Gutmann and Thompson 1996, 35) Importantly to conflicts 

of racial justice, “when citizens deliberate in democratic politics, they express and
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respect their status as political equals even as they continue to disagree about 

important matters of public policy.” (Gutmann and Thompson 1996, 18) Respect is 

important to the civil rights movement where blacks are often conceived as unequal, 

subhuman, or even animalistic. Furthermore, the process of deliberation is important to 

securing a more social just democracy because 

A majoritarian electoral system that does not provide special protections for 

disadvantaged minorities is likely to produce unjust results because the interests 

of advantaged groups will continue to be more effectively represented. Judicial 

protections are not enough because they protect only some basic liberties and 

opportunities.” (Gutmann and Thompson 1996, 152) 

Democratic practices should provide deliberative mechanisms for effective recognition 

and representation of the distinct voices and perspectives in oppressed constituencies. 

By providing voice and recognition to minority citizens, effective deliberation can 

enhance moral rather than competitive equilibriums in a democratic society. While this 

may be inadequate to surmount white supremacy in the U.S. federal government, it 

may ensure greater equality in preferences that could slowly chisel away at the ability 

for whiteness to function as a moral code in the US federal government. Deliberation 

will help to make race more overt and explicit in the democratic process, a crucial way 

to reject neoliberalism’s entrenchment of marketization of bodies and the colorblind 

erasure of race. As Justice Harry Blackmun wrote, “in order to get beyond racism, we 

must first take account of race.” (quoted in Guttman and Thompson 1996, 407)
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The way we deliberate about race is vitally important to the strength of our 

democracy. Despite the explosion of news reports and gossip about the summer of 

rioting, it was not ubiquitous in black communities. It seemed like that because, in our 

society, blacks are viewed as a group; they view themselves as a group and their identity 

is in large part determined by membership in the group. Thus, even if only a portion of 

the community was engaged in overt rioting, all individuals who were black were 

perceived as rioters. (Fiss 1977, 148) This example demonstrates the unconscious social 

forces at play in structuring our institutional discriminations. “Social structure refers to 

the way social positions, social roles, and networks of social relationships are arranged 

in our institutions.” (Wilson 2015, 4) Specifically, two types of structural forces 

contribute directly to unequal racial group outcomes: social acts and social processes. 

(Wilson 2015, 5) Social acts refers to individual behavior(s) within society while social 

processes refers to the apparatus of society that exists to promote relations among 

members of a larger group. Social processes also include ideologies about group 

differences which are embedded in organizational arrangements. While these two 

elements are distinct, they often work in concert. As William Julius Wilson asserts, 

“racist attitudes gain their power mainly through incorporation into social structures.” 

(153) Structures can be created and reinforced by cultural forces. 

Commission politics are a major contributor to sustained structural racism. 

Perhaps the best-known example of this in the Kerner Commission is the staff versus 

commissioner tension surrounding the “Harvest of American Racism” draft. Compiled by 

the social scientists employed by the Kerner Commission, they never intended Harvest
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to be taken as a final product when they thought it was clearly a draft, but it was 

interpreted as final. This devastated the social scientists who felt like their credibility 

was undermined by people perceiving them as unaware that the necessary 

substantiation was missing behind the theoretical analysis. Harvest was rejected, the 

Commission decided against a release of an interim report, and 100 staff were fired. 

This led the commission to believe that the staff was going to go in a more conservative 

direction and ignore the academic researchers findings which further a tension between 

staff and academic researchers and established tension between scientific and political 

legitimacy underscoring the endemic of structural racism being seen as something 

which profits the political majority and undermines minority viewpoints. (Lipsky and 

Olson 1968, 15-17) Political legitimacy is especially important to understanding the work 

of the Kerner Commission. Kerner faulted white racism as the primal cause for the riots. 

This sensational claim made the Kerner Commission one of the most famous 

commissions in US history. But there is little in the actual commission report to back it 

up given the minimal criticism of national-level programs. This seeming contradiction is 

deliberate, and underscores the challenges of race and democracy. As Lipsky and Olson 

report, “the commission explicitly decided to produce a moral statement on the evils of 

racism and implicitly agreed not to specify the institutions perpetuating the condemned 

racism.” (1968, 17) Given the repeated examples of racial inequity, highlighted dozens 

of times in the report on a myriad of areas like employment, housing, welfare, 

education, and crime, but only one mention in the introduction of white racism, it 

seems clear the commission intended for the growing gulf between white and black—
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or, in other words, the report’s famous phrase that the U.S. was “moving toward two 

societies, one black, one white—separate and unequal”—to be the main focus of 

national reforms. (Lipsky and Olson 1968, 17) The commission commonly invoked 

beliefs in the American creed, like equality and integration. (Lipsky and Olson 1968, 19) 

Likewise, as I have previously discussed in the chapter on state violence, the final 

sentence of the commission’s report on Negro protest seeks to align riots with 

democratic protest, not gratuitous destruction. “Negro protest for the most part has 

been firmly rooted in the values of American society, seeking not their destruction, but 

their fulfillment.” Without the same level of moral weight to racism, the Kerner 

Commission problematizes American democracy without a compelling solution. Racism 

cannot be separated out from U.S. democracy, and the virtues espoused in the 

commission report ring hollow without an understanding of the racist practices 

enmeshed in the country’s policies and practices.
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Chapter 6 
America’s Choice: Racial Equality or Preserving White Supremacy 

 
It is now more than fifty years after the Kerner Commission, but many of the 

same struggles remain. Significant social, economic, and demographic changes have 

emerged and further complicated discussions about racism and racial equality in the 

U.S.. In 1993, surviving commission members gathered to mark the report’s twenty-fifth 

anniversary, but found little to celebrate. Their grave prediction about America moving 

toward two societies, separate and unequal, was being proven accurate. Slashed federal 

direct aid to cities, the rise in neoconservative values which argued for smaller 

government and a return to so-called “traditional values”, and a belief that government 

programs preempted the function of family, church, school, and neighborhood 

organization have—for decades—shifted the focus away from racial equality and 

helping the poor. The Kerner Commission accurately predicted that white flight would 

lead to poorer cities, fewer resources to deal with urban ills, and a shift in political 

power in America. 

In many ways, this dissertation has revealed the evolution of how a state gets a 

handle on the society. The Kerner Commission believed that the nation would be so 

galvanized by the horrors and information in the report that the government would 

summon the will to achieve racial equality. In the closing pages of the report, the 

commissioners wrote, “From every American it will require new attitudes, new 

understanding, and new will.” The commissioners overlooked the power of white 

supremacy in both constructing willpower in American society and contributing to
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structural gridlock in government. Instead of being shocked into action, white suburban 

voters, along with liberal and moderate politicians in both major parties, turned into 

tough proponents of law and order. This dissertation has shown that it is vital for 

American’s to acknowledge, own, engage, and conquer their complicity in perpetuating 

structural racism. Complicity is not meant to isolate guilty players in a democratic 

system nor to embrace calls for heftier white guilt. Recognizing complicity in sustaining 

structural racism is intended to cultivate a stronger democratic spirit. U.S. democracy is 

a collective project, as I stated in chapter two, and we need to stop pitting races against 

each other. The American project is not diminished by additional allocations of equality; 

in fact, our wholeness is only realized when the country extends structural justice to all 

identities. We need to see adversaries as fellow Americans, engaged in a shared 

experience. Amy Chua calls this a “common enterprise” and Christopher Kutz calls it a 

“collective project”. (2018, 207; 2000, 11) 

In democratic theory, it is imperative to understood where the critique of 

democracy lies as well as the forces, like neoliberalism and violence, which threaten 

democratic vitality. While I am skeptical of the country’s ability to fulfill racial equity and 

overcome structural racism, I do not doubt the authenticity of the virtue of equality in 

the first place. After all, “there is a world of difference between saying that America has 

failed to live up to its own ideals, with egregious injustice persisting today, and saying 

that the principles supposedly uniting us are just smoke screens to disguise oppression.” 

(Chua 2018, 204) I do not see the democratic aims of the U.S. as perfunctory futile; 

rather, I place my critiques in this dissertation in the realm of a country which has never
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been liberatory or truly democratic. The Kerner Commission is a gateway into what it 

would take for the federal government to nurture authentic governmentality. 

In 1993, when the commissioners gathered in Albany, New York, under the 

auspices of the Nelson A. Rockefeller Institute of Government, hosted by Richard 

Nation, the associate director of program research for the Kerner Commission, they 

reflected on the twenty-five years of progress—or, mostly, lack thereof. Kerner 

Commission Vice-Chair John Lindsay surmised that “the 60s and 70s seem to have left us 

exhausted. Americans seem to believe that if we don’t think about cities, poverty, and 

minorities, and try to avoid them, maybe, hopefully, they will go away.” (Lindsay 1993) 

This interest in poverty and the dynamics of urban versus suburban American politics 

revealed a shift in perspective. Where the Kerner Commission had blamed white racism 

for racial inequality and the problems of the urban poor, in the late 1970s, many were 

beginning to reassess that claim in exchange for a greater focus on class differences. 

This trend is perhaps most pointedly marked by the work of famed sociologist William 

Julius Wilson who argued in his 1978 book The Declining Significance of Race for a 

refocused liberal perspective that emphasized structural changes in the economy and 

not racism for explaining the persistence of poverty among blacks. Moreover, according 

to Steve Gillon, Wilson criticized the Kerner Commission for failing to account for 

growing class divisions within the black community (2018, 305). It is true that Kerner did 

not concern itself with in-group racial politics as much as they did intra-group politics, 

but it is hardly fair to suggest that Kerner was not aware of class status differences. 

Kerner spent thousands of dollars, conducted numerous field visits to  riot-torn cities,
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and closely examined the composition of rioters and responses of community members 

to the riots. While the riots were led by educated blacks, there were others— 

still among blacks, but the more upper class, professional, or educated—who were less 

likely to riot (Report 1968, 116-135). This invites us to understand how race is 

performed in democracy and the ways in which civic engagement is treated, shaped, 

and suppressed by democratic practices in different racial communities. Class 

undoubtedly helps to complicate democratic practices around racial identity, but to 

understand the potential of democracy in a country with an inextricably bound politics 

to race, there is no—and indeed, there ought to be no—justification for escaping our 

empire’s most central, vexing challenge. 

It would be a mistake to try to understand the Kerner Commission, and more 

importantly, the promise of democratic liberalism, as fundamentally anything but an 

issue of race. Race remains as complex and divisive as ever in 2018. There are many 

reflections of this in American politics and society today. First, the battle for scarce 

urban resources has repeatedly provoked racial tensions not only between whites and 

blacks, but also increasingly inclusive of Latinx, Asian, and Native American populations. 

Additionally, there has been a surge in authoritarian politics rooted in white supremacist 

and nationalist oriented rhetorical which have come to brand some white people as 

forgotten Americans, wounded whites, or an aggrieved class. Residential segregation 

and housing discrimination remain significant hurdles to equal quality of life. 

Immigration and border control debates are dominant topics in political debates from 

local elections to the presidency. These debates are motivated, in part, by fears from
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some white Americans that new immigrants steal jobs from native workers, worries 

about cohesiveness with American culture, and questions about the ability of the 

country to absorb and assimilate newcomers. These changes and fears have hardened 

many whites to accepting measures that would benefit racial and ethnic minorities. 

As these contemporary scenarios reveal, we cannot ignore race, or try to move 

into a post-racial society. The Kerner Commission made it clear that race must remain 

visible. Erasing race does not make structures in the U.S. federal government devoid of 

racism. Instead, removing race from the discourse simply treats the white race as 

natural, normal, and positions it as the central power holder. Removing race from 

discourse does not remove the power of whiteness; it simply leaves underrepresented 

racial groups without a means to share governance and power. Race, democracy, and 

morality are always connected. “Morality—or, more precisely, the sharp jab of a 

perceived injustice that brings cries of violation, rights, and fairness to the force—has 

had an uneasy relationship with civic participation in democratic politics.” (Kirkpatrick 

2008, 91) One of the most unexamined lessons of the Kerner Commission is that the 

lines we have drawn between social identity, personal values, and democratic 

engagement are basically fake, and even worse, they prevent the nation from achieving 

racial equality. Kerner invites us to rethink democratic theory by bravely putting 

whiteness and the nation’s political baggage on the table as well as to own our 

structural imbalance, collectively, and move forward, together by using democratic 

spaces and processes that embrace discursive reasoning rather than using militarized 

techniques which embrace controlling and arming the body.
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Explosive racial incidents between the police, military industrial complex, and 

the prison industrial complex continue to ignite public debate about the role of race in 

American democracy. Many protests of the last few years can be traced back to 2014 

when an unarmed black teenager named Michael Brown was murdered by a white 

police officer in Ferguson, Missouri, in August. Out of the protests that followed 

demands to promote social change, a new influential movement was formed—Black 

Lives Matter. In 2015, a Pew Research Center poll found that fifty percent of Americans 

viewed race relations as a big problem (Clement 2015). According to the Prison Policy 

Initiative, the American criminal justice system holds 2.3 million in its facilities, 

disproportionally impacting communities of color. 

Moving into the future, we should consider how racial justice intersects with the 

preservation of our shared humanity. It is shocking that the Kerner Commission only 

connected race with civility. Just as whiteness is often correlated with ideas of empire in 

white supremacy studies, combatting racism must be enmeshed in a larger global 

project wherein racism in the U.S. is harmful not only to American citizens but to the 

human project writ large across the planet. This forces us to redraw political structures 

and to reconsider how we think of bureaucratic decision-making in the federal 

government. Consider figure 1 below to conceive of the U.S. racial order. In this figure, 

the U.S. remains rooted in a colonial history, with an inseparably connected interplay 

between racist structure and racist ideology. This implicitly links structural racism to the 

modern configuration of the state through the economy, commissions, and institutions, 

even when those areas may appear free from bias. More importantly, undergirding the
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U.S. racial order in colonial history enables one to view racial justice as part of a larger 

sociopolitical project. By treating racism as a violation of not only civil rights but 

something that is shaped by a colonial history, there is a newfound ability to understand 

racism as part of an empire of white supremacy. Just a whiteness holds international 

power, democracy’s ability to achieve racial justice demands a conception of racial 

equity as a human right, not just a right granted by civil society in a particular country. 

Figure 2: U.S. Racial Order

 

A modern day Kerner Commission would do well to be more inclusive of some of 

the key oversights and under included aspects of the original commission. These include 

focusing on all races, not just a black/white binary, and better balancing the racial, 

ethnic, and gender composition of the commission. Additionally, while presidential 

commissions exist as spaces to evaluate and recommend strategies of civic engagement, 

it seems that a modern commission would benefit from assuming that democratic 

activism is desirable. Treating voter and civic engagement as a threat to systemic 

stability undermines the integrity of American democracy by questioning the motives of
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certain citizens and dividing the demos. Kerner taught us that commissions should not 

be spaces to test political loyalty or merit; the focus should be on fulfilling democratic 

ideals. 

But perhaps seeking to refine a presidential commission to make it more 

effective is counterproductive, since it belies the greater goal of actually achieving racial 

equity in the U.S. federal government. Instead, the real question is how do we stop 

replaying these kinds of commissions? If this country is to achieve racial equity, which 

seems very unlikely, how would it need to rearrange organizations and institutions in 

order to make the sufficiently massive and monumental investment needed for 

meaningful, systemic reform? Put differently, but in the words of testimony at the 

Kerner Commission hearings, how do we finally, once and for all, move beyond what Dr. 

Kenneth B. Clark called the Alice in Wonderland-esque nature of the commission 

whereby the same  moving picture is reshown over and over again, with the same 

analysis, the same recommendations, and the same  inaction (Report 1968, 483). The 

Illinois Assembly on the Kerner Commission Report Revisited faulted the all-too 

common response on behalf of political leadership to simply create a commission to 

study an emergent race issue. The report chided commissions, suggesting “Commission 

studies too often serve to deflect attention from the problems at hand and to reduce 

the level of political activity that might be undertaken to solve them.” (Illinois Report 

1970, 5) This critique leads us back to a sense of complicity and a shared, collective 

responsibility to invest U.S. structures and citizens in the task of achieving racial justice.
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In the Kerner Commission’s preface to the final report, the Commissioner’s 

wrote that “the most important step toward domestic peace is an act of will; this 

country can do for its people what it chooses to do.” (Report 1968, 34) The last fifty 

years have revealed that racial disorder has not receded. There remain violent, 

heartbreaking, and cruel examples of structural racism—from child detention centers to 

prison abuse to police brutality—that demand the U.S. federal government take stock of 

race and double down on our national will, both monetarily and empathetically. It may 

still be true that this country can do for its people what it chooses to do. The collective 

project represented by the U.S. federal government is realized only by cooperation 

mixed with discord. Making good on U.S. democracy’s promise of justice for people of 

all races is the only choice this country has to preserve domestic peace.
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